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CHILDREN'S FEARS OF WAR

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,

YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:18 a.m., in room 2212,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George Miller (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Members . present: Representatives Miller, Lehman, Schroeder,
Boggs, Patterson, Boxer, Levin, Morrison, Rowland, Sikorski, Mar-
riott, Fish, Coats, Bliley, Wolf, Burton Of Indiana, Johnson, McKer-

,nan, and Vucanovich.
Staff present: Alan J. Stone, staff director and counsel; Ann

Rosewater, deputy staff director; Judy Weiss, research assistant;
Christine Elliott-Groves, minority staff director; Donald Kline,
senior protessain51glaTf; and Joan. Godley, committee clerk."

Chairman MILLER. The committee will come to order.
The purpose of today's hearing is, to learn more about children's fears

of war. In the last 6 months our committee has undertaken a
systematic examination of the conditions in which our children, youth,
and families live. We have been careful to look at trends as well. As a
result, we know much more than when we beganabout where we
are and where we are going with regard to family structure, to the
changing workplace, to the effects of changing economic and
budget priorities 'on the emotional and physical well-being of fami-
lies, particularly children.

Some of our findings have been deeply disturbing, particillarly
those which' show a greater number of impoverished children and
the declining number of resources available to them as they are
growing up.

Our, search for the best information, however, cannot and should
not rest on demographic and economic data alone. Our efforts must
alSo include a careful look at the attitudes current conditions have
engendered in our children, youth, and families. Attitudes among
children especially those reflecting anxiety over fundamental ques-
tions of existence, should help us better understand their behavior,
their hopes, and their aspirations.

Unfortunately, because their parents often' are fearful, and be-
cause they read 'the newspapers and watch television, children are
aware of the horrible possibilities of modern warfare.

We have already heard from some of these children at our first
hearing. Reed Claxton, age 11, summarized the concerns expressed
in- 40,000 letters delivered by Save the Children to the President.

(I)
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He said, "One of the five things that concerns us most is atomic
weapoos." Camp Fire. Inc., formerly Camp Fire.Girls, has passed a
resolution promoting study groups on nuclear war. It is my under-
standing as well that the President gets 100 letters a day from

-schoolchildren concerned about nuclear war. I have personally re-
ceived, and I am sure other Members have, scores of letters from
schoolchildren in our own congressional districts.

In addition, clinical and survey evidence clearly reflect the
6,.xtent to which children worry about the threat of nuclear war.

anxiety: much like any major anxiety, can interrupt the
'healthy emotional development of' a child and affects a child's in-
teraction with his or her family, e:Tecially if' there is no positive
outlet for that concern.

We know these principles of-child development are universal and
apply to all children regardless of politic& affiliation, race, or eco-
nomic background and that is why this is not a partisan issue
neither' liberal nor conservative, Democrat or Republican. It de-
serves the consideration and concern of all of us.

For these reasons, and consistent with our commitment to gather
the best .research information on children and their families, we
have called today's hearing.

This morning we will be privileged to hear from a panel of pre-
eminent doctors, researchers, and Child development experts. They

. will tell us what children worry about, the changing nature of chil-
dren's fears of war, and the implications of these attitudes for par-
ents and for our society.

First, we will hear from. some children who have been coura-
geous enough to come before the Congress from across the' country
to share with us their concerns. We welcome all of you: Gerald,
Ursell and Jessica. Jessica is joined by her father. He will share his
experience as a .parent responding to his child's fears. He will tell
us about other families in Midwest communities who have contact-
ed him 'iiince he left his job as a county civil defense director.

Gerald, I think we will start off with you.
I had a chance to meet Gerald in the office earlier this morning

and he seemed very confident about testifying, so we are going to
give him first chance.

Gerald, before we hear from you, I would like to give the ranking
member of this committee, Mr. Marriott from Utah, a chance to
make an opening statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. DAN mAititiorivA REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF UTAH

Mr. MARIttorr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, the minority Members have expressed objection

to these hearings on several occasions and hope that our letter of
September 1:3, 198:3, could be submitted.

We are aware that some teachers are teaching children-to play
war games, those who are caught up in their antinuclear activities..

The minority's opposition to these hearings is not based on a lack
of concern for nuclear war, we are all opposed to nuclear war.

The question is not the possibilities of war, the question,is how to
avoid war. This is not a foreign relations committee, however, and
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we don't have jurisdiction over foreign relation matters. We believe
that using children as political pawns serves no useful purpose in
these discussions.

There is a startling lack of reliable research on this subject. Prof.
M. Brewster Smith from the University of California at Santa Cruz
at a meeting of Physicians for Social Responsibility on October 9
said this:

The first discovery I made when I tried to come to grips with (the psychological
problems of children as a result of the threat of nuclear war) is how very limited
and weak the available data are. There has been very little research on the impact
of the nuclear age on children and youth. We need more and better data, and even
with very good data, the causal interpretation of historical trends in this area will
be difficult and inherently speculative.

We are not here, Mr. Chairman, to speculate or to hear specula-
tion but to build a responsible and reliable data base.

Prof, Joseph Adelson, associate editor of the Journal of Youth
and Adolescence for over 13 years and a member of the staff' of
Johns Hopkins University, said:

Reviewing the literature and major texts in developmental child psychology and
adolescent psychiatry, there is no mentibn of the fear of war or the fear of nuclear
war as important in the development of children or as a source of psychiatric dis-
turbance. To the contrary, the most recent study of children's ideas of death indi-
cate that ideas of war and bombing are trivial as compared with other fears that
children have.

Now we object to these hearings, Mr. Chairman, not because we
are not concerned but because we think the resources of this com-
mittee could be spent in better ways. 'Hearings on the consequences
of divorce are more prudent to the resources of this committee. Di-
vorce, for example, is real to children, not speculative. Many chil-
dren are experiencing daily the traumas of divorce. Experts say the
primary fears of children in our society are related to the loss of
family members by divorce, separation, and other causes.

How about child abuse and neglect and the sexual exploitation of
children? Those are the subjects this committee should have juris-
diction over. Now 650,000 to 1 million children a year are injured
or impaired because of some form of child abuse, it is the second
leading cause of cerebral palsy, and More than 100 times more chil-
dren are involved in abuse and neglect problems than the last polio
e ..demic of the 1950's.

How about subjects like child support, pornography, lack of posi-
tive role models, the problems of latchkey kids, drug abuse, the ef-
fects. of TV, boredom in school, day care needs, foster homes,
runaways? All of these are important areas, and to move this sub-
ject to the top of the list without a reliable database to support it
poses us some problems.

When this committee was authorized, it was to be a factfinding
committee, not a committee to speculate about problems for which
we have very little reliable data.

Mr. Chairman, in the spirit of cooperation we on the minority
will listen intently without bias to what is going to be said here
today and we hope that the testimony today will be based on facts,
not speculation or media hype, and 'not on politically motivated
rhetoric.

I thank you for holding the hearing.,,



Chairman MILLER. Are thert other members who have openingstatements? .

We must be out of this room by noon, so it is my intention to
enforce the a-minute rule with respect to members of the commit-
tee.

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a statement.
Chairmab MILLER. First the majority.
Mrs. Boxer.
Mrs. BOXER. Mr. Chairman, I really was not going to make an

opening statement but I feel compelled to say a couple of quick
things after hearing the distinguished minority member of this
committee. I am very disturbed to hear the distress that he is feel-
ing. I frankly don't understand it when we know in our surveys
that children have defined the fear.of,war and nuclear war as one
of' their prime concerns. We know this through independent sur-
veys, and as the mother of two children myself I know it through
personal experience. I can tell you that I feel if Congress has any
charge at all it is to make growing up in America a secure and op-
timistic process, so I think that this hearing today is really criticalto our work.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Coats.
Mr. COATS. Mr. Chairman, I can't help but express my disap-

pointment in the subject matter of this hearing. When the idea of
the Children, Youth, and Family CoMmittee was first presented to
Congress. many people expressed concern and outright opposition.

t4rat the committee-Npuld-not-timit-irseirto WItimate pursuits but
would be used as the forum to air particular political viewponts. At
that time, I was serving on the Select Committee on Aging which
had 59 members. Often only one or two members came to hearings
because the committee purpoSes were misused. It had become a
traveling road show and a media extravaganza. Members of .both
parties refused to participate in it.

But I spoke up for the formation of the committee on the family.
I spoke on the floor of the House of Representatives, and urged my
colleagues who had opposition to the committee to give it a chance.
I indicated to them that I thought we would deal seriously Avith the
problems that are today directly affecting our children, youth, and
families. I indicated that we would not deal with hypotheticals, nor
would we use it to advance political strategy.

We agreed at the beginning of the committee, I thought -both
sides had agreed, that we would use the first year to achieve rele-
vant data about children, families, and youth. I thought that we
would collect. objective and unbiased data presented by experts and
then, we would prweed to make recommendations, which could be
used to formulate possible solutions to the problems that our youth
and children and families are currently experiencing. But today,
despite the vigorous objections of the minority and many letters
and conversations that have been outlined to you, Mt ChairMan,
we are moving ahead on the topic of the effect of nuclear war on
children.

Is there any member of this panel or anybody in this room that
has any doubt whatsoever about what the ef'f'ect of nuclear war
would be on children in this country or on adults in this country or

5



on grandparents or on animals or plant life or anything else in this
world? Is there any doubt? Do we need to sit here this morning and
hear from children as to what the effect would be?.

I think, Mr. Chairman, we have many more important things to
be dealing with here. No one is denying the tragic consequences of
nuclear war or any war but this committee does not have the juris-
diction to do anything about that. We are not going to hear this
testimony and then write legislation that is going to outlaw nucle-
ar-weapons. We are not going to be able to affect the foreign policy
of the United States or the Soviet Union or any other country.
And, that is not our jurisdiction.

I. think that holding a hearing on this topic this morning de-
stroys the credibility of this committee. It fuels the fire for all
those who say, "It is exactly what we told you." I had the fond
hope that this would be turned into a standing committee with leg-
islative writing jurisdiction. I think now we are throwing that op-
portunity away. I am embarrassed for the committee members on
both sides. I am embarrassed for these children who have to come
here and be used in this way, and I am embarrassed for those who
have to participate.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILL,E12. I hope those who have criticized this 1raaring

most harshly will remain throughout the hearing, because I think
they will see that this topic is of great importance to the lives of
children and their families. To suggest that this is a,trivial matter
.or thatitis trivial compared to other- matters; -I do not think-is-ac--
curate. I think they will discover in fact that there is hard evidence
to suggest that this..is a matter of considerable concern to the chil-
dren.

The test of a hearing by this committee is not whether or not it
will lead to legislation. We do not have such powers. Among our
purposes is to gather the best available information, and I think at
the end of the hearing we will see that the evidence presented is
factual, and the impressions of thousands of children.interviewed.

In our earlier report other members suggested that we should
not rely specifically on demographics, but that we should strive to
understand the human complexities of problems as well. I agree, and
fear of war is a matter that for many children overshadows their
daily life. Whether or not we can affect the foreign policy of this
country is not the standard we should be guided by. The best test is
whether or not the members of this committee will better under-
stand and have a greater appreciation for one of the major concerns
that children have.

As for the other topics suggested here today, many are now either
scheduled or under negotiation. As for one ,:on the priority
topics mentionedsextial exploitation of children-1 would point
out that the Child Abuse Act is now on the floor of the Congress,
and we will all have an opportunity to vote on it soon.

I am concerned that this committee not act when matters of im-
mediate legislative concern are before the appropriate committee of
jurisdiction. Perhaps when that act is discharged and the..Congress
has worked its will, we may want to engage in ;oversight on a
broader perspective. We certainly have the right to do that, but we
should not lose sight of traditional legislative prerogatives. It is my
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hope that we all will sit back and listen closely to the witnesses. I-,
think we-will discover that in fact there is considerable food for
thought here, and much for those of us in position to make public
policy to ponder.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Mrs. Schroeder.
Mrs. Schith nER. I would ask unanimous consent that the rest of

us who have opening statements, would put them in the record. I
think for us to recognize the fact that a third of the population in
America is under the age of 18 and that this committee has a
charge to listen to them. Today, we have young people here who
want to talk to us about an important subject. One of the things
that we worry about is how we motivate young people to prepare
for -the future. This is difficult .when the world situation is so pre-
carious that they say, "Why should we be motivated for the future,
there. may not be one. Let's move back to instant gratification.--

I think we need to listen to them rather than spend our time ar-
guing back and forth. If we need to do that, We should argue after
the hearings are over. Therefore. I would hope that we would put
our statements in the record and following the hearing we can
debate whether or not we should have held this hearing. I think it
is a relevant subject and I commend the chairman for bringing it
fo rwa rd .

Chairman MILLE. The committee will hear first froth Gerald Or-

Mr. BLILEY. Are you going to respond to the unanimous consent
request?

Chairman MILLER. I did not realize it was a unanimous consent
request, I thought it was a recommendation from the gentlelady
from Colorado..

Is there objection to including in the record at this point opening
statements, so that they will appear prior to the testimony Of the
first witness.

Mr. BLILEY. I have a right to object, Mr. Chairman. I was here at
9 o'clock and ready to go. We did not start until almost 20 minutes
after 9 and I would like to make my opening statement.

Chairman MILLER. The gentleman is more than welcome to. do
that. We started late due to technical problems encountered by the
Media:

Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS .I. 'HALEY. JR.. A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM TILE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is quite an understatement to say that we minority members.

are disappointed in the turn which the committee has taken with
this hearing. After much-talk about partisanship at the creation of
the committee, I would be interested to learn the majority's defini-
tion of that word. Apparently one side may consistently ignore the
unanimous .objections of the other, carry on as if the other simply
did not exist, and still consider itself to be following the spirit of
bipartisanship. I can recoqcile that behavior with my own defini-



tion of bipartisanship only if I yield to my suspicion that the major-
ity failed to'consult its own members as well.

Defense policy is not a proper subject for this committee, even if
that policy is articulated by children. The rationale which argues
otherwise can be used to show that almost any subject is proper to
almost any committee. I do not believe that we are here today be-
cause children's fears of war are their greatest fear. or their most
potent fear. Clearly they are not.

Even our own committee report places chances of nuclear war
fifth on the list of national problems which trouble high school
seniors. If we take into consideration the fact that personal prob-
lems, such as the loss of a parent through death or divorce, are of
far greater concern to children than national problems, and fur -
ther, that younger children are less likely to be concerned with na-
tional problems than are high school seniors, we see that there is
considerably less need for a hearing on children's fears of war than
for a hearing on their many other very legitimate fears.

If, in this hearing, we are sincerely and primarily concerned with
our children's fears of war and the adverse psychological effect of
those fears, then we certainly ought to be concerned about the var-
ious nuclear war curricula which have been introduced in the
classrooms across the Nation in just the last year. The best known
of these curricula, .a course developed by the National Education
Association in conjunction with the Union of Concerned Scientists,
has been described by an Education_ Department official as "an in-

-credibly obvious drive to bring political- indoctrination into the
classrooms." I might add that the Washington Post shared that
.opinion in a recent editorial.

From the reactions of students to these curricula, it seems as if
they are devoted to the work of immersing our children in emo-
tions of fear, guilt, and despair. As one student put it after attend-
ing a course entitled "Decision Making. in the Nuclear Age," "It
was hard to handle. It is hard to spend -15 minutes a day talking
about dying and it is depressing," I don't wonder.

Another child, a participant in the course, "Facing History and
Ourselves," summed up what she had learned thusly: "I have
learned that there is seldom a right or wrong but rather a right or
left."

Students in these programs, which extend from kindergarten
through 12th grade, are under pressure to explore all aspects Of a
nuclear explosion in all their grissly details. Games are introduced
which have the sole purpose of reinforcing the idea of the hopeless-
ness of any future war. Possibly these are healthy exercises for
adults but they are hardly the measures which most parents would
prescribe for their own children.. Some children may indeed be-able
to handle this pressure hut many more are not. .

In closing I would like to introduce for the record some more ma-
terial which I believe will help us to better understand the dangers
of these courses. The first is an article written by Mrs. Charlotte
Iserbyt, a former Special Assistant in the Department of Educa-.
tion; the second a recent address by noted psychiatrist, Dr. Harold
Voth which will be available to us in a few days. Lrequest that the
record be kept open to receive it. Both Mrs. Iserbyt and Dr. Voth..

1 2
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speak knowledgeably about the most popular nuclear war curricula
and their pSychological effects upon children.

Mr. BLILEY. -Finally I would like to-introduce for the record and
present for inspection of our committee members an example of
just how far this business of scaring children has gone. This is a
copy of a comic book published in San Francisco by an organization°
called Educomics. It is intended for use in the classroom. It is ac-
companied by a teacher's guide and lesson plan, and it is distribut-
ed at teachers' conferences throughout the United States. It is the
true story of a young Japanese boy who lived through the bombing
of Hiroshima. It includes vivid pictures guaranteed to keep your
children awake at night. Anyone concerned with the fears of chil-
dren ought likewise to be concerned with such teaching tools as
this little book.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
[Opening statement and material submitted by Congressmdn:

Thomas Bliley follow:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS BLILEY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE-OF VIRGONIA

quite an understatement to say that we Minority Members are disappointedin the turn which the Committee has taken with this hearing. After much talk of
bi-partisanship at the creation of the Committee, I wculd be interested to learn the
Majority's definition of that word. Apparently, one side may consistently ignore the
unanimous objections' of the,other, carry on as if the other simply did not exist, and
still consider itself to be following the spirit of bi-partisanship. I can reconcile thatbehavior with my own definition of bipartisanship only if I yield to my suspicion
that the Majority failed to consult its own Members as well.

Defense policy is not a proper subject for this committee, even if that policy isarticulated by children. The rationale which argues otherwise can be used to showthat, almost any subject is proper to any committee.
I dodo believe that we are here today because children's fears of war are their

greatest fears, or their most potent fears. Clearly, they are not. Even our own Com-
mittee report (another "bi-partisan" effort( places "chances of nuclear war" fifth onthe list of national problems which trouble high-school seniors. If we take into con-
sideration the fact that personal problems (such as the loss of a parent through
death Or divorce( are of far greater concern to children than national problems, and
further, that younger children are less likely to be concerned with national prob-
lems than are high-school seniors, we see that there is considerably less need fora
hearing on children's fears of war than for a hearing on their many other very le-gitimate fears.

If, in this hearing, we are sincerely and primarily concerned with our children's
fears of war and the adverse psychological effects of those fears, then we certainly
ought to be concerned about the various: "nuclear war curricula" which have been
introduced to classrooms across the nation in just the last year. The best known of
these curricula, a course developed by the National Education Association in con-junction with the Union of Concerned Scientists, has been described by an Educa-
tion Department official as "an incredibly obvious drive to bring political indoctri-
nation into the classroom." From the reactions of students to these curricula, it
seems as if they are devoted to the work of immersing our children in emotions of
fear, guilt and despair. As one student put it after attending a course entitled, "De-cision Making in the Nuclear Age," ". . . it was hard to handle! It's hard to spend
.15 minutes a day talking about dying, rand its.depressing." I don't wonder.

Another child, a participant in the course, "Facing History and Ourselves,"
summed up what she had learned thus: "I have learned that there is seldom a rightor ihong, but rather a right or left." .Students in these programs, which extend' from Kindergarten through twelfth
grade, are pressured to explore r,li aspects ofa nuclear explosion, in all their grizzly
details. Games are introduced which have the sole purpose of reinforcing the idea of
the hopelessness of any future Aran Possibly these are healthy exercises for adults,
but they are hardly the measures which most parents would prescribe for their own
children. Some,children may be able, to handle this pressure, but many more arenot.

13
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In closing. I would like to introduce for the record some mare material which I
believe will help us to better understand the dangers of these courses. The first is
an article written by Mrs. Charlotte Iserbyt, a former special assistant in the De-
partMent of Education. The second, a recent address by noted psychiatrist, Dr.
Harold Voth, wily be available to us in a few days. I request that the record be kept
open to receive it. Both Mrs. Iserbyt and Dr. Voth speak knowledgably about the
most popular nuclear'wor curricula and their psychological effects .upon children.

Finally, I would like to introduce for the record and present for the inspection of
our committee members an example of just how far this business of scaring children
has gone. This is a copy of a comic book. published in San Francisco by an organiza-
tion called Educomics. It is intended for use in the classroom, is-accompanied by a
Teacher's Guide and Lesson Plan, and is distributed at Teachers' Conferences
throughout the United States. It is the true story-of a young Japanese boy who lived
through the bombing of Hiroshima. It includes vivid pictures guaranteed to keep
yotir children awake at night. Anyone concerned with the fears of children, ought
likewise to be concerned with such teaching tools as thittook.

Thank you.
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Another viewpoint Too high a priceBy Charlotte Iserbyt

"We used to be an easy. Tbere al-
w ays maned to be in answer to every-
thing. INeryttling flt Into place. Settftlit
up at 7 Ot10.70. g00118 to 0d700, at A
=raw Pow at 4. datite homework ar

sod dually:oleo 0 bad at 11.
"In my tightly scheduled ilia I Intl on

time to redact lo Wee past four
mourn, Porever, roe bone forced to
Wok It hazel been easy."

This Is a quotation from, "Student
Journal Excerpts in Response to the
Curriculum, Facing History and Our.
selves. Holocaust and Human Behay.
or." a federally 'funded program for
eighth and ninth grade students

kny course that results in a Kleen
old feeling that way has got to be

wrung I think any honest cold psy
etiologist would agree with me that he
who purposely disturbs the stabillti
expressed so well In the student's first
two sentences, may be guilty of Odd
abuse.

X19 criticism of the program is in no
way a cntictsm of the choice of the
Jewish Holocaust as the subject Any
curriculum which, borrowing the
words of those who professionally eve).
uated it, is **controversial and miner,.
mental," and clearly is designed to
change students' attitudes on political
and social issues, which used Another
holocaust, that to Cambodia, Tibet, or
Afghanistan, would draw equal scorn
and wrath from me. Any program
which ones pre- and posttesting to
evaluate student atUtudinal outcomes
present., problems for a free society.

The following quotations from,
-Facing History and Ourselves: A
Protect Evaluation." by Professor
Marcus Lieberman. Harvard Gradu.
ate School of Education, published in
Moral Education Forum's lam special
devoted to the program, support my
contentions regarding the program

"Furtterrnore, the el feet of the pro-
gram on students may not become ap
parent until considerable time after
the completion of the unit. Neverthe-
less, experimental programs must be
able to evaluate outcomes. This article
summarises the strategies we used to
detect some of the fects Of the contro-
venial cunicolum. During Use first
year of Use FHAO program we wanted
to 'cast the widest possible net' to cap-
ture changes In the students' moral,
ego and social development.... Not too
aurpr tsumly. thejunlor high school stu-
dents who took all these tests coin-
plalnedbIttmly about the difficulty in
answering Use questions posed in the
protocols. (It became particularly dB
limit to pervade those students who
had experienced a unit on resistance to
tuoitrwe with th.tootT'

"While the advantage of 'casting a
wide net' to capture any changes had
seemed like a reasonable approach,
the =aloud resposse to what stu-
dents perceived as a high level of
abuse had been usaotidpakd...."

The Intent of the program is deceit-
ful. Nowell PlYda0101Pcat mahMula'
Hoe, frightening (lima, moral
dilemmas (Use use of Professor Kohl-
berg's World Reasonslbsation eth-
ical; Um use of the Mann "shock"
emertment, Mabee survival games,

Iserbyr

role Mai ing. use of personal journals,
group criticism sessions, etc., 14year
olds thinking is negatively Influenced
on the need to preserve our American
system i preservation through clinging
to time-tested values and through a
strong national defense)

Students are taught to question
everything The "content themes" cow.
rr "concepts of power. authority. obe-
Weiler, resistance, survival, prejudice.
stereo, yptng, propaganda. lodgment,
individual and society, non.lnevItsbll.
Ity of history, knowledge, certainty,
moral responsibility."

The educators are using the Holo-
coast for their own sinister purposes,
and this ts in Itself shocking To seise
upon a tragic, unforgettable era in his
tory as a vehicle to brainwash their
young captive students in the need for
tolerance of any lifestyle, any religion,
any value system or political system
except Fascism, and on the need for
pacifism when it comes to defending
their country, Is totally wrong I can't
see haw a 14-yearold could possibly
survive this course, come out of it any-
thing but confused at best, or alienated
from our society at worst.

Young students don't have enough
history to enable them to ask their
teachers questions such as, "Might not
a future holocaust (nuclear or commie
nIst enslavement) be avoided If the
tree world remains strong? Might not
the Cambodian and Vietnamese blood-
baths have been avoided it the outcry
from the universities, etc., bad not fl.
sally Influenced American foreign pol-
icy?" The developers of so much of the

. controversial curriculum, much of
which is federally funded, are the very
educationists opposed to a strong na.
bonal defense, opposed to U.S. involve-
ment in preserving freedoms In Latin
America and the Caribbean. in favor of
a fecese, mad aludouz to strip our its
(Ion of Its sovereignty. (Remember the
"Declaration of interdependence"
written by Professor Henry Steele
Commager?) Their argument regard-
ing the need for pacifism and disarm-
ament Is faulty, unless they truly
believe it Is "better to be red than
dead," in which case they seem not to
be concerned one bit over the libel!
hood of a communist holocaust, a pre-
view of which has been given all of us
by Alexander Solzhenitsyn Is his "Gu-

Jag Archipelago" and other novels It

Is for this reason their faulty argu.
mentation that t suspect their min
lives for Una course. In my opinion, the
only goal of this course ts to' make our
children receptive to the Idea of dim'
moment In socialist world govern.
meal. 'fhb, they believe and teach our,
children, would be preferable to a nu-
clear stir, whch they repeatedly refer,
to as another Inevitable holocaust.
They successfully Instill In their she'
dents confusion over Velum which will;
affect their ability to make rational:
dectstoos at the ballot box. In 104 pages
of journal entries, at Mast one-half of
them reflect how guilty, tearful, des-
perate, and confused the students feel
after Rettig through the course. Nn
matter what page one turns to; one
Rods 14-year-olds' quotations stmllar
to the following: "1 feel as though
something I have had all my We has
been taken away from me, something
that can oever be totally restored. I
almost feel that I need It back because
I feel no awful without It.... We all inc
our struggling humanity have to chit&
our eyeballs to keep out the cold light
of despair....

"The most meaningful parts of the,
book tElle Wimes 'Night') to me
were when the boy stopped believing In
God, and when the Iztter was
dying....1 think that maybe my MIN le
waning, little, just from reading
about It....Unfortunately, this book will
always be tucked in my memory, I
want to forget," or "I'm conscious of
having changed In the strength of my
convictions on many of the ethical dl:
lenmas we've costronted. But In other
w. is I'm les- sure of myself and more

tospective. Where do I draw the line
t. ',teen tight and wrong...

tie probed questions that had no
nest or wrong answers and I became
more and more confused as to how I
stood on several issues," or "Seeing
how other people think and express
their opinlims I have learned that there
is seldom a right or wrong but rather a
right or left..

The conclusion to the "Journal Es.
cerpts" conststs of the following quota
lion, not from a student, but from
someone named Terrence Des Pres:
"And for all their shock and depression
and yea, also their tears, what emerges
Melly are things so finely human,
things so clearly good and fife entuus
trig, that the danger we run and the
damage we share o meditaUon on the
Holocaust Weal not too high a price to
Pay."

As parent. I object to the public
schools feeling It Is Important to Mock
and depress my children, OT to bring
them to Mars, no matter how noble the
purpose. I don't pay taxes to have the
public 'Moots take rtslu with my chtlj
dren who are captive in the classroom.:

"the danger they run and the dam+
age they share" Is too MO a price to.
Pay. and anyway, the educators never
have to pay the price for their mbodiri
cation of an experimentation with ow!
children. We parents lad our ddldreg
have paid the price far too long.

Osaristre 12400, a reddest of Coati
do. le- a krroer special aasheaat lathe
U.S. Departmeof of tdocatko



THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFTECT OF' NUCLEAR WAR COURSES

(By Harold M. Voth, M.D.1'

I have been asked to explain the probable effects which certain classroom topics
and exercises are likely to have on young people. Specifically, I have been asked to
review the materials (curricula) a number of groups are distributing throughout our
public school system. The organizations and the curricula they are distributing are:

A Day of Dialogue by Educators for Social Responsibility, Cambridge, Mass.;
Decision Making in a Nuclear Age. Box 590, Cambridge, Mass.;
Choices, a Unit on Conflict and Nuclear War; produced by the NEA and a Group.

of Scientists, Cambridge. Mass.;
Crossroads, Quality of Life in a Nuclear World. produced by Jobs with Pence,

Boston, Mass.
Moral Education Form, Hunter College, N.Y.; and
Facing History and Ourselves, Boston, Mass.
The avowed purpoSe of these groups is variously stated as: (I) an attempt to allay

the fears and despair of the young by showing that adults are attempting to solve
the difficult issue of nuclear threat and war; (2) to help young people visualize nu-
clear reality in a way which is non-threatening, thereby preparing them to ulti-
mately set us free from the threat which endangers the future of the world; (3)
inform the young on issues of nuclear war and military spending and help them
overcome feelings of helplessness and powerlessness; (.1) provide a basis for moral
development; (5) to instruct students on the abuse of power, obedience, loyalty, deci-
sion- making and survival as they further develop their notions of justice, to learn to
reason and think about the abuses of civil liberties and the freedom to think. This is
an ambitious undertaking to say the least.

After spending some time studying these .curricula, I have come to believe that
their true purpose is to change the student's attitude and behavior to conform to
the author's beliefs about national and international issues, war, the nuclear threat,
and so on. I will elaborate on that point because' I believe the implications are
rather far-reaching. and then I will discuss what the students are being subjected to
and what. the consequences are likely to be for the student and our society.

I have elsewhere written and spoken on the devitalization of America, on the
changing American character and the weakening of the American spirit, and I be-
lieve the topic we are examining today is another manifestation of that downhill
process. Inasmuch as the vitality of a society is a reflection of the aggregate vitality.
of its members and the way the society is organized, an analysis of a nation's vital-
ity must include a careful inspection of what happens to the young during their de-
velopmental years. These crucial years shape personality and determine to a large
extent how much the individual contributes to society. If home life is good, if the
child's family is intact and he receives good mothering and good fathering, chanties
are that child will beCome an adult who can masterfully handle the problems of life
and leave his mark. The school experience is also a central factOr in the child's later
effectiveness as an adult.

As you know, family life in our society is deteriorating at a terrifying rate. The
divorce epidemic is the major factor for this deterioration, but the mass exodus of
women from the home, often due to economic pressure but also and probably largely
to the seductive but false drumbeat of the women's lib movement are major deter-
minants of this deterioration.

The developing child pays the highest penalty for the breakup of the home, the
part-time or the pathological home.- Instead of facing the adult world with courage
and the anticipation of finding opportunities and fulfillment, he will in all probabil-
ity be impaired with one or more psychological deficits of varying degrees of sever-
ity: Before they grow up they, will occupy the classroom. What they experience there
can have a powerful impact on their current and future psychological condition and
life adjustment. Indeed, the teachers can be a marvelous developmental stimulus for
the child or a growth inhibiting or growth disturbing influence. For some children,
the school experience is like a psychological hot lunch which can substantially fill
the inner voids of the child.

Our nation is a'ready filled with people of diminished vitality whose contributions
to society will never reach the leVel it might have-been-had their hothe life been of
a higher quality and greater quantity. Millfii-ns of our children will one day swell

'Chief of Staff. VA Medical Cehter. Topeka. Kans; Clinical Professor in Psychiatry, Universi-
ty of Kansas College of Health Sciences. Kansas City, Kans.; and Faculty, The Karl Menninger
School of Psychiatry. Topeka. Kans.
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the_ tank J) oft_htse adults. It_is imperative, therefore, that their school experience
make up as much as possiblefor the deficits in their lives. Children need the best
possible -preparation for the respon5ibilities_Which..will_falLto'them as they .enter
adulthood, and they should be Launched into the future in a spirit of appropriate
'optimism and hope.

The worst possible mental state for the child is one of despair and hopelessness.
When children are burdened by these feelings, they do not learn well nor do they
traverse developmental and social challenges nearly as well as if they were cheerful
and optimistic-Because the home life of millions of this nation's youth is fragment-
ed or-in some instances hardly existant at all, I am certain many children are trou-
bled by these heavy feelings. A good school experience can do much to counteract
these negative mental states. It is therefore imperative that responsible adults care-
fully monitor the events within the school. Put very simply, a good school experi-
ence can substantially offset a bad-home life.

What I see in these curricula is a subtle defeatist stance being touted to the
young, many of whom are already impaired by their own internal difficulties. Eventhe healthiest child can be adversely influenced by such Material. All that can
emerge from such classroom exercis;esis an attitude of hopelessness anddefeat. Thevery nature of the subject depicts mankind at its worst. flow can young children
possibly view life with an attitude of hope after such exposure?

In addition to the direct impact of exposure to the most violent and/or degraded
forms of human behavior Ithe Nazi zoncentration camp), the tactics or exercises of
these programs will also have a destructive impact on the child, in my opinion. The
implicit and nearly explicit challenge which is given to the children as they engage
this material is for them .to respond with solutions. It is human nature to attempt to
arrive at solutions when presented with problems. Quite expectedly, therefore, stu-
dents will attempt to arrive at soluions. The end point of all of these exercises is a
blind alley for there are no solutions for the young to find. The sense of frustration
can only be great for those who take these curricula seriously. When there are no
solutions to life's problems, despair eventually follows and. then comes a sense of
defeat and depression. .1 L'an see no other end point for those youngsters who areexposed with this material.

The exercises themselves are often extremely complex in their focus; and all of
them imply that if the student doesn't figure it all out, the bomb will eventually go
off. Children should not be subjected to such nonsense. Their view of life can only be
bleak, in fact. many report developing feelings of fear and despair after exposure to
this material. Predictably so. Such exercises will seriously aggrevate the sense of
dispair many young people already feel about life.

Each of the nuclear war courses requires the students to keep a journal of his
thoughts 'and attitudes about the course. The following quotations are from those
student journals, as quoted in the printed materials for the nuclear war curricula.

"I am very scared, very. very scared. Because with a nuclear war you don't have a
chance to survive.- "These. days, I just try not to think about my future, because I
have a hard time seeing one. There aren't any jobs and there isn't any money for'
Me to go to college. I want to do something with my life. but ,who cares about. me?
Besides, we're allgoing to he blown up anyway.- (C711!

"Some of the discussions we had got 'pretty heavy,' and it was hard to handle! It's
hard to spend -15 minutes a day talking about dying, and it's depressing!" "Several
students began to cry. 'No. no.' they yelled, covering their ears. 'We'll all he dead.
It's no use. We're doomed.- (DMNAI

I went into this class planning not to allow it to change my thinking toward the
arms race and military spending. However, to my disappointment, at the end of the
class, I have to admit to a degree it has been effective. My point of -view of staunch
need for arms has changed to a wishy-washy feeling." DMNA)

"I have learned that there is'seldom a right or wrong but rather aright or left.-
"I'm conscious of having changed in the strength of my convictions on many of the
ethical dilemmas we've confronted. But in other ways I'm less sure of myself and
more introspective. Where do I draw the line between right and wrong?' (FHA())

"I feel as though something I have had all my life has been taken away from me,
something that can never he totally restored I almost feel that I need it back
because I feel so awful without it. We all, in our struggling humanity, have to
clutch to our eyeballs to keep out the child light of despair." I FFIA01

'"I'he most meaningful parts of the book )Elie Wiesel's NIGIITI to me were when
they boy stopped believing in God, and when the father was dying. I think that
maybe my faith is waning a little, just from reading about it. Unfortunati.ly, this
book will always be tucked in my memory.- (MAO,
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"We probed questions that had no right or wrong answers and I became more and
more confused as to how I stood on several issues." "Even in this seemingly perfect
country we are cruel. We are hateful. We are obsessed with ourselves." "What I did
learn will probably change the way I think.and look on life for the rest of my life."
(FHAO)

It is a well known child-development principle any sensitive parent And/or teach-
er understands, to not expose children to learning or developmental taks which are
too much for them. Challenge the child. but do not overwhelm him. These programs
can only overwhelm the child.

In addition to the immediate despair generating impact on the child, I think it is
highly probable that there will be other long-range effects exposUre to this material
will bring about. The first is a sense of revulsion to force, and eventually a reaction
to a stance of passivity. This process which is technically referred to as "reaction
formation" is applied to the development of a trait or attitude' which is the opposite
to a feeling, interest or impulse but which is felt as bad or unacceptable. For in-
stance, children who are exposed to sex prematurely or excessively often turn into
sexless beings or become excessively puritanical. Hostile impulses and aggression
which is believed' to be bad can lead to extreme passivity of character.

Bluntly put, these programs can only scare the wits Out of young people, chal-
lenge them with unsolvable problems, provoke a reaction of despair and hopeless-
ness, ultimately lead to a sense of hopelessness about the future and possibly result
in a reaction to aggression of any kind. Remember, there is nothing inherently evil
about .force or aggressionrather, the purpose for which aggression is used can be
evil. Children may not and probably cannot grasp that distinction. Even mature
men tend to renounce all aggression after prolonged exposure to it. A few children
might become excessively aggressive as a reaction to this material.

Of' course, the nuclear threat to mankind must be removed, but to expose millions
of children to the horrors of a nuclear war thereby promoting a massive response of
registration, defeatism, and reaction formation can only substantially add to the de-
vitalization of that nation.

Now to state the obvious. If' the world's greatest statesmen are having difficulty
solving international relations and removing the threat of nuclear destruction, how
in the world can anyone in their right mind expect children to make constructive
contributions to these grave issue's, especially when such a high percentm; of those
children are already troubled within themselves and do not live within a solid,
secure home. The most psychologically secure child, from the rr. .4. stable and secure.
family is no match for the overwhelming issues being presentei to then,. Even the
healthiest children are also very likely. to react with despair. To r6peat, the content
of these courses can only lead to fear, despair and hopelessness. Those ir.:ntal states
will receive a powerful reinforcement when the child fails to produce solutions for
the nuclear threat and the darker side of man's nature (Holocaust).

International relations require courageous, strong-willed, reasonable, rational
people to be able to adequately represent their country. Had Hitler been properly
confronted early in his reign, World War II would probably have been avoided.
Therefore, our young people deserve the kind of input during their developing years
so that strong, courageous leaders will emerge from their generations who can rep-
resent the United States in international matters. Furthermore, there must be suffi-
cient numbers of such citizen:, to provide the mandate for those leaders. A weak-
ened people select weak leaders. You all know what has happened to our country
when in the hands of woak leaders.

I know nothing-of the backgrounds of the propagators of the materials we are dis-
cussing today. After being in my field fir thirty yetrs, I can state unequivocally
that personality factors havb a powerful impact on career choices. A special kind of
personality is required to be able to stand firm during tough negotiating processes.
What a person is determines to considerable extent what he believes, and what he
believes determines what he does. This very simple formula accounts to a large
extent for career choices and the ideology one adheres,to within that career. Obvi-
ously, the creators of the programs we are examining would not do well as states-
men or disarmament 'negotiators, but they are nevertheless influencing children,
some of whom may represent their country in such encounters.

The materials I have [(Joked over seem clearly to me to suggest that military
people are bad and that the Pentagon is occupied by greedy, power hungry monsters
and that these elements must be removed froM our society. The protective function
of the military for our country and other countries is overlooked. The implication is
that if we will lay down our arms the world will be a safe place in which to live and
prosper. Perhaps the world will some day be such a place, but it is not such a place
now.

:!9-49P. 0 - 84 2
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It has been noted by very experienced statesmen and military men that if a
nation has a super weapon it will use it if pressed to the wall. The mass killing of
civilians in World War II through' bombardment is an example. Unilateral nuclear
disarmament assumes the other side would exercise self-restraint. They might ini-
tially, but the events of history strongly suggest that use of nuclear bombs would be
employed just as improved weaponry has always been eventually used. The up-'
proach of a gradual bilateral de-escalation and disarmament makes much more
senseto most exlierts.

Some historians have attributed part of ancient Rome's downfall to the Christian
influence, of the impact of the teaching to love your enemies, of forgiveness, etc., in
relation to the barbarians who were progressively destroying the empire. This may
sound shocking at first, but bear in mind that Christian principles only work if the
other side is capable of understanding them and willing and able to respond to
them. I am reminded of a very religious man who attempted to demonstrate God's
protectiveness to his small son by thrusting his-arm into a lion-'s cage. The lion
ripped off the man's arm. Some of our adversaries are about as reasonable as that
lion.

Perhaps our adversaries would respond to a softened negotiating stance or to uni-
lateral nuclear disarmament. Perhaps they would follow the patterns of our citizen-
ry who have been traumatized during their childhood by educators .and others who
simply are off' the wall in their approach to international issues. I doubt k I think
we would be overwhelmed in short order as the hordes crossed our borders (just as
the barbarians did hi Rome) into our fertile lands and as the military establish-
ments or ouradversaries polished usoff. The approach of a gradual, bilateral de-
escalation of the nuclear threat and disarmament is, in the minds of most, the best
approach:

I think the nuclear dilemma Will be eventually solved. I do not think we will blow
each other up. One thing I know for certain is that the negotiations which will even-
tually lead to thh.i' happy day will never succeed if' we populate our nation with devi-
talized people and fill them with despair about the future during-their developmen-
tal years.

We should provide good family life, teach our children all we possibly can as they
grow up. so they can eventually master the challenge of life. They must learn the
basics first and then the more difficult field later, after having achieved the maturi-
ty to comprehend them. Then as adults they will possess sufficient courage and
knowledge of the human condition to enter into negotiations- with other nations
not from a position of passivit9, despair, fear and trembling, but from a position of
courage, reason, strength, competence and hope for the .future.
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Chairman MILLER. Any other statements by members of the com-
mittee?

If not, Gerald, once again we will attempt to receive your testi,
mony.

Gerald is 12 years old and he goes to public school in Brooklyn.
Gerald, welcome to the committee. You have a written state-

ment, and it will be made a part of the record. Please proceed in
the manner in which you are most comfortable. If you would like
to read your statement, you go ahead and do so. If you would just

like to talk to the committee, you feel free to do that also.

STATEMENT OF GERALD 012.1UELA, AGE 12. BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Mr. ORJUELA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, parents and' distinguished Representatives of the

United States of America. Before I begin I would like to ,say how
honored I am for you to let me present my material to you.

I assume you are all sensible people, since it requires great intel-
ligence to be elected to a highly important part of our. Nation.
Other nations have their intelligent people. I'm sure Yurio/Andro-
pov is intelligent. Ronald Reagan, our President, is intelligent.

But why, instead of._ using our intelligence for good uses, like
peace, for example, we use our intelligence for war? Is it right to
call having missiles in Europe peace? Is it right to call a nuclear
missile "peace keeper'?

This is a waste of intelligence. We are criminalizing Newton,
Dalton, Einstein, Lucretius, and Democritus,.great pioneers in the
Atom. What would Einstein have thought of this?

It is senseless to waste money on a missile. There are no winners
in nuclear war. A one-megaton bomb exploding at ground level
during a nuclear war In Racine, Wis., would have a radioactive
cloud reach New York in a week. But by then, NeVr York would
have been vaporized long before Racine was.

Why can't we live in a world with only one rulepeace? Some-
time in October of last year, I saw a PBS, channel 13, presentation
of a movie made by the Japanese after the bomb had hit. Parts of
people literally melted under the blast. A bone was sticking out
from the socket where there once was an arm. The shadows of
people left imprinted on the floors and walls when the heat flash
vaporized them. Pitiful piles of entrails that were once known' as
human beings. That was a 25-kiloton bomb.

Now nations have arsenals made of more than 15,000 warheads,
mostly thermonuclear, each one 50 times more powerful than the
one over Hiroshima.

Simple in design. At high temperatures, the two forms of
"heavy" hydrogen, deuterium and tritium fuse to form the heavier
element helium. Great energy is released. That can be heard in
any serene junior high school. But no matter how simple it is, it's
deadly. Any country with the capabilities can do it, and so a lot of
countries have it. That is frightening.

That is when children, like me, come in. We are frightened that
a lot of countries have the bomb. We are frightened that we might
be hit. You are parents. Let your children live, and let our children
live. If you kill a child, you really kill twous as children, and us
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as,ailults with children. We must understand that anything nude-
ara plant, a -missile, a 'waris something very dangerous, wes
cannot yet safely operate the first. We cannot control the second
and no one wins the third.

A nuclear war is a time bomb. Time is running out. Let adults,
children, and the nations of the world fight and work together to
defuse this time bomb. The wire that we need to cut is visible. But
to cut.the wire we need the clippers. If we work together, the clip-
pers are in our hands; if not, time will terminateand so will the
world.

If you don't listen to the adults, please in behalf of the children
of the world, I beg you, give yourselves and us a chance.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you, Gerald.
[Prepared statement of Gerald.Orjuela follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GERALD OiLiUELA, BROOKLYN, N.Y.

hood morning, parents and distinguished representatives of the United States.
Before I begin I would like to say how honored I am for you to let me present my
material to you.

I assume you are all sensible people, since it requires great intelligence to be
elected to a highly important part of our nation. Other nations have their intelli-
gent people. I'm sure Yurio/Andropov is intelligent. Ronald Reagan, our President,
is intelligent.

But why instead of using our intelligence for good uses, like peace, we use our
intelligence for war? Is it right to call having missiles in Europe peace? Is it right to
call a nuclear missile "peace keeper"?

This, is:a waste of intelligence. We are criminalizing Newton, Dalton, Einstein,
Lucretius, and Democritus, great pioneers in the energy of the Atom. What would
Einstein have thought of this?

It is senseless to waste money on a missile. There are no winners' in nuclear war.
A one megaton weapon exploding at ground level,during a nuclear war in Racine,
Wisconsin, would have a radioactive cloud reach New York in a week. But by then;
New York would have been vaporized long before Racine was.

Why can't we live a world with only one rulepeace? Sometime in October of last
year. I saw a PBS (channel 13) presentation of a movie made by the Japanese after
the bomb had hit. Parts of people literally melted under the blast. A bone was stick-
ing out from the socket where there once was an arm. The shadows of people left
imprinted on the floors and walls when the heat flash vaporized them. Pitiful piles
of entrails that were once known as human beings. That was a'25 kiloton bomb.

Now nations have arsenals made of more than 15,000 warheads mostly thermonu-
clear. Each one 50 times more powerful than the one over Hiroshima.

Simple in design. At high temperatures, the two forms of "heavy" hydrogen, deu-
terium, and tritium fuse to form the heavier element helium. Great energy is re,
leased. That can be heard in any serene junior,high school. But no matter how
simple it is, it's deadly. Any country with the capabilities can do it. And so a lot of
countries have it. That is frightening.

That is when children, like me, come in. We are frightened, that a lot of countries
have the bomb. We are frightened that we might be hit. You are parents. Let your
children live, and let our children live. If you kill a child, you really kill twous as
children, and us as adults with children. We must understand that anything nucle-
ara plant, a missilea waris something very dangerous, we cannot yet safely
operate the first. We can control the second and no one will the third.

A nuclear war is a time bomb. Time is running outlet adults, children and the
nations of the world fight and work together to defuse this time bomb. The wire
that we need to cut is visible. But to cut the wire we need clippers. If we work to-
gether the clippers are in our:hands. If not, time will terminateand so will the
world.

If you don't listen to the adults, please in behalf of the children of the world, I beg
you, give yourselves and us a chance.

L

Chairman MILLER. Next we will hear from Jessica Fiedler from
Muscatine, Iowa.
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STATEMENT OF' JESSICA FIEDLER, AGE 11, MUSCATINE, IOWA

Miss FIEDLER. I think instead of worrying much about nuclear
war, . we Should do something about it, but I'm still scared.. It's
scary to think about the world being destroyed -and nothing is left.

Some people say you can live through a nuclear war. Maybe a
few people would, but when they run out of food, they can't go to
the local ,supermarket, it won't be there.

Think of all the new babies that are born, they won't have a
future if there is a nuclearwar.

A lot ofkids are scared because they migRt not have a future be-
cause of nuclear war. I want a future, too.

I think we should put a freeze on nuclear weapons and think
what a-nuclear war'would do.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Jessica Fiedler follows:]

EREPARED_STATEMEN110.KJESSICA _FtEnLEK, MuscATINE, IOW A

HOW Heel about nuclear war.
I think instead of worrying so much about nuclear war, we should do something

about ir.:But I'm still scared.
It's scary to think about the world being destroyed, and nothig is left.
Sonc% people say, you can live through a nuclear war. Maybe a few people would,

but when they run out of food,. they can't go to the local supermarket, it won't be
there.

Think of all the new babies that are born, they won't have a future, if there's a
nuclear war.

A lot of kids are scared because they might not have a future, because-of nuclear
'war. -

I want a future too.
I think we should put a freeze on nuclear weapons, and think what. a nuclear war

would do.

Chairman MILLER. Ursell Austin.

_STATEMENT OF URSELL AUSTIN, AGE 16, OAKLAND. CALIF.

MISS AUSTIN. Congressman Miller and members of the House
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families. My name is
Ursell Austin, and I am a 16-year-old student. I live in Oakland,
Calif.,nwheie I am a high school student and a member, of the St.
John MisSionary Baptist Church. I am honored to be here today to
talk to you about my experiences growing up with the threat of nu-
clear war. I am very happy this hearing is happening, it helps to
restore my faith in government that politicians care enough to
hear from young people.

I remember the first time I heard about nuclear bombs was on
television. I was home one Saturday and there was nothing much
on, so I turned to this program on Hiroshima. This'was about 2 or
3 years ago. It showed what happened to the people and the land'
when the bomb was dropped. I was completely shocked when I saw
it. It looked so weird, like the whole city was black' and scorched.
People were walking around burnt to a crisp and looked like they
were in pain, but they didn't say anything. I guess they were in
shock. I just couldn't believe that such a horrible bomb was
dropped on innocent peoplemostly women and children.

The schools I went to never talked about nuclear weapons or Hi-
roshima or the arms race. I think maybe teachers were afraid to
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talk about it. It made me think it just wasn't a big deal to them, or
it wasn't important, or they were afraid. But that seemed strange
to me. I think other kids should know both sides of the nuclear
issue, and know them clearly. I believe that if they had a way to
understand and discuss both sides, they could make up their own
minds. It's not like we don't hear about nuclear weapons. It's on
the news, it's in the papers, it's on television. But people act like
we aren't supposed to talk about it.

I think about the bomb just about every day now. It makes me
sad and depressed when I think about a bomb ever being dropped. I
hope I'm with my family. I don't want to die alone. I think about it
most on sunny days when I'm having a good time. I thinkit could
happen right now.

I thought about it when I was going to camp, because' I kept
thinking what if a nuclear war happens when I'm away from home
and away from my family. I was afraid of coming back from camp
and there would be nothing left.

I also used to Think about it when I was at a school that was
built on two levelsan upper level and an underground level.
When I was in the classrooms und,.;:ground I'd think about the
building crashing down on me and suffocating me if a bomb
dropped. I would think that all the air would be sucked out of me,
and I'd burn up under the rubble.

One of the things I think about is what it would be like when a
warning comes. I would try'to ge.t my family together and go to my
grandmother's house where we could hold each other tight and
pray. I don't want to be warned. I don't want to know it is about to
happen. If it is going to happen, I want to be killed right away.
Being alive during or after the bomb would be the most frightening
of all. I think surviving would be worse than dying.

It scares ,me about my future. I get angry when I think about
maybe not being able to have a career; that my plans just wouldn't
get a chance to ever happen._ I want to be a midwife and help bring
life into this world but I might not get the chance. I really want to
have children and a family some day, but then I'd feel fear for
them, too. It makes .me wonder whether I should have kids at all.
I'd be so scared for my baby.

I want to live longer, but at least I've had this long. I feel the
worst for the little children. It's not their fault that governments
can't find a way too solve their problems. They are so young and
innocent and haven't had much of a life yet. I have a 7-year-old
sister that I love a- lot. One day I was trying to imagine a safe
future with no nuclear weapons in it. I would see myself telling my
little sister that she would grow up safe. It seemed so peaceful. I
cried. It still makes me cry to think about it.

It seems to me that we shouldn't be spending so much money on
more nuclear weapons wheri we already have enough to destroy
every person on Earth. The money we are putting for nuclear
weapons should go for other things. When we go to county hospi-
tals, we have to wait for hours and hours to see a doctor because
there isn't enough money for good health care. Old people have
trouble living on social security. The county mental hospitals have
to turn people away and onto the streets. I know, because I meet
them on the streets. Our schools don't even have enough money for
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books. It's hard to do your, homework when there aren't enough
books so you have to share and can't take the books home with you
to study. So when I hear how much it costs to build 'nuclear weap-
ons, it just doesn't seem right to me.

A lot of times people think of teenagers as bubbleheads, that we
are just interested in playing video games, getting dates, or going
ice skating. That's not fair. We are concerned about what is hap-
pening in our world. We care about more than just whether we get
a job. We care about the fate of the world. Soon we will be adults
who can vote. Our schools should be places where we can learn
about important issues, and discuss them, where we can learn
about the things that prepare us to be involved citizens.

When I first thought about coming to testify before this commit-
tee, I was really nervous. Then I thought to myself that in a nucle-
ar war all of you and your children will probably die, too. I decided
that maybe I had something important to tell you about what it is

'like for-kids growing up with the threat of nuclear-war. It's hard to :
live with the possibility that we might not ever get a chance to
grow up. I think the arms race has gone too far. I hope yoli will
open your eyes and your minds, and stop the arms race before it is
too late for us.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared ;statement of Ursell Austin follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF URSELL AUSTIN, OAKLAND, CALIF.

Congressman Miller and members of the House Select Committee on Childreb,
Youth and Families. My name is Ursell Austin, alai I am sixteen years old. I live in
Oakland, California where I am a high school student and a member of the St. John
Missionary Baptist Church. I am honored to be here today to talk to you about my
experiences growing up with the threat of nuclear war, and I am very glad this
hearing is happening. It helps to restore my faith in government that politicians
care enough to hear from young people.

I remember the first time I heard about nuclear bombs was on television. I was
home one Saturday and there was nothing much on, so I turned to this program on
Hiroshima. This was'about two or three years ago. It showed what happened to the-
people and the land when the bomb was dropped. I was completely shocked. when I
saw it. It looked to weired, like the whole city was black and scorched. People' were
walking around burnt to a crisp and looked like they were in pain, but they didn't
say anything. I guess they were in shock. I just couldn't believe that such a horrible
bomb was dropped on innocent peoplemostly women and children.

The schools I went to never talked about nuclear weapons or Hiroshima or the
arms race! I think maybe teachers were afraid to talk about it. It made me think it
just wasn't a big, deal to them, Or it wasn't important, or they were afraid. But.that
seemed strange to me. I think ,other kids should know both sides of the nuclear
issue, and know theni clearly. I believe that if they had a way to understand and
discuss both sides, they could make up- their own minds. It's not like we don't hear
about nuclear weapons. It's on the news, it's in the papers, it's on. television. But
people act like we aren't supposed to talk about it.

I think about the bomb just about every day now. It makes me sad and depressed
when I think about a bomb ever being dropped. I hope I'm with my family. I don't
want to die alone. I think about it most on sunny days when I'm having a good
time. I thinkit could happen right now.

I .thought about it when I was going to camp, because I kept thinking what if a
nuclear war happens when I'm away from home and away from my family. I was
afraid of coming back from camp and there would be nothing left.

I also used to think about it when I was at a school that was built on two levels
an upper level and an underground level. When I was in the classrooms under-
ground I'd think about the building crashing down on me and suffocating me if a
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boMb dropped. I would think that all the air would be sucked out of me, and I'd
burn up under the rubble.

One of the things I think about is what it would be like when a warning conies. I
would try to get my family together, go to my grandma's house where we could hold
each other tight and pray. I don't want to be warned. I don't want to know it is
about to happen: If it is going to,happen, I want to be killed right away. Being alive
during or after-the bomb would be the most frightening of all. I think surviving
would be worse than dying.

It scares me about my future. I get angry when I think about maybe not being
able to have a career; that my plans just wouldn't get a chance to ever happen. I
want to be a midwife and help bring life into this world. But I might not get the
chance. I really want to have children and a family someday, but then I'd feel fear
for them, too. It makes me wonder whether should have kids at all. I'd: be so
scared for my baby.

I want to live longer, but at least I've had th;s long. I feel the worst for the little
'children. It's not their fault that governments can't find a way to solve their prob-
lems. They are so young and innocent and haven't had much of a life yet. I have a
seven year old sister that I love a lot. One day I was trying to imagine a safe future
with no nuclear weapons in it. I could see myself telling my little sister that she
would grow up safe. It seemed so peaCeful. I cried. It still makes me almost cry to
think about it.

It seems to me that we shouldn't be spending so much money on more nuclear
weapons- -when we already have. enough .._to destroy every_pers_on _on earth.
money we are putting for nuclear weapons should go for other things. When we go
to county hospitals. we have to wait for hours and hours to see a doctor because
there isn't enough money for good health care. Old people have trouble living on
social security. The county mental hospitals have to turn people away and onto the
streets. I know, because I meet them on the streets. Our schools don't have enough .

money forbooks. It's hard to do your homework when there aren't enough books so
you have to share and can't take the books home with you to study. So when I hear
how much it costs to build nucl'ear bombs, it just.doesn't seem right to me.

A lot of times people think of teenagers as blibbleheads. That we are just interest-
ed in playing video games, getting .tes or going-ice skating. That's.not fair. We are
concerned abtiut what is happening in our world. We care about more than just
when we get a job. We care about the fate of the world: Soon we will be adults who
can vote. Our schools should be places where we can learn about important issues,
and discuss them. Where we can learn about the things'that prepare us to be in-
volved citizens.

When I first thought about coming to testify before this committee, I was really
nervous. Then- I thought to myself that in a nuclear war all of you and your chil-
dren will probably die, too. I decided that maybe I had something important to tell
you 'about .what it is like for kids growing up with the threat' of nuclear war. It's
hard to live with the possibility that we might not ever get 'a chance to grow up. I
think the arms race has gone too far. I hope you will open your eyes and your
minds, and stop the. arms race before it is too late for us.

ChairMan. MILLF.41. Jessica Fiedler is accompanied by her father,
Robert Fiedler, who also will provide the committee with testimo-
ny.

Mr. Fiedler.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. FIEDLER 11, MUSCATINE, IOWA
Mr. FIEDLER. Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the commit-

tee, I would echo the sentiments of the three children before you
today. Perhaps I can give a little different perspective, and I can
assure the gentleman from Utah that no one will make a political
pawn out of my child.

I am reminded of the comic strip Pogo as I sit in this room with
all you distinguished ladies and gentlemen, and as Gerald did, I
give you the benefit of the doubtI assume you are intelligent
people because you are in an intelligent position. Mr. Kelly's char-
acter Pogo after a yery difficult day in'the swamp sitting on his log
philosophised by saying, "We :-have met the enemy and he is us."
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When this committee invited our daughter to testify here, I
would not have been surprised if Jessica had said no. She very defi
nitely has .a mind of her own. Of course I was delighted by her ac-
ceptance of the challenge. I only wish that my wife Marge and my
son Bobby could, share this expe:ience. We are a very close-knit
family. The 9' /s months since I quit my position as county civil de-
fense director have been a time of testing for us, and T assure you
Jessica and I would not appear here before you today if it were not
for the love and support of our family and our friends who stood by
us in a variety of ways.

I have been asked if I have coached my daughter for her testimo-
ny, and I have two answers. No, this is entirely her own occasion.
Her mother and I have bent over backward to keep it that way:'
-And, yes, in the sense of trying to impart.values and shape an in-
dependent conscience, we have coached Jessica all of her life. Both
of those answers are true:

I have been told, "Of course your children have an inordinate
fear of nuclear waryou instilled it in them." I acknowledge that
we talk about nuclear weapons at our house-and-the-consequences
of their possible use. We all like to think that our children are the
most precocious in the world and I am no different, I am a very
proud father.

One day after I had a particularly hard day, I came home. Bobby
in his usual bubbly self told me about his rabbit and the fact that
he was riding his bike up and down the road and all of a sudden
just out of the blue he said to me, "Daddy, when I grow up will I
have to go to nuclear war?" Seven years old. I was devastated and I
replied, "No, son, not if I can help it."

So I have been doing all I can to make sure that none of our 'chil-
dren ever face that god awful holocaust. In the last year I have
talked to nearly 4,000 high school students all over the State of
Iowa. And in case any of you are confused, the University of Iowa
is at Iowa City, Iowa, not Iowa City, Ohio. Some of you may be con-
fused. Mar7, many of them have verbalized their concern: they're
afraid they re not going to grow up. These three children certainly
have done that much better than I can probably do.

What do you say when youngsters say, as they have to me, "If I
get married, I'm not going to have kids because I don't want them
to die in a nuclear war." You can't throw them a lie. Before, the
nuclear age we had the luxury of being ignorant of the devastation
wars caused. We were able to limit the degree of civilization we
would destroy. Today we're not talking about World War II and
World War I, and kids understand.

Too many people say there is nothing we can do about itnucle-
ar war is going to come, just don't think about it. I can't help

0 thinking about it. Imagining the worst and planning for it was my
job. My daughter was the one who called me to account. One day
she said to me, 'Daddy, if you hate the bomb so much, why are you
doing what you do?"

I was raised a Catholic. I have not said that very many times
before. I'm proud to be a Catholic, and my church teaches peace
and justice. We were always told some things are right and some
things are wrong, and there are some things we must not do. Final-
ly my conscience told me I could no longer plan for nuclear war.
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I'm very pleased that the recent bishops' pastoral letter said
clearly that nuclear war is wrong. Yet our church leaders are
saying one thing and our Governinent is doing the exact opposite.
As citizens of this Nation we are saying to our children, "Do as I
say, not as I do." Rearming America is big business now, the only
recovery I can see, and lots of kids' parents live daily with the an-
guish that I felt and still feel as they go to work in their war indus-
try jobs.,

I love -my country. I'm proud to be an American. I was as out-
raged as anyone when the Soviets shot down the Korean airliner,
whatever their -paranoid justification. It really burns me up that
many in Congress say that our peace movement is "pro-Soviet" and
use a Soviet atrocity as an excuse to vote for unprecedented build-
up of horrible weapons. If anything, this tragedy underscores the
need for a curb on the armaments race. Two superpowers not even
communicating when a plane gets shot down. What if this were a
true crisis bordering on war?

To deny that children fear nuclear war is ridiculous. When kids
bring home their Weekly Reader with a picture, of the detonation
of a nuclear weapon, you can't say that just because they're not as
sophisticated as grownups they dcn't know what's.going on.

Just as we as parents have an obligation to our children to pro-
tect them, to educate them, to contribute to their social and moral
growth so also you Members of Congress must take responsibilitk
for the psychological impact of your moral leadership, or lack of it,
in your'actions here.

I would love to talk to each of you members individually away
from the cameras and the -reporters. This is not a partisan ques-
tion. We're not talking about Republicans and Democrats. We're .

talking aboUt human beings. We're talking about children. We're
talking about our world. We're talking about whether or not you
agree that we should go on living. The bomb is not discrithinating.
Unlike the creators, the bomb doesn't care whether you're Republi-
can or Democrat, male or female, black or white, rich or poor,
Christian or something-else. The bomb doesn't care if you're old or
young: The bomb just,doesn't care.

But I care; and children care; and my neighbors in Muscatine,
Iowa, care; and, if you believe polls, the great majority of Ameri-
cans care. And I venture to say that virtually all of. us on this
planet careand we'd better, ladies and gentlemen, because it's
the only planet we've got

Thank you..
[Prepared statement of Robert A. Fiedler II follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. FIEDLER II, MUSCATINE, IOWA

When this committee invited our daughter to testify here, I would not have been
surprised if Jessica had said no. She very definitely has a mind of her own. Of
course I was delighted by her acceptance of the challenge. I only wish that my wife
Marge and son Bobby-could share this experience. We are a very close-knit family.
The nine-and-a-half months since I quit my position as county civil defense director
have been a time of testing for us, andI assure youJessica and I would not
appear.before you today were it not for the love and support of our family and for
the many friends who stand with us in a variety of ways.

I have been asked if I coached my daughter for her testimony, and I have.two
answers. No, this is entirely her own occasion. Her mother and I have bent over
backward to keep it that way. And, yes, in the sense of trying to impart values and
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shape an independent conscience, we have coached Jessica all her life. Both answers
are true.

I've been told, "Of course your children have an inordinate fear of nuclear war
you instilled it in them." I acknowledge that we talk at our house about nuclear
weapons and the consequences of their.- possible use. Bobby is seven years old.
"Daddy," he said one time, "When I grow up, will I have to go to nuclear war?" I
was just devastated. and I replied, "No, son. Not if I can help it."

So I have been doing all I can to make sure that none of our children ever face
that godawful holocaust. In the last year I have talked to nearly four thousand high
school students all over Iowa. Many, many of them have verbalized their concern:
they're afraid they're riot going to grow up. What do you say when youngsters say,
as they have to me, "If I get married. I'm- not going to have kids because I don't
want them to die in a nuclear war." You-can't throw them a lie. Before the nuclear
age, we had the luxury of being ignorant of the devastation wars caused. We were
able to limit the degree of civilization we would destroy. Today we're not -talking
about World War II or World War Iand kids understand.

Too many people say there's nothing we can do about it; nuclear war is going to
come; just don't think about it. I couldn't help thinking about it. Imaging the worst
and planning for it was my job. My daughter was the.one who called me to account.
"Daddy, if you hate the Bomb so much, why do you keep doing what you do'?"

I was raised a Catholic, and my church teaches peace and justice. We were always
told some things are right- and other things wrong. and there are some things we
must not do. Finally my conscience told me I could no longer plan for nuclear war.

I'm very pleased that the recent bishops' pastoral letter said clearly that nuclear
war is wrong. Yet our church leaders are saying one thing and our government is
doing the exact opposite. .As citizens of this nation, we are saying to our children,
"Do as I say," not, "Do as I do." Re-arming America is big business right now (the
only recovery I can see), and lots of kids' parents live daily with the anguish I felt.
as they go to work in their war-industry jobs.

I love. my country, and.I'm proud to be an American. I was as outraged as any-
body when the Soviets shot down the Korean airlinerwhatever their paranoid jus-
tification. It really burns me up that many in Congress call our Ameilcan peace
movement "pro-Soviet" and use a Soviet atrocity as an excuse to vote for unprec
edented build-up of horrible weapons. If anything, this tragedy underscores the need
for a curl) on the armaments race. Two superpowers not even communicating when
a plane gets shot down! What if this were a true crisis bordering on war?

To deny that children fear nuclear war is ridiculous. When kids bring home their
"Weekly Reader" with a picture of the detonation of a nuclear weapon, you can't
say that just because they're not as sophisticated as grownups they don't know
what's going on.

Just as we parents have an obligation to our children to protect them, to educate
them, to contribute to their social and moral growthso also you Members of Con-

egress must take responsibility for the psychological impact of your moral leadership
or lack of it) in your actions here.

I woul1 love to talk to each of you Members individually, away from cameras and
reporters. This is not a partisan question. We're not talking about Republicans and
Democrats. We're talking about human beings. We're talking about children. We're
talking about our world. We're talking about whether or not you agree that we
shculd go on living. The Bomb is not discriminating. Unlike its creators, the Bomb'
doesn't care whether you're Republican or Democrat, male or female, black or
white, rich or poor. Christian or something else. The Bomb doesn't care if you're old
or young. The Bomb doesn't care.

But I care; and children care; and my neighbors in Muscatine, Iowa, care; and (if
you believe polls) the great majority of Americans care. I venture to say that virtu-
ally all of us on this planet careand we'd better, ladies and gent:emen; beCaUse
it's the only planet we ve got!

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Gerald, could you tell the committee how you became interested

or involved in the issue of nuclear weapons or nuclear war?
How did your concern begin?
Mr. ORJUELA. When .I was about 10 I read books on World War I,

World' War II, Vietnam, Korea, and I noticed when the Japanese/
United States -war ended how it was ended by dropping two bombs
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Seeing' a mushroom cloud black and
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ugly with death, it makes you think it could happen again. This
time it could happen on Tokyo, Moscow, Washington, and if we
don't stop, there is nothing.

I am not against defense but this is just too mucha nuclear
war, a nuclear bomb. Having defense should mean saying that this
country will live its own way, and this 'country will live its way.

Chairman MILLER. You belong, as I understand it, to a committee
that. was formed in your previous school. You are now in junior
high, is that correct?

Mr. ORJUELA. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. How was the committee formed? Was it

among students?
Mr. ORJUELA. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. Why was it formed?
Mr..0RutiELA. I was not around when it was formed, I joined up

later.
The reason why I joined was after watching the movie that they

had, I knew that I was scared, too, and that I should go and talk
also because everybody. is scared.

The three of us have proved our point. And what child, whether
it be 10 to 19, doesn't know at least that we have weapons that
could get rid of cities, that could wipe out hundreds of thousands of
peopleinnocent people, people that had nothing to do with the
Russians and the Americans just having a dispute over the way we
run our country as the best way and the way that they say their
country is run the best way. There is no child who doesn't know
that.

Chairman MILLER. So?
Mr. ORJUELA. So if the child knows this, why are we so scared?

We are scared, yes, because nobody else is scared. We feel that we
are alone and it is up to the Presidents of the nations, it is up to
the people of the nations; not just the high representatives, not just
the President. It is the people that have to have their say on the
subject. We have to say that we don't want it, it is too much.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Ursell, you mentioned that concern began to grow after watching

a TV show on the Hiroshima bonibing. Have you discussed this
with your classmates or have other students discussed their con-
cerns with you?

Miss AUSTIN. know a lot of students and kids who are really
concerned about this issue and we discugS it a lot and they're
scared, too, but they just don't know what to do about it. °My God,
I'm speaking now and I'm happy to have this chance to do this but
they just don't know what to do.

Chairman MILLER. Jessica, what about you? Do your friends dis-
cuss this with you or is this a matter 'of your own concern?

Miss FIEDLER. Well, sometimes my parents- do but most of the
time they say they just don't think about it and there is nothing
they can do about it. and they just sit at home and just wait. They
don't worry about it'and I don't know why. If there is a nuclear
war, the world will be destroyed and nothing will be able to live.

Chairman MILLER. So it is not a matter. that is on their minds
every moment of every day?
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Miss FIEDLER..: I just don't think they think about it very much at

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Marriott had to go testify before
the OCS subcommittee so I will recognize Congressman Coats.

Mr. COATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am not going to ask any questions of, you but I do want you to

understand that in my opening statement I did not intend to make
any of you three children uncomfortable. I am very uncomfortable
as I expressed in my statement and I think there are others in the
room that are pi-obably also uncomfortable. but I expressed what I
expressed because 1 do have children. Like Ursell, I have a 16-year-
old. I also have a 12-year-old and a 5-year-old.

As an adult, we all have to deal with stress. We have; to deal
with some unpleasant subjects and some unpleasant thoughts. You
will have to forgive me because I guess I come from a philosophy of
trying to keep my kids from growing up.too fast too soon. I am dis-
tressed that my 16-year-old and 12-year-old are exposed to as much
as they are. There is not a lot I can do about it because everywhere
they go there is television, movies, and our society is just the way
our society is. I regret that but that is the way it is.

So I come from the perspective of trying to at least give them a
few years of childhood to enjoy whatever they can in childhood. I
know that much, much sooner than I would wish that they are
going to have to deal with adult kinds of things. So my statement
was intended to say that and certainly not intended to put you
three on the spot. You are not here for that reason and I did not
want to suggest that. I am not going to ask you any questions and I
thank you for your testimony.

Chairman MILLER. Mrs. Boxer.
'Mrs. BOXER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to assure the members of the panel here with us that

you are making a difference. You are making a difference because
you care enough to speak with your friends about your fears. These
are real fears, and 1 think every member of this panel has stated
that on both sides of the aisle today.

I would like to ask Ursell first a question and then to Mr. Fiedler
I have a question.

Ursell, you in answering Congressman Miller's question said that
young people you know do discuss this issue. Now I am interested
basically in how you think, and this might be difficult. They know
about their fears and their anxieties. Some of them may join orga-
nizations and try to change the nature of the way the political
process is working in regards to this issue, but do you think that
some of them express their fears in other ways such as possibly not
feeling optimistic enough about the future to really plan ahead for
college or a family or perhaps getting into drugs or alcohol as an
escape from thisand I know that you are not a sociologist but just
your own observationsor do you feel that things occur for other
reasons?

Miss AUSTIN. Well, I think a lot of times it occurs for other rea-
sons but I think this is a big part of it, why some of them get into
drugs, because they think there is just not anything else to live for.
I myself am not going to do that, I am going to try to help other
people get involved and to do what is right, at least to me. But I
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think that is a large part of it because like some of them they go to'
health clinics and they cannot really get help, they have to pay for
it and they don't have any money so that sort of turns them, turns
them away to other negative things.

Mrs. BOXER. So in other words what you are saying is because of
our priorities perhaps where we are spending so much in the mili-
tary budget, the fact that this may cause us to not spend enough in
other areas, leads to things happening out there on the ground of
the community that are not particularly good for young people
today?

Miss AUSTIN. Yes.
Mrs. BOXER. My question to Mr. Fiedler, you alluded to the fact

that you were in the civil defense preparation field. When I was a
county supervisor we refused to accept the money in Marin
County, Calif., for nuclear war preparation because we felt it was a
waste of money, we felt that there was no way to really prevent a
destruction of nuclear war. So I was in that kind of situation that
you were in in some sense. Interestingly enough our board of su-
pervisors _was_composed_ of_ three Republicans and two Democrats
and it was a unanimous decision that you couldn't prepare for nu-
clear war, so obviodsly I have a particular opinion on the subject
but I ask this question because I really want to get your perspec-
tive as a professional in this area.

I don't know how many years you were in this business so you
might allude to that, but did you see before you left a real accelera-
tion of this preparation? Did it give you the feeling that there were
those people in the Defense Department here in the Government
here that are actually believing that nuclear war was going to be a
reality and that is why they were asking for this money?

Mr. FIEDLER. Do you want that in 20 words or less?
Mrs. BOXER. Well, as best you can.
Mr. FIEDLER. I would say yes to everything you just mentioned.
One of the main reasons that I quit the job, and I was in the job

41/2 years, civil defense director for a small county with a popula-
tion of 40,000 people and about 419 square miles so a relatively
small area. We were a host area, we were going to host people from
the quad city area which is a metropolitan area of a half million.
When'I took the job -in July 1978 the emphasis at that time from
TEMA was preparing for natural disasterstornados, .and in my
case the Mississippi River flooding on a regular basis, those types
of things.

I don't mean to give the impression that I enjoyed preparing for
disasters but I enjoyed doing what I thought would mitigate the sit-
uation if in fact it did occur. Then when President Carter, who I
am sure all of us know was a Democrat and not a Republican,
signed Presidential directive 59 in December 1979, the whole phi-
losophy of the Government's way of dealing with nuclear war
changed from mutual assured destruction to the fact that, yes, we
would fiht a nuclear war; yes, we could win a nuclear war and
then wli;r- President Reagan took office it accelerated at an ex-
tremely fast pace to the point where we were told that if we did
not spend x number of hours preparing for nuclear war under the
title Civil Protection Planning that we would in-fact not receive
the matching Federal funds through the local State organization
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and it has escalated completely fromwell, everybody knows that
we have air raid sirens and Chicago uses them when the White Sox
win an intermittent pennant or a division championship and we
used the first Monday of every month to sound a tornado warning
if in fact there was one.

But nobody really believed that they were really air raid sirens.
As a matter of fact, my sirens had never been tested in the air raid
mode in 20 years when I did that and to say that the reaction was
less than satisfactory would be an understatement. But, yes, it is a
continual acceleration, a continual movement. I go out and people
say, "People don't really want nuclear war." Fortunately that is
true most of the time but I really feel--former Secretary of State
Haig mentioned, "It is too bad that we cannot have a little nuclear
war so we could extrapolate some data from that," because we do
speculate, that is very true. All we have is Hiroshima and Naga-

. saki and we do in fact speculate on that, but for someone who was
in Government to make that kind of statement shows me a mind
set that has developed on both sides of the aisle, to coin a phrase,
and it scares me, it just scares the hell right out of me, and to deny
that is to deny the world we live in.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Burton.
I have to take you in the order you showed to the Committee.
Mr. BURTON. I don't have any questions. I would like to make a

.comment.
Chairman MILLER. The gentleman is recognized for 5 minutes.

.Mr. BURTON. I agree with these children, I am scared to death
about the prospect of nuclear war and that is why I support the
President in his quest for a nuclear disarmament treaty at Geneva.
Bk. unilateral disarmament surely, as in World War II when Lord
Chamberlain followed the policy of appeasement and weakness,
vyill cause the aggressor, the Soviet Union, to continue to follow the

(thepolicies of expansionism. We need look no further than.
(the Korean jetliner to see what they are capable of

We must remain strong as we pursue 'nuclear disarmament in
Geneva. I. restate that weakness has always brought on aggression
by those who would strive for world domination. The Soviet Union
is no exception to this rule. Look at their record. We must strive
for nuclear disarmament but in the meantime we must be strong. I
think that if those who support the policies of unilateral disarm-
ament are successful, then we run a very real risk of having the
Soviet Union provoke a nuclear war in the future.

That is all I have to say.
Chairman MILLER, Congresswoman Schrbeder.

,'Mrs. SCHROEDER. First of all, I want to thank all of the witnesses.
I/think it shows a lot of guts to come to talk to us. This committee
has made me think seriously about some of these issues. When I

//compare my childhood with the childhoods of these young people
from around the country, I realize that when I was your age, I
didn't think about the things that you do, child support, divorce,

. unemployment, or nuclear war. We really worried most about
whether' or not we could have a Coca-Cola after school. That is
where a lot of us in my generation come from.

I would like to ask MisS.. Austin about one of the frustrations I
hear from the younger generation. I have a child your age and I

.`t
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hear him and his friends complaining that, "You adults don't treat
us properly. -You want to talk down to us. We would feel more com-
fortable if you would be honest and level with us about your own
fears about nuclear war and other such things rather than try to
gloss over them."

Is that just unique to my household or is there frustration that
adults don't deal straightforwardly with kids or understand how
much more sophisticated they are than the youth that we were?

Miss AUSTIN. Yes, I think that is true. I would like to be dealt
with as a person, not as a teenager or a youth. I don't want to be
looked down on, I want to be an equal human being just like every-
body else and I think a lot of teenagers want that.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I certainly see that at home. One of the ques-
tions that I have involves my frustration as a parent since I want
to raise my children in a hothouse where they are not subjected to
the climate or evil things. That's a Santa, Clause mentality. You
want everything co be perfect. Sometimes I realize that this is not
really fair to them because at some time they-have toleave
hothouse and go out and deal with the real world.

Gerald, I believe you testified that. there was a committee in your
school talking about nuclear war. Then Jessica said that the kids
in her school didn't really want to talk about it too much, because
they didn't want to think abbut it.

Are kids going through the same thing as adults? In other words,
do they want to live in a pretend society where these problems are
ignored? Why does Gerald's school want to deal with it but kids in
your area don't? Do you have any idea?

Miss FIEDLER. No; some people don't want to think about it, they
are too afraid and they think it is hopeless, they cannot do any-
thing about it. Some just think, you know, if you try, you can pre-
vent it.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. ,Gerald, when you work with your committee,
what does your committee want to do about it? Some of Jessica's
group says, "Well, we just don't want to think about it," although
Jessica clearly doesn't agree with them. Youths want to think
about it. Do they try to figure out what they can do about it? Do
they get involved with the parents or what do they do? Did they
just study the problem of nuclear war?
. Mr. ORJUELA. They didn't study, it, they tried to to do something

about it. We wrote petitions.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Who did.you petition?
Mr. ORJUELA. First we signed our names on the paper of all the

committee members and we went outside and saw how many
people in the school came and wrote their names on the petition
and we sent this to the President and we got a response. But the
reason why we think about it is if a bomb hits, there is no place to
run. We can't run to our car and go to the nearest bomb shelter
because outside as soon as we hear the warning that the bomb is
coming, it is going to be chaos. .

Mrs. SCHROEDER. But aren't you also saying you don't think those
bombs are going to go off by themselves. You seem to be saying you
are worried about the adults that have their finger on them?
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Mr. ORJUELA. Yes, we are worried about the bombs, the people
who have '..heir fingers on them who are the ones who as soon as
the signal comes they press the button and it's over.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman, I am impressed at how knowl-
edgeable these young people are. That's wonderful.

Thank you very much for being here.
Chairman MILLER. Gerald earlier this morning suggested that his

recreational reading was Gray's Anatomy. I enjoyed that also.
Congressman McKernan.
Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very brief.
I don't.-have a question, just a comment to address to our wit-

nesses and that is I *hope that from what you have experienced
today you won't think that there are any Members of Congress
who are not concerned about nuclear war. I guess that what I
would like to leave you with is that we appreciate hearing about
your concern because we all share them. What you have in Con-
gress, and I think that that is what makes thiS country great, is an
ability to express one's opinions, one's, views and one's ideas about
the proper way f!: solve this problem and it is not a partisan issue.

There are dif,vrences within the Republican Party on how to
avoid having a nuclear war. There are differences within the
Democratic Party on how to avoid having a nuclear war. I juste
want you all to know, in spite of what you might see in the Media
and in spite of what you might think you have heard even here
today, that in spite of the differences we all want to do everything
we can to avoid a nuclear war.

I think that you ought to be concerned about the issue. I am glad
that you have shown the initiative to be involved and to come here
today and let us know your views. Everyone in this society ought to
be doing that but that ought not to indicate that just because some-.
body has different views than you do that they are not also con-
cerned about nuclear war and maybe see a different way of trying
to avoid it. This issue is an emotional one as well, and it should be,.;
that people feel very strongly about the issue and sometimes don't
realize that someone who has a different view is just as concerned
about the issue; they just think it ought to be solved in a different
way.

So you go back and continue to think about this issue and talk,
about it with your classmates. I hope you will try to keep in mind
the views- that you hear from others and really analyze the issue
because I don't think we have come up with the proper answer yet
and we are going to continue to work on it here in Cwigress. It
may very well be your generation that is going to finally find a
way out of this nuclear age and make the world a lot safer fc)r all
of us.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER Congressman Mcirrison.
Mr. MORRISON. T!!,,nk you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't have a ouescion, but I would like to share a few words

with our witneF i. 1 would first like to thank all four of you for
taking the time and trouble and energy to share your, pvspective
with us and to tell you, particularly to the children, that' I have
been 1, impressed with children in my district who have gotten

x`40
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inVolved in the issue of the arms race and have taken some very
concrete steps to try to do something.
- We-had ix- children frum-the New Haven area in Conriclicutwho traveled to Sweden. They met with children from the Soviet

Union and from Scandanavia and talked about these fears and con-
cerns and tried to build some understanding about how the futureadults might do a better. job than the current adults in removingthis risk.

I know that when I grew up in the fifties and sixties we didn't
face this issue as children.Nuclear war and the throat of nuclear
war was a far away thing We thought we could hide under our
desks in school and that somehow it would pass. It was something
that was deeply suppressed by the way that we were raised.I think it is particularly important that we recognize that by
bringing this.issue forward and bringing it forward with our chil-dren, we are doing something that we hope will leave you better

= prepared than we were on these questions, more able to deal withthem in the way that everyone says that they want them dealt
with; that is, to remove the threat of nuclear war and to removenuclear weapons from the world.

P -oems to me there is no way to get from here to there if our
n -don't grow up with the recognition of the danger, so that

re sensitive to the tremendous challenge.°We have to find aat of the horrendous situation we are now in.. So I commend
you for making that kind of commitment. and for thoseadults whounderstand that you can't hide the truth from the children, that
you have to share it. I hope that they will be more creative than
we have been so far in dealing-with it.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman..
I won't ask any questions-,---I-just want to -make a comment to the

panel. I appreciate the sincerity of the children on the panel. There
is, no such thing as a winnable nuclear war. But I believe it is im-
portant for you to remember, all of you on the panel, that we are
dealing with the Soviet Union which has a different form of'gov-
er.nment than our form of government. The head of the Soviet
Union, Andropov, was head of the KGB and killed very many,
many innocent people, many millions of people, in his own country.

It is a government that persecutes the Jewish people, will not
allow them to leave their country and exercise their faith. It is a
country that has sent Russian troops into Afganistan and has
slaughtered many women and children and innocent people in Af-ganistan. It is a country that has even been involvedas much as
we believe in the one adult on the panel who said that he was a
member of the-Roman Catholic faithin the attempted assassina-tion of a Pope.

I think it is important that we remember who we are dealing
with. In this end, I believe we all share-the same concerns. I am
the father of five children and we want to bring about peace but
the question is, as the Congressman from Maine said, as to how we
do it.

I wanted to also express my concern, and I might say disappoint-
ment, to the chairman for the context within which these hearings
are being held. This is an issue and perhaps an issue that we could
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have gotten to at a later date. One of the prime issues that I am
concerned about is the question of teenage suicide. Fifty-seven teen-

ace-we-have:beensitti ng here =arid
three of them have been successful. The committee's report on
page 40 list this matter as a main concern under our review.

If you saw the CBS special in Houston and Dallas then you saw
the alarming number of young people that are committing suicide.
This is an issue that I think this committee has the ability to deal
with and to .do something about. There are many other issues=
child abuse as Time magazine covered, drug abuse that Mrs. Heck-
ler was talking about, and alcoholism among our young people. As
a father of five children I am concerned about these things and
again I think the committee has the ability to deal with them.

I am concerned, Mr. Chairman, although I know that you will
disagree with me, that by holding this hearing you may have put
the dagger in the heart of this committee and politicized it to the
point that all its recommendationsall its recommendationswill
now be viewed in a political light. Some might even ask why we
are having, this hearing in the Armed .Services Committee room
with military soldiers marching down Independence Avenue rather
than holding it in the Health and Human Services Committee
room. People will'ask that and I think now there has been a rebut-
table presumption that this committee has_, been politicized. I was
one of the conservative Republican members of this body .that

this_c_g_mr.nittqe and lobbied minority leader Bob
Michael so, that I could get on this committee. because of my con-
cernthe concern about the breakdown of the families, children's
suicide, teenage suicide, the breakdown of our whole society.

I think the jury is still out, Mr. Chairman, and you have an op-
portunityand you may not like to be put in this positionto

----prove--us--wrongByholding this hearing in this context I think
there is a rebuttable presumption that this committee has now
become politicized and that its data base, its reports and anything
else it does in the future will really be viewed as a political sham.
Losing the committee's credibility is not what we want. The jury is
still out. I am not saying this is absolute but I will tell you that I
am concerned.

I want to again thank the panel for coming.
I have five childrena son 19, a daughter 17, a daughter 16, a

daughter 14, and a daughter 10. What you have done really has
been very brave. It's very difficult, I know to address people.
Frankly, I even feel funny getting up before a group when I speak
out in my congressional district. So I know, it took a lot of courage
for you young people to join us today.

Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to welcOme you young people. The really exciting

thing about your being here is, at your age, having the opportunity
Lb know what it is to live in a democracy and to experience the
freedom and the opportunity to influence your Government in a
way that really very few people in the entire world enjoy. I hope
that as you go home and recollect on this experience and as you
take history courses in the future, and in your schoolwork and in
college, you will reflect on your opportunity to share with the Con-
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grOss of the United States your perception of your own fears and of
those of your friends as they impact national policy. I hope thatyou will r- yfortrs--a-n-dfor-the
world is to find a way for all nations to move toward the realiza-
tion of this opportunity for their people..

So I hope as you sit here that you are really proud to be Ameri-
cans because we sometimes forget to be conscious of the enormous

-,blessings that we enjoy and that we have earned through this kind
of dialog and.through the quality of our legislative process, on our
city councils, in our State governments, and in our Federal Govern-
ment.

The second thing I want to say is that you are not alone. I think
if there is one thing that you should take home with you today it is
that we in the Congress also fear nuclear war. There is not a
person sitting here of any party that does not share your fears. I
think the challenge for you is the same as the challenge for us and
that is, what do we do with these fears? We have never been very
good at handling fears, whether it is fear of child abuse, fear of a
parent, fear of afriend, or fear of a bully on the schoolyard, but
now we have the problem of the fear-of an actiona single action
that would destroy the world.

That is a heavy burden, it is something I didn't have to grow up
with when I was a child. It is something you have to grow up with
and something. my children who are a little older than you have
had to face in their college classes_ansLtry to deaLwith..I commend
you for your willingness to face up to this fear, to acknowledge it
and to grapple with it.

I would ask you and urge you that among your friends now, first
of all that you not feel alone. Second, you have confidence that not
only we share your fear but that we are with you in that search for
a solution. I hope that you will take from this experience the mes-
sage that now we must act on our fearsthat you must act. Peti-
tions are one way of, acting, but as you advance in school I hope
you will study the materials that have to do with the issue and the
question of what do we do now.

Now that we know that we have this fear, we know we cannot
make it go away because there is no way of immediately snapping
your fingers and destroying all those weapons that exist. You must
work with us as part of the challenge to decide what course of
action, what should be the policy that will make sure that it does
not happen that will lead us to have the opportunity and the abili-
ty to find a way to gradually destroy those weapons on both sides
while protecting the freedom and the security of the world and the
people who live in it.

Truly I- think you should be proud and impressed that your Con-
gress has spent many, 'many, many hours debating the nuclear
freeze resolution because it means that it was willing to engage in
a difficult debate on the issue of solutions and consider the full
range of material on both sides. I know that I as a mother and as
an experienced legislator, felt no heavier burden ever in my life
than knowing I would have to vote on policy in this area, that I
was a part of the process that shows us what actions we must take,
to try to take, to prevent the realization of the things that you fear
and that we share in your fears.

4 3
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I would just ask, Mr. Chairman, if I may have the privilege of
submittiring statement which unfortunately I was
unable to give since I was attending another hearing in the Con-
gress. It goes into somewhat more detail both in terms of how I see
how we must deal with fears at this time but also my sense of ur-
gency that this committee deal with this fear. I know this fear is
just as real, just as powerful, and just as important as the fear of
the destruction of the single family unit, the problems of divorce,
the effect it is having on our children as they anticipate the de-
struction of theloss of a parent or the loss of an adult.

'Chairman MILLER. The gentlewoman's time has expired.
That request was made earlier and unanimous consent was

granted that opening statements could be included.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I do appreciate your being here and I commend

you for your action in appearing today.
[Opening statement of Congresswoman Nancy Johnson follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. NANCY L. JOHNSON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Mr. Chairman: I appreciate this opportunity to share with you some of my
thoughts about today's hearing and I would like to join with my colleagues in ex-
pressing concern about the exclusiveness of the topic this morning.

There is no doubt in my mind, as a legislator, a citizen,. and as a parent, that
nuclear war is the greatest threat we as a nation face and that living with that re-
-44.y is the_mo4t difficult challenge we as individual human beings face. As a new
Member of Congress, I can say without hesitation that debating the issue of the
arms race has been the most sobering legislative responsibility I have ever shoul-
dered. It took years of study of a great quantity of material and much disciplined
thought to come to grips with the enormity of the nuclear threat and the complex-
ities of determining an appropriate, sound course of action for our nation.

Many of us here supported the nuclear freeze resolution before the Congress, but I
would venture that no one who supported or opposed that resolytion did so easily,
without soul searching, reflection and many hours of study. The great many num-.
bers of times the Congress spent on the debate testifies to the seriousness and com-
plexity of the matter. My experience and the public process of the Congress, demon-
strates that fear, while real, is not the stuff of solution, does not provide the sub-
stance to make the difficult choices involved in planning a course of action that will
prevent nuclear war.

By conducting today's hearing we are including in this important debate the chil-
dren of our nation, whose fears are valid, but whose experience in seeking interna-
tional solutions is non-existent. I hope today that we learn from these young people
about their fearsfor what parent or teacher has fully dealt with the challenge of
educating childref? to have a fearful reality without being overcome or paralyzed by
the possibility of such havoc as wrought by nuclear war? Let us seek instead to find
new insight into dealing with this problem, unique to today's youth, but let us not
allow the national policy debate to appear to be .a matter purely of emotion, nor
isolate this fear from the web of fears that so surround our children.

I was saddened to read in last week's "Washington Post", for example, that fears
of being excluded or rejected by others, fear of competition, unrealistic fears of fail-
ure and humiliation and a-sense of aloneness have contributed to a phenomenal
jumpnearly a 40 percent increasein the suicide rate of our young people. The
article went on further to state that many teenagers appear to have been driven to
suicide because of divorce. Parental divorce may come at a time when the turbulent
psychological world within the adolescent, and the rapidly changing demands of the
external world already create great stress. What are we doing to address this fright-
ening phenomenon? Are these fears any more or less real than the threat of annihi-
lation? Is it realistic or useful to compare them?

What kind of values do our children have in an increasingly competitive, violent
society? What is the impact of daily exposure to visions of murders and violence on
television'? How are we helping our children cope with a world which values success
and material wealth more than individual, personal accomplishments and strong
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moral convictions? What are we doing to help prepare young people for overcoming
their fears in order to become responsible, caring adults?

Mr. Chairman, I believe we as a Select Committee would be seriously remiss if ive
did not seek to understand the web of immediate fears that surround and threaten__
so many of our children. We must understand theimplications for public policy ofthe newly unstable environment in which our children are growing.

I hope the Committee will explore all of these areas in a more meaningful way
today and in the future as I believe all of them are at the heart of the challenges
that face us as a nation and as a Congress.

Chairman MILLER. The gentleman from Utah; Mr. Marriott.
Mr. MARniorr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for having to step out and testify before another com-mittee but I just want to tell you, Gerald, and Ursell and Jessica,

that we enjoyed your testimony. You have been able to come today
and see how Members of Congress disagree on many of the issues
and even after disagreeing in public why George and I are going to
go out after this meeting and have a glass of milk together. [Laugh-ter.]

All is not lost. I just want to say.to all of you that the thing you
should learn from this meeting, and you have done it, is to stand
up for the things you believe in. I want to congratulate all of you
for coming and saying it the way it is, saying what you believe and
having the courage to come before this committee and expressing
your point of view. Good luck to all of you and thanks very much
for coming.

Mr. Fiedler, thank_37ou for bringingyour daughter.
Chairman MILLER. Congressmah Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. I am sorry am late but we all have conflicts.
I am going to be 70 years old on my next birthday. Nobody likes

to be 70 years old if they can be younger but one of the advantages
of soon getting to be 70 years old is that I have a feeling that if I
were. -7 or 10 instead of 70 that I would be very distressed that I
would not be able to have the chance to live out my entire life span
because of the apparent potential of a nuclear holocaust. So one ad-
vantage in being old today is that you will have a better chance to
live out your life span than being young today. That is a very sad
commentary on what we are dealing with in relation to nuclearwarfare.

I thank you for coming today.
Chairman MILLER. Gerald, you were sending me a signal you had

something to say.
Mr. ORJUELA. I would like to say two things, please. First of all I

feel that it is incorrect to say avoid nuclear war. The correct way is
dissolve nuclear war. Avoiding is talking and saying that we
shouldn't do it like, for instance, SALT II. No change. We still have
the missiles. Any time we don't feel that we can agree any more,
we just press the button and war. Disarm is to get rid of the mis-
siles. That is the right way to explain it Disarm nuclear war.

The second thing is I would like to say that if this was not the
issue of nuclear warif it was the issue of teenage suicide, alcohol,
drugsyou prove your point, those are important issues; but if this
issue was not made today, then when would that have been? After
a bomb had hit? After there was a war if we are still here?
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Each person according to the Constitution has his chance to
speak but then if we don't get a chance to speak, when is it going
to be determined? After or before?

ncl_my_statement
Chairman MILLER. It's enough to leave 'a politician speechless.

[Laughter.]
You're doing a hell of a good job. Let me thank all of you on the

panel for coming here today. I think it is very important that you
made the effort to come here and to participate. We will probably
continue to argue about whether or not inviting you was proper or
improper. This committee, as long as its tenure exists, will contin-
ue to hear from children, will continue to solicit the views of chil-
dren.

This committee _was created to hear the views of children. Some-
times your testimony will be controversial and sometimes it won't.
I think it is very important that we not ignore one of the very
large constituencies of this committee.

As we sit in a position to make public policy it is also very impor-
tant that from time to time we consider the impact on those people
who have to live with those policies. I don't think there is any dis-
agreement bn this committee about the desire to rid the world of
nuclear arms, I don't think there is any disagreement on this com-
mittee about the complexities of trying to do that. There are many
avenues that are being sought after to accomplish that fact.

I also think it is very important that as we, consider our time-
table that we recognize your timetable and the future that many of
you and your -friends aspire to. Perhaps fhat was brought home
here today with your testimony.

So thank you again so much for your time and your effort to
travel here this morning.

Thank you so much for coming.
We will get on with_theaecopd_pamei now.
Thank you.
Mr. FIEDLER. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Next the committee will hear from a panel of

researchers, including Dr. John E. Mack, Professor of Psychiatry,
Cambridge Hospital, Harvard Medical School; 'Dr. David Elkind,
who is the chairman of the Elliott Pearson Department of Child
Study at Tufts University; Dr. John Goldenring, Loyola Mary-
mount University and a fellow of the American Academy of Pediat-
rics; and Dr. Robert Jay Lifton, the Foundations' Fund for Re-
search in Psychiatry Professorship, Yale University School of Medi-
cine.

Gentlemen, if you will come forwdrd. We are under sortie time
constraints. We obviously took a little bit-more time with the first
panel than anticipated.

Your prepared statements will be placed in the record in their
entirety and the extent to which you can summarize and allow
time for questions will be appreciated by the committee.

Obviously one of,the central issues raised in the opening state-
ments on both sides of the aisle is the question of whether or not
there is sufficient data to go forth in terms of a discussion of this
issue and its impact. I think you can help enlighten us as to wheth-
er or not this is a matter of concern or not.
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We will proceed with Dr. Mack first.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. MACK. M.D., PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIA-
TRY, CAMBRIDGE HOSPITAL HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL

Dr. MACK. First I want to thank the committee 'for this opportu-
nity .to speak with you today.

Several psychologists, including Brewster Smith to whom Con-
, gressman Marriott referred, have noted how little research had

been done on the impact of the nuclear age on children and youth
considering, in Smith's words, "the human centrality and scientific
interest of the issue."

President Reagan in his address in November 198Aexpressed
concern about the effects the nuclear fear is having on our people.
He described. in particular upsetting letters, in his words, often full
of terror, he was receiving from schoolchildren telling of their fear
of a nuclear holocaust.

I will summarize the data available on this subject to date. There
are three types of study: surveys given to a broad sample; more de-
tailed questionnaires given to particular communities; and inter-
views. In addition, there are media reports and films, and anec-
dotes reported by children and their families, teachers, and others.

Jerald Bachman and his colleagues at the Institute for Social Re-
search at the University of Michigan administered questionnaires
from 1975 to 1982 to 16 to 19,000 seniors from 130' public and pri-
vate high schools across the country. To the 'question "Of all the .

problems facing the Nation today, how often do you worry about,
the chance of nuclear war," Bachman found a fourfold increase
from 1975 to 1982 of those who worry often. There was also a 61-
percent increase during this period of those who agreed with the
statement, "Nuclear or biological annihilation will probably be the
fate of all mankind within my lifetime."

____Psychiatrist-Daniel Offer hai' found using self- administered
questionnaires, in which young people expressed their views, of
themselves and their world, that their statements have changed
from the 1960's to the 1979-81 sample .expressing less hope, less
confidence in the future.

Survey specialist Daniel Yankelovich, summarizing the data to
December 1982, found a' mood of despair and gloom, a sense of the
future' this is in the United States and Western Europeas being
very threatening, as perhaps there not being a future.

The first questionnaire studies were performed by Sibylle Esca-
lona and Milton Schwebel in response to the Cuban missile crisis in
1965. They found at that time a great deal of fear of war and un-
certainty about the future. Escalona observed, "The profound un-
certainty about whether or not mankind has a foreseeable future
exerts a corrosive and malignant influence upon important devel-
opmentaLprocesses in normal and well-functioning children."

No studies have come to-our attention between 1963 and 1977
when the American Psychiatric Association appointed a task force
to study.the psychosocial impact of nuclear advances.

In the initial study over 1,100 questionnaires were given to chil-
dren and adolescents in the Boston, Los Angeles and Baltimore
areas and more detailed responses were received from 75 children
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in high schools in the Boston area. These questionnaires were
given in 1978: 1979, and 1980 and questions were asked like,
"When were you first aware of nuclear advances?" "What does the
word, 'nuclear' bring to mind'?" "Do you think that you could sur-
vive a nuclear attack?" "Have thermonuclear advances influenced
your plans to have a family, your view of the future?"

About 40 percent of young people reported that they became
aware of nuclear developments before they were 12. A great
number expressed fear about this issuemore than we had expect-
edand a high percentage said that it had affected their plans
about marriage and their thinking about the future.

In the more detailed responses children expressed, somewhat to
our surprise at that time, vivid thoughts about the terror they had
about the nuclear threat, their powerlessness, images of, nuclear de-
struction, doubt about whether they will ever have a chance to.
grow up, expressions of "Live for now since there won't be a

.future.'
Dr. Beards lee and myself and the members of the task force

raised questions, too. about what effect this sense of futurelessness
was having on personality development, particularly about wheth-
er young people could form stable ideals, which depend on a sense
of continuity and confidence in the future, when the very future
itself was jeopardized and they felt that the adults to whom that
future was entrusted could be held responsible for that jeopardy.

Since that time there have been a number of studies which used
this questionnaire in modified forma This has been one study ,in
Newton North High School. A group of 900 young people in the
Greensboro-Guilford County area in North Carolina the question-
naire was questioned. Several thousand questionnaires were col-
lected all over the cow-'.,y in October 1982 by educators for social
responsibility and similar findings have been discovered that a
very high percentage of children, an increasingly high percentage,
are worried about the nuclear threat.

The Greensboro-Guilf rf.1 County study also showed a great deal
of lack of information about the issue. Seventy percent only of high
school students knew which countries had actually used nuclear
weapons in war and 19' minutes was the mean estimate of how
long it would take Soviet uclear missiles to reach this country.

Efforts since this time have been made to do studies in which the
nuclear issue is not addressed directly. There is the concern about
researcher bias, or revealin ; the agenda of the questioners so stud-
ies have begun to take ethe first by Scott Haas, a psycholo-
gistin h:31-1 the ;vac' Ar question is embedded among a number
of other fears to see t place that it has. Dr. Haas found in high
schools in the C.z.) t and Massachusetts areas that the nucle-
ar issue wzr, listed as the first concern among children more fre-
quently than any other issue, although less than half listed this
issue first.

You will be hearing about work by Dr. John Goldenring and
Ronald Doctor in California and their colleagues. Just one striking
finding of theirs was that among 20 issueswhich included paren-
tal divorce, pollution, cancer, world starvation, fear of getting a
jobthe nuclear issue ranked second as the, greatest worry of their
sample, second behind parents dying.
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There has been only one interview study, which was conducted
by psychology student Lisa Goodman and myself and other col-
leagues at the Cambridge Hospital, in which we interviewed in
depth 31 high school students in the Boston metropolitan area
ranging from 14 to 19 of diverse religious background. They were
questioned about these issues and again this widespread fear, sad-
nets, helplessness, and cynicism came forth. Each interviewee ex-
pected that nuclear war would come in his or her lifetime. Some
seemed to live on two levels, planning as if there were a future
while believing nuclear annihilation to be inevitable. Civil defense
was dismissed as useless. Nuclear weapons seemed to offer little
sense of security, although the interviewees would not want to live
in a situation where the Soviets had nuclear weapons and America
dithnot.

Some of these adolescents resisted stereotyping of the Soviet
Union, .acknowledging that they are "supposed to be our enemy."
Some distinguish the Soviet Government or "system" from its
people. Both superpowers are held responsible for the arms race,
which is perceived as dangerously out of control with a momentum
of its own. Some see technology as having wrested control from
man. One 15-year-old'boy was unsure who would have responsibili-
ty for initiating a nuclear war. He said, "I think that's who does
ita computer, or the President. I'm -not sure. I think it's a com-
puter."

Many expressed the desire for more knowledge, especially about
the Soviet Union. In offering solutions to the impasse these stu-
dents emphasize better communication between the leaders of the
superpowers and express the desire for a chance to .participate in
the decisionmaking process, which is seen as a way of overcoming
their sense of terror and helplessness.

There is also a steady flow of information which reaches re-
searchers and others from newspaper and television reports, films,
and anecdotes. These sources are difficult to evaluate because they
often illustrate a point of view of the person presenting the infor-
mation. As a frequent audience myself of such reports, and some-
one clearly concerned about this issue, I can only offer a few per-
sonal impressions. -

It seems thrt younger and younger children are expressing their
fear about this issue. An 11-year-old girl recently asked her parents
if she would have time to commit suicide in the interval between
learning that nuclear bombs were on the way and their actual det-
onation. Children as young as 5 and 6 are expressing fears to their
parents and teachers about nuclear destruction and not growing
up. Six- to nine-year-olds seem to be afraid they will be abandoned
and left alone in a .nuclear war; that is, that they will survive and
their family and friends will be killed, which reminds us of the fact
that reports of what children and adolescents express have to be
seen in relation to other developmentally age-related concerns of
young people.

Some children ask what it is like to experience different age peri-
ods, as they do not expect to reach them themselves. The obsession
with video games, in which nuclear destruction comes inevitably
after a period of defensive success, seems to be both an effort to
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master the nuclear fear as well as a preparation for nuclear anni-
hilation that is seen as inevitable.

_ The data available so far about what. American children and ado-
lescents think and feel about the threat of nuclear war is limited.
There are methodological limitations in the size and percentage of
compliance in the studies and in the age, geographic and socioeco-
nomic distribution of the samples. The studies have been largely
performed by people who are concerned about this issue.

There is only one pilot interview study. There are no studies spe-
cifically devoted to preteenage children. It is very difficult to cate-
gorize the responses from questionnaire studies because this is such
an emotionally laden subject. For example, some young people
seem not to be involved in this issue, but does this mean that they
are truly not involved, or are they defending themselves? I had an
11-year-old neighbor boy who came to me after one of his teachers
had asked him questions about the nuclear problem and what he
thought about it and he said, "You know, I had not realized how'
much it bothered me until that teacher gave me a chance to talk
about it."

A 14-year-old boy on a questionnaire, when asked had the nucle-
ar threat affected his view of the future wrote in letters an inch
and a half high No, No, No. How do we categorize that? Is that a
no or a yes?

Young people seem in record numbers to be conscientious about
their studies, some people say, but Brandeis sociologist Gordon
Feliman asked one of his students a few weeks ago about why stu-
dents are being so conscientious, and one young man replied, "It's
the only alternative to despair when the world can blowup at any
moment."

Now I will summarize what I believe these data show and some
of my own more personal conclusions on this subject. First, the
summary of the data to date.

One. Many children in different parts of the country are con-
cerned about the threat of nuclear war and experience troubling.
feelings of fear, sadness, powerlessness, and rage.

Two. The meaning of this concern and the issues it roises varies
according to the developmental level of the young persons.

Three. Worry about the nuclear threat has increased in the
period 1975-83, as the nuclear arms competition has appeared to
become increasingly out of control.

Four. An important part of this sense of things being out of con-
trol is the perception that authority for nuclear war has slipped
out of human control and has been taken over by technology.
'Five. Children and adolescents seem less defended than adults

and more able to perceive the reality of what nuclear weapons can
do and what nuclear war would really mean for them, their fami-
lies and the world.

Six. There are great variations in the amount of information
children and adolescents receive. Television appears to be the chief
source of information.

Seven. Many children feel they have no one with whom they can
discuss the nuclear problem. They feel aloneas Gerald has told us
todaywith their fears and abandoned, isolated and unprotected
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by the adult generation, including their Nation's. leaders. This adds
to the sense of hopelessness and creates cynicism.

Eight. Many yoUng people express uncertainty about whether
there will be a future. This futurelessness has raised questions for
a number of investigators about the possible impact of the nuclear
threat on personality development in childhood and adolescence.

And then I have my more personal conclusions. The distress and
questions of many of our children and adolescents should lead us to
a broader consideration of security than that to which we have
been accustomed. Security relates to a sense of certainty or uncer-
tainty about one's safety and existence. It is, in this sense, a state
of mind. From this point of view we are failing as a society to pro-
vide security for large numbers of our children.

One can go further. We have left our children alone with this
problem, to learn what they can from the media and each other.
We have provided neither reliable information through our schools
nor the opportunity for open and considered discussion with re-
sponsible adultsparents, teachers and religious, community and
government leaders.

The problem of security in the nuclear age cannot be rescilved by
technological means alone, no matter how ingenious.. The nuclear
threat is largely the creation of human beings who cannot resolve
their relationships with one another in the political realm. Our
young people know this and they know, too, that the work of secur-
ing the future requires new ways of approaching relationships in
the political and cultural domain, just as improvement in the emo-
tional climate. in a household is brought about by changing the
quality of relationships among members of a family.

Recommendations:
One. Further careful research is needed to learn about the

impact of the nuclear arms competition on children and adoles-
cent's.

Two. Educational programs are needed which provide accurate
information about nuclear science and technology and the political,
historical, and cultural realities of the arms competition,-including
the objective study of the history and psychology of enemies and
potential enemies.

Our young people are going to get information one way or an-
other. You cannot protect them. We should give them solid, mean-
ingful, accurate information.

Three. We need to create opportunities for young people to be
able to talk about these troubling. matters with responsible adults
in their homes. and in their schools and communities, so they can
participate appropriately in the national dialog relating to nuclear
weapons.

Four. There is a need to broaden our conceptions of security to
include considerations of health and, in the case of the impact of
nuclear weapons on children and adolescents, psychological health
and well being as well.

Five. New approaches to achieving security are needed, which in-
clude examination of the dimension of human relationships in war
and peacemaking in addition to purely military and technological
considerations, if we are to create for our children the confidence

51
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in the future, and the freedom from fear, which President Reagan.
called for in his speech a few months ago.

[Prepared statement of John E. Mack, M.D. follows:]
,

PREPA-ItED-ST-.ATEMEN11-0E- 00IIN-ET-MACK; M.D., PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY;
CAMBRIDCE HOSPITAL, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL

INTRODUCTION

,I wish to thank the Co mittee and its Chairman for the opportunity to speak
with you this morning. Thik is a subject which, I expect, is disturbing for all of us,
whether or not we have children of our own. Social psychologist M. Brewster Smith'
in an address delivered inl Eugene, Oregon in October, 1982 noted how little re,
search had been done "on the impact of the nuclear age on children and youth".
considering "the human ce trality and scientific interest of issue." (1) President
Reagan in his address of N vember 23, 1982 on nuclear strategy expressed concern
about "the effects the nuclur fear is having on our people" (2). He described in par-
ticular upsetting letters "often full of terror" he was receiving from school children
telling their fear of a nuclear holocaust. In my comments this morning I willsum-
marize the information available to date on the impact of the nuclear threat on chil-
dren and adolescents and offer some suggestions about further work that is needed.

Three types of study have been done to date: surveys given to a broad sample;
more detailed questionnaire given to particular communities; and interview stud-
ies. In addition, there are media reports and films, and anecdotes reported by chil-
dren and their families, tealhers and others.

LARGE SCALE QUESTIONNAIRES

The only survey to address specifically the concerns of young people about nucle-
ar war was conducted by Jerald G. Backman and his colleagLes at the Institute for
Social Research of the Unkersity of Michigan (3). From 1975 to 1982 they adminis-
tered questionnaires to 16-19,000 seniors from 130 public and private high schools
across the country. To thel question "of all the problems facing the nation today,
how often do you worry about the chance of nuclear war," Bachman found a four-
fold increase from 1975 to i1982 of those who worry "often." Bachman and his co-
workers also found a 61 percent increase during this period of those who agreed or
mostly agreed with the statement "nuclear or biological annihilation will probably
be the fate of all mankind, within my lifetime." Psychiatrist Daniel Offer has been
using self-administered questionnaires since 1962 to assess teenagers views of them-
selves and their worlds. He found that the samples of young people in the early
1960's expressed more hope and a greater belief in the future than those questioned
from 1979 to 1981, which may or may not be related to the nuclear issue as Offer
did not ask specifically about it (4). Survey specialist Daniel Yankelovich, summariz-
ing the available data-in December, 1982, reported a mood of despair and gloom in
Western Europe and the United States (5). He related this mood to "a sense of the
future as being very threatening, as perhaps there not being a future, a future of
grimness, of shortages, of greater difficulty, a closing in' of horizons."

QUESTIONNAIRE STUDIES

The first questionnairJ studies were performed by psychologist Sibylle Escalona
and Milton Schwebel and were begun in response to the Cuban Missile Crisis. Both
were published in 1965.1 Escalona examined. 311 children from widely different"
socio-economic groups and ranging in age from 10 to 17. Schwebel sent question-
naires to 3,000 junior and senior high school students of various socio-economic
backgrounds and asked questions such as "Do you think there is going to be a nucle-
ar war?" "Do I care?" ''What do I think of fallout-shelters?" Both Escalona and
Schwebel found a greater degree of fear of war and uncertainty about the future
than they had anticipated. Escalona observed, "The profound uncertainty about
whether or not mankind has a foreseeable future exerts a corrosive and malignant
influence upon importa t developmental processes in normal and well-functioning
children" (6,7).

No studies performed between 1963 and 1977 have come to our attention. In 1977
the American Psychiatrpc Association appointed a Task Force to study the psychoso-
cial impact of nuclear advances 18).

Among the subjects to be studied was the impact of nuclear developments on chil-
dren and adolescents I'). One thousand one-hundred and fifty one (1,151) question-
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mires were administered to children from the 5th through 12th gradeS in the
Boston, Los Angeles and Baltimore areas. More detailed. responses were obtained
from 75 children in two high schools in the Boston area where the examiners spent
additional time in the classroom with the teenagers. The questionnaires were ad-ministered in 1978, 1979 and 1980. The results were gathered by Dr. William
Beards lee and myself and published in the Task Force Report in 1982. Questions
asked included, "what does the word 'nuclear' bring to mind?" "How old were you
wheh you were first aware of nuclear advances?" "What do you think about Civil
Defense?" "DO you think that you could survive a nuclear attack?" "Have thermo-
nuclear advances influenced your plans for marriage, having-children or planning
for the future?" and, "Have thermonuclear advances affected yOur way of thinking?
(about the future, your view of the world, time)." The questionnaire underwent
some revisions between 1978 and 1980 in order to facilitate quantitative scoring. Ap-
proximately 40 percent of the total group reported they were aware of nuclear. de-
velopments before they were 12. Although the majority of the overall group studied
thought that civil defense would not work, a considerable percentage considered it
essential. Approximately 50 percent of the 197)) sample of 389 high school students
reported that nuclear advances had affected their thoughts about marriage and
their plans for the future. A majority reported that nuclear advances affected theirdaily thinking and feeling.

Among the more detailed responses of teenagers from high schools in the Boston
area there were vivid expressions of terror and powerlessness, grim images of nucle-
ar destruction, doubt about whether they will ever have a chance to grow up and an
accompanying attitude of "live for now." Some expressed anger, toward the adult
generation that seemed to have so jeopardized their futures.

Beards lee and Mack, as Escalona had done before, raised questions about the
impact of the nuclear threat on the development of personality. They wondered in'
particular about the effect on the formation of stable ideals or values, which de-
pends upon a sense of human continuity and confidence in the future. They asked
what happens to the formation of such ideals when the adult generation to whom
young people.turn for models, and to whom their futures are entrusted, cannot pro-
tect them and may even be seen as jeopardizing the future.

In the last two years there have been several additional questionnaire studies.
High school senior Jon Klavens administered a modified version of the APA ques-
tionnaire to 950 students at Newton North High School in Newton, Massachusetts
(10). Thirty-four percent of the students thought nuclear. war would occur in their
lifetime while 52 percent were, unsure. Sixty-two percent thought the threat of nu-
clear war was increasing. Over half reported that the threat had affected their
thinking about the future and their sense of' time. Family practitioner Stephan D.
Hanna administered the APA questionnaire early this year to 700 11- to 19-year old
students in the Akron, Ohio area 11 1). A higher, percentage than in the Beardslee/
Mack studied associated the word nuclear with deStructive imagery as opposed to
peacetime uses. The intensity and pervasiveness of expressions of fear. helplessness
and cynicism and anger toward the adult generation was also greater than in the
APA study.

Psychologist, Richard L. Zweigenhaft in conjunction with the Greensboro-Guilford
County Emergency Management Assistance Agency administered a 51 -item ques-
tionnaire in November 1982 to 938 adolescents and adults living in this area, includ-
ing 372 nigh school students (120. Sixty-two percent of the total sample expected nu-
clear war to occur in their lifetimes while 68 percent were worried or very worried
about the use of nuclear weapons.. Sixty -three percent thought that nuclear war was
prophesized in the Bible. The Greensboro-Guilford County study also disclosed trou-
bling ignorance about fundamental nuclear realities. Only 70 percent of high school
students knew which country has used nuclear weapons in war; 192 minutes was
the mean estimate of how long it would take Soviet nuclear missiles to reach this
country. There was much misinformation disclosed about what the post nuclear
attack world would be like, although the great majority expressed the wish for more
informatiom

In October 1982 Educators for Social Responsibility sponsored a day long sympo-
sium on nuclear issues called "Day of Dialogue." Many thousands of questionnaires
containing questions similar to those in the initial APA study were distributed to
high school students across the country. The results of 2,000 randomly selected re-
sponses were examined from. among a larger number collected in Massachusetts,
Wisconsin. Oregon and California. Eighty percent of those responding thought that
there would be a nuclear war in the next 20 years and 90.percent of these reported
that if such a war occurred, the world would not survive. Eighty-one. percent said
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that the threat of nuclear war affected their hopes for the future, while 34 percent
said it was having an impact on having a family or planning to get married (13).

Psychologist Scott D. Haas administered a questionnaire to students from four pa-
rochial private and public schools in the Hartford, Connecticut and Dearfield, Mas,
sachusetts areas in which he attempted to separate the impact of the nuclear threat
from other fears and concerns of adolescence such as the economy, employment and
energy shortages (14). Although the nuclear issue was listed as the first concern
more frequently than any other issue, less than half listed this first.

Psychologist Ronald M. Doctor-and his co-workers at California State University
have administered a questionnaire developed by pediatrician John Goldenring to
913 junior and senior high school students in Los Angeles, San Fernando Valley and
San Jose areas (15). In order to overcome methodological bias, or disclosure of the
examiner's agenda which takes place when specific questions are asked about the
nuclear issue, these researchers have embedded the nuclear war question among
twenty items. Doctor et al. found that 58.2 percent of the sample were worried or
very worried abiiat nuclear war, with this concern ranking fourth, behind a parent
dying, getting bad grades and being a victim of a violent crime, but ahead of such
matters as getting a job, parental divorce, pollution, cancer, world starvation and
their own deaths. When asked their "greatest worry" the students ranked nuclear
war second behind their parents dying.

INTERVIEW STUDY

The only interview research conducted to date is a pilot study conducted by psy-
chology student Lisa A. Goodman with psychiatrist John E. Mack and co-workers at
The Cambridge Hospital, Harvard Medical School (16). The purpose of the study was
to begin to learn in greater depth how teenagers perceive the nuclear threat and to
gain knowledge about their attitudes toward the political process.

Teachers, parents and counselors helped Goodman locate students from several
communities in the Boston metropolitan area. Seventeen girls and fourteen boys
ranging in age from 14 to 19 were interviewed in July and August 1982. The teen-
agers were from diverse religious and socio-economic backgrounds. As was revealed
in the questionnaire studies, Goodman and her colleagues found widespread fear,
sadness, helplessness, cynicism and anger among the teenagers. Each interviewee
thought that nuclear war would come in. his or her lifetime. Some seemed to live on
two levels, planning as if there were a future, while believing nuclear annihilation
to be inevitable. Civil defense was dismissed by all of these teenagers as useless,
while none believed that a nuclear war would remain limited. Nuclear weapons
seemed to offer little sense of security, although the interviewees would not wish to
live in a situation where the Soviets had nuclear weapons and America did not.
Some of these adolescents resisted stereotyping of the Soviet Union, acknowledging_
that they are "supposed to be our enemy. Some distinguish the Soviet government
or "system" from its people. Both superpowers are held responsible for the arms
race, which is perceived as dangerously out of control with a momentum of its own.
Some see technology as having wrested control from man. One 15-year-old boy was
unsure who would have responsibility for initiating a nuclear war. "I think that's
who does ita computer, or the President. I'm not sure. I think it's a computer."
Many expressed the desire for more knowledge, especially about the Soviet Union.
In offering solutions to the impasse these students emphasize better communication
between the leaders of the superpowers and express the desire for a greater chance
to participate in the decision- making process, which is also seen as a way of over-
coming the sense of terror and helplessness.

ANECDOTES, MEDIA REPORTS AND FILMS
-There is a steady flow of information which reaches researchers and others from

newspaper and television reports, films and anecdotes relayed by word of mouth on
the subject of children, adolescents and the nuclear threat. These data are often dif-
ficult to evaluate as sources because they have been selected to illuctrate a point of
view, or passed on because of their emotional impact on the person reporting or the
anticipated impact on an audience. As a frequent "audience" myself of such reports,
and an individual clearly concerned about this issue. I can only offer a few personal
impressions. It seems that younger and younger children are expressing their fears
about this issue. An eleven-year-old girl recently asked her parents. if she would
have time to commit suicide in the interval between learning that nuclear bombs
were on the way and their actual detonation. Children as young as rive and six are
expressing fears to their parents and teachers about nuclear destruction and not
growing up. Young children, ages 6-9. seem particularly afraid that they will be
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abandoned and left alone in a nuclear war, i.e., that they will survive while their
family and friends are killed. This observation reminds us of the fact that report's of
what children and adolescents express about the nuclear threat, especially in the
case of pre-adolescent children, must be considered in relation to other developmen-
tal issues and concerns. Some children voice curiosity about what it is like to experi-
ence different age periods, as they do not expect to reach them themSelves. The ob-session with video games, in which nuclear destruction comes inevitably after a
period of defensive success. see:ni to be both an effort to master the nuclear fear as
well as a preparation for nuclear annihilation that is seen as inevitable.

CHITIqUE OF STUDIES TO, DATE

The data available so far about what American children and adolescents think
and feel about the threat of nuclear war is limited. There are methodological limita-
tions in the size and percentage of compliance in the studies and in the age, geo-
graphic and socio-economic distribution of samples. The studies have been largely
performed by people who are themselves personally concerned about this issue and
may at*times reflect n researcher bias. .

There is only one pilot interview study with few on the way. There haVe been no
studies devoted specifically to pre-teenage children. Questionnaire studies on an
emotionally laden topic such as this suffer from the fact that the complex thoughts
and feelings which the subject elicits can not be simply categorized:' For example,
many young people seem not to be involved by the nuclear threat. Does this meanthey are truly not involved or are they defending themselves emotionally? Some
children's concerns seem to be below the surface. An eleven-year-old boy in my
neighborhood after he was interviewed by a teacher about his thoughts on the nu-

.clear issue said that until that time he had not known "how much it was on my
mind." One 'ninth grader in responding to a question as to whether the nuclear
threat had affected his plans for the future wrote "No, No, No" in letters over aninch high. How are we to categorize such a responseas g yes or a no? Teenagers
and young adults seem in record numbers to be moving ahead conscientiously to
plan careers. Does this mean that they are not troubled about the future in the
ways these studies suggest? Perhaps. On the other hand, Brandeis sociologist,
Gordon Fellman, asked one of his students a few weeks ago why students are so
conscientious these days about their work. "It's the only alternative to despair when
the world can blow lip at any moment," was the reply.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summarizing I will set forth what I believe may be objectively concluded from
the findings themselves and add to that interpretations and conclusions of my own
that I believe may be derived from these data.
Summary of the data

1. Many children in different parts of the country are concerned about the threat
of nuclear war and experience troubling feelings of fear, sadness, powerlessness, andrage.

2. The meaning of this concern and its issues varies according to the developmen-
tal level of the young persons.

3. Worry about the nuclear threat has increased in the period 1975-1C83, as the
nuclear arms competition has.appeared to become increasingly out of control.

4. An important part of this sense of things being out of control is the perception
that authority for nuclear war has slipped out of human control and has been takenover by technology.

5. Children and adolescents seem less defended than adults and more able to per-ceive the reality of what nuclear weapons can do and what nuclear war would
really mean for them, their families and the world.

6. There are great variations in the amount of information child' in and adoles-
cents receive. Television appears to be the chief source of information.

7. Many children feel they have no one whom they can discuss the nuclear prob-
lem. They feel alone with the"' fears and'abandoned, isolated and unprotected by
the adult generation, including 'their nation's leaders: This adds to the sense of
hopelessness and Creates cyniciSm.

8. Many young people express uncertainty about whether there will be a future.
This futurelessness has raised questions for a number of investigators about the pos-
sible impact of the nuclear threat on personality development in childhood and ado-
lescence. There is no systematic data on this subject.

.1 5a .
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Personal conclusions.
The distress and questins of many of our children and adolescents should lead us

to a broader consideration of security than that to which we have been accustomed.
Security rolates to a sense of certainty or uncertainty about one's safety and exist-
ence. It is, in this sense, a state of mind. From this point of view we are failing as a
society to praide security for large numbers of our children. One can go further.
We have left our children alone with this problem, to learn what they can from the
media and each other. We have provided neither reliable information through our
schools nor the opportunity for open and considered discussion with responsible
adultsparents, teachers and religious. community and government leaders.

The problem of security in the nuclear age cannot be resolved by technological
means alone, nomatter how ingenious. Tho.nuclear threat is largely the creation of
human beings who cannot resolve their relationships with one another in the politi-
cal realm. Our young people know this and they know too that the work of securing
the future requires new ways of approaching relationships in the political and cul-
tural domain, just as improvement in the emotional clim-te in a household is
brought about by changing the quality of relationships among members of a family.

aiwommEranyrioNs

I. Further careful research is needed to learn about the impact of the nuclear
arms competition on the children and adolescents.

2. Educational programs are needed which provide accurate information about nu-
clear science and technology and the political, historical and cultural realities of the
arms coMPetition,including the objective study of the history and psychology of en-
emies and potential enemies.

3. We need to create opportunities for, young people to be able to talk about these
troubling matters with responsible adults in their homes, and in their schools and
communities, so they can 'Participate appropriately in the national dialogue relating
to nuclear weapons.

.1. There is a need to broaden our conceptions of security to include considerations
of health and, in the ease of the impact of nuclear weapons on children and adoles-
cents, psychological health and well being as well.

5. New approaches to achieving security are needed, which include examination of
the dimension of human relationships in war and peace-making in addition to
purely military and technological considerations if we are to create for our children
the confidence in the fUture, and the freedom from fear, which President Reagan
called for in his speech a few ,months ago.
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Chz. an MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Elkind.

STATEMENT OF DAVID ELKIND, CHAIRMAN. ELLIOTT I'EARSON,
DEPARTMENT OF CHILI) STUDY. TUFTS UNIVERSITY

Mr. ELKIND. First of all I would like to thank You all for inviting
me here and for the opportunity to participate.

I would like, if I may, to try' and put this issue of nuclear war
and children's fears about it in context. It is just one of many,
many issues that can be put in front of you today and that to takeit as one in isolation I think takes away from the way in which it
is being dealt with and the kinds of pressures that are being put on
kids.

There are three major kinds of issues that young people have to
deal with today that they didn't have to deal with before and all of
them have in one way or another to do with growing up real fast:
One is the absence of markers: It used to be that we could mark
children by their clothing. When I was growing up I wore knickers,-
and today even infants wear Jordasche diaper covers and 4- to 7-
year -old girls are wearing makeup. So the. clothing market is grow-
ing up or disappearing. The activity market is disappearing. Eight-
year-old girls are in beauty contests. So the-activity of growing up
and participating disappears.

Activity marketers like sports, it used to be. that you waited until
high school before you could participate in team sports and wear a
letter and give it to your boyfriend or girlfriend. Now even young
kids in elementary school are competing intramurally, wear out-
fits, have coaches and signs. So many of the markets that told kids
where they stood in the whole developmental sequence are disap-
pearing and that gives them a sense often of loss of where they are
in the whole developmental context and that is disturbing.

That is one group of issues that I think it makes it hard for kids
to know where they are. The issue today is not any longer "Who
am I?"' but "Where am I':

Family permutations. Now the old traditional family of two par-
ents and children is disappearing. We have now divorce and sepa-
ration and we also have blended families and that gives young
people an experience of loss. Adolescence particularly was con-
cerned with the psychology of gaininggaining of intelligence,
gaining of strength, gaining of wisdom. Today more and more ado-
lescents are concerned with the psychology of lossnot only paren-
tal loss, loss of position within the family, but also the loss of the

5
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protection that they felt that they had as adolescents from things
like nuclear war.

The thing about nuclear war is that they are no longer protected
as young people. Young people were always in a protected position.
Things happened to adults but children were protected. Young
people are not protected any longer, so that, is just one area. They
are not protected from the media as well. The exploitation of young
people by the media is extraordinary. The sexual exploitation, the
type of movies that are shown in the summertime made for teen-
agers. Now they have teenage vamps on the soap operas. Teenagers
have more disposable income than any other age group and the
media and other advertisers know that and appeal to that, so they
are being exploited in those ways.

Young people are losing friends. Almost 5,000 young people die
by suicide each year. Kids I talk to say always that they have
known somebody who died, one of their friends who died or. com-
mitted suicide or was in a serious accident. Substance abuse is now
the leading cause of death amongst teenagers.

These are not things which I think result from the fear of nucle-
ar war. I think we have the family permutations, the exploitation
and the hurrying, all of which have led to what you might call
stage confusion, not knoWing where you .are in the whole develop-
mental sequence. That stage confusion is a very debilitating one.

What troubled me about the hearing today, I must say, is that by
suggesting certainly we are concerned about children's fears and
we all are concerned about that, how to help children deal with
their fears but to suggest to young people that their opinions about
what policy decision ought to be made I think-ought not to be
taken seriously and that they have the opportunity to really dis-
cuss with legislators, the policymakers, ideas about nuclear disarm-
ament and so on I think is a farce and I think adds to giving them
the false feeling that they really have the.wisdom and knowledge
and the experience to make those kinds of decisionsthey don't.

We as adults have to play our role as adults, and what I see as I
travel around this country again and again which troubles me the
most is that adults are abdicating their responsibilities to young
people. We are the legislators, we are the adults. We have to take
responsibility for setting. policy. We have the wisdom and hopefully
the judgment and the experience to make meaningful decisions
about nuclear policy, not young people.

Certainly we are concerned about their fears, certainly we are
concerned about their anxieties, and there is a difference, but I
think we do them a disservice if we attribute to them the knowl-
edge and experience and wisdom that adults have. Even though
this young man spoke very eloquently, I think if you pushed him
and he certainly is not representative of the majority of children,
he is very bright. The majority of kids are not that knowledgeable,
are not that experienced.

I think we have to as adults again certainly listen to children's
fears, take them into account. As a therapist one of the first things
I learned was that you never take anything away from, a patient
without giving him or her anything in return. The trouble that I
see with a bunch of the concerns of nuclear war and so on is that
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often we take away from children when we tell them about nuclear
war a sense of security.

What we as adults need to, do is that we are going to tell young
people and communicate, as I think we should. We certainly
cannot deprive them of that information but we have to give them
in some way something to do about it. Certainly young children
can't do much and we as adults have to assure them that there are
meaningful, hard-working and intelligent people who are trying
very hard to prevent nuclear war and working hard toward that
end.

Certainly adolescents who are much more knowledgeable, can we
give them ways and techniques and means so they can hopefully
get involved in political and social movements to express them-
selves-land to take some action.

Thtwo points that I want to make is that we should not in our
concetnwith children's concerns about nuclear war take it out of
the context of all the other things that are happening to young
people to make them grow up fast and to put them in adult posi-
tions before they are ready that would stress them. I think the
triple increase in suicide, substance abuse, and the crime of young
people in the past 15 years are not attributable to the fear of nucle-
ar war, they are attributable to the increased stress froin all the
different things that I have talked about. To take nuclear war as
one kind of guiding theme when all of the other things in the soci-
ety are pushing kids and stressing them as well I think *akes a lot
of contact.

What we have to do is to recognize that a bad experience is not
the best preparation for a good experience, a good experience is the
best preparation for a bad experience and that we ought to provide
young people with the most good experiences we can and to provide
them if they are young with a reassurance that the adults will care
for them and if they are .older give some opportunities to take
action to relieve the distress that we confront them with.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of David Elkind follows]

PREPARE!) STATEMENT OF DAVID ELKIN!), VISITING SCHOLAR, LINCOLN FILENE CENTER
TUFTS UNIVERSITY

On n scale of one to ten, fears of war and death would rank about number ten for
preschoolers, about eight for school age children and about five or six for teenagers.
This is true because war and death, particularly the death of large numbers of
people, are abstract concepts far beyond the intellectual comprehension of young
children especially. For that matter, even adults have trouble fully comprehending
nuclear holocaust. For children, more salient fears have to do with their parents,
their petS and so on. Only as these conceptions expand to include historical time,
geographical space and human society can they begin to appreciate the full implica
tions of war.

Consider fur a moment what the concept of war presupposes. It just presumes that
the child have the concepts of different. countries and nations each of which has its
own vital interests. It presupposes the concepts of armies, navies, airforces and in-
telligence. It involves the concept of strategies and battle plans, of transportating
troops and equipment. It involves ideas of morality, bombing civilians, torpedoing
troopships, etc. These are but a few of the concepts entailed by the notion of war.

Children also do not understand the complex motivations and values that lead na-
tions to fight one another. They can perhaps get a sense of wanting to hurt someone
who has hurt them but it is harder to grasp why you would want to hurt someone
who has nOver done anything to you other than belong to another country. Chil-
dren's concepts of motivation tend to be rather direct and straightflwardan eye
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for an eyebut they cannot get angry at a country, or a society or a philosophy
they cannot comprehend.

When issues like nuclear war worry and threaten children, is when these issues
worry and threaten their parents. If parents talk about the threat of war, of the
damage that will be done, of their doubts that anything can be done to prevent it,
then children become apprehensive. But this apprehension and dread of war is re-
flective, it is not something that originated with the child. When children experi-
ence the threat of war they are. first and foremost, reflecting the fears and anxi-
eties of their parents.

Teenagers are a different matter. They have the intellectual and emotional capac-
ities to understand the true meaning of war and its dire possibilities. They can
grasp the mechanics of war, the different vital interests of nations and. competing
ideologies. At the same time, however, they are blessed with an optimism (what I
call a personal fable) which makes them believe that somehow, someway, they will
be protected. With such a fable neither they (nor us) could continue our everyday
lives.

At the same time, however, today's teenagers are probably less optimistic than
those. in the past. This is because they have experienced so much loss at first hand.
Almost half of the teenagerg in this country have experienced the effects of divorce
and separation. Many have friends who have died beCause of accidents, substance
abuse and suicide. They are aware of the degradation of the environment and the
increasing problems'of air and water pollution. The threat of a possible war is one..
more potential loss to the other potential losses they have deal with. Many wonder
whether they hS've a future at all. .

Yet, they, and we, continue and get on with our lives. The best therapy for teen-
agers insofar as loss is concerned is for them to get actively involved in their com-
munity and in political action so that they can have their opinions and concerns
heard. Taking action is the best therapy for anxiety and dread. As for children, if
they express concerns about war and destruction we need to assure themas'hon-
espy as possiblethat there are hardworking people trying their best to prevent
war and to make the world a safe place for children. and youth to grow up in.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Goldenring.

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. GOLDENRING. M.D., STAFF PHYSICIAN.
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY; FELLOW, AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS
Dr. GOLDENRING. I would like to thank the committee very much

.for inviting me to speak today.
I will try to summarize very rapidly the morass of data included

in my written prepared testimony so we won't have to go through
all of that. If people want to be more specific with numbers later, I
will certainly do that.

Let me make a few things clear at the outset. First, everything I
am going to say today applies to adolescents by definition of the
American Academy of Pediatrics age 12 to 21, by World ,Health Or-
ganization definition age 10 to 24. This data should not in any way
be extrapolated to the younger children. I have not done any re-
search on younger children and I do not wish to speak about them
today, although I may make, some comments in context.

I think it is also important for the committee to know that I am
a fellow of the American Academy ,of Pediatrics, a board-certified
pediatrician, and also a member of the Society for. Adolescent
Medicine, having just finished a 2-year fellowship in adolescent
medicine.

Chairman MILLER. The record will reflect that correction.
Dr. GOLDENRING. The reason I want to make that statement is I

think it is fair for the committee members to know that although I
do not at this time speak for the American Academy of Pediatrics
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officially, the academy is on record as being concerned about the
possibility that teenagers and children are very worried about nu-
clear war. You should be appraised of the fact that part of my
plane fare here was paid by the American Academy of Pediatrics
because we are concerned about this, particularly with doing good
research on this topic, so that the concerns expressed by the distin-
guished minority members of this committee can be addressed.

I hope that the data I present today will address some of that
concern. It is new data. We have not presented this anywhere
except at a small meeting in Great Britain because the data was
compiled over spring and summer of last year and has not yet been
published. This is our first American forum. We assure you that we
are preparing for publication in major medical, psychological, andpsychiatric journals.

I want to try to describe for you the process that we went
through in designing the questionnaire which we used, because I
think it is very important again to respond to some of the concerns
of the minority members. We initially were inspired by Dr. Mack's
work but particularly we were concerned that Newton North High
School, for example, might not be very representative of the United
States and that some of the interviews might be "leading" as Dr.
Mack mentioned. That is a problem in research' design, so we de-
signed our instrument quite differently, in fact, acknowledging that
our own political Positions on the issue would be considered "anti-nuclear."

We designed the survey that we are going to present data from
today specifically to be biased in the opposite direction of showing
that teenagers were concerned about nuclear war. Let me repeat,
that as a good research design we specifically biased the question-
naireand copies are available for both press and membersto
show that there was no significant concern by teenagers about nu-
clear war, and I will explain how we did that. The data do not sup-
port that conclusion in our opinion.

We wrote the questionnaire as we did, as Dr. Elkind suggested,'
to try to compare worry about nuclear warby worry I mean a
cognitive factor, an activated fearto other worries that teenagers
might' have. First we asked demographic questions in a standard
sort of way. Then we asked teens in an open-ended way with no
prelude whatsoever to list their top three concerns. I am sorry be-
cause that data takes so much time to compile that I cannot tell
you what the spontaneous responses were, but I expect to have that
in the next couple of months.

The next thing we did was to ask them to rate on a scale of 1 to
1. where 1_ was "very worried," 20 different worries. We chose
them, from among those that had previously been shown to be con-
cerns for teenagers such as: parents dying, fears of getting preg-
nant, parents divorced, et cetera, and embedded in this in such a
way that there was no possibility for the teenagers to know what
we were looking for, was "nuclear war."

Finally, we asked the teens to go back and rank order the top 5
out of those 20 worries; in other words, "What is your first worry,
out of those 20 if you had to rank them" and so on. So first we
asked them to just give us a 1 -to -4 scale on*the 20 and then to go
back and say which one is your first, which one is your second,
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which one is your third, which one is your fourth and fifth. Only
then in a second part of the questions did we ask any questions
about nuclear war and we made. it very specific at that point.

We said one of the worries which people are concerned about is
nuclear war and now we are going to ask you some questions about
this, and we. specifically instructed them several times not to go
back and that it did not matter what their previous answers were.
We have no evidence from the test administration that they did go
back, and children are now very used to thosekinds of "SAT for-
mats." They don't go back because they know that is the way the
tests are designed. So we don't think that that is a confounding
factor in this data.

Mr. MARRIOTT. May I ask a question?
Dr. GOLDENRING. Yes.
Mr. MARRIorr. What was the size of the survey?
Dr. GOLDENRING. I am about to tell you that.
The charaCteristics of the survey were as follows. It was in the

State of California in the Los Angeles and San Jose areas. We had
a total of 913 adolescents in this first study. Let me say we are in-
tending to do cross surveys in all parts of the United States and
also in other countries. As a matter of fact, we now have the
survey being translated into Russian and hopefully being done at
this time in the Soviet Union so' we will have a comparison be-
tween Soviet teenagers and American teenagers on this entire
questionnaire.

The surveys were given in the classroom either by one of our
D. candidates or by teachers who had been instructed on how to
administer it. The mean age of the respondents was 16.1 years, 50
percent were males and 50 percent females and it was representa-
tive for the State of California; 48 percent were white -"olescents,
17.3 percent Asian, 15.5 percent black, 11.5 percent Lai ,, 1.8 per-
cent native Americans, and 6 percent giving other responses which
were not categorizeable.

Parents of the teens had completed high school in 86.5 percent of
cases with 42 percent having had a college or postcollege degree.
The families had employed heads of households, only 4.5 percent
male heads of households and 11.5 percent of female heads of
households listed themselves as unemployed.

There was also a normal distribution for grades. When we asked
the kids what their grade point average was 47.2 listed themselves
as C to B students.

So what we have then is a sample from California from urban/
suburban areas. This is not a rural sample and I state that so I, will
be clear about it. I do not have a rural sample at this timed I
am looking for one.

We think it is a characteristic .sample. It is not a sample of a
very white or of very smart teens. We think it is a very average
sample and we think it is statistically valid.

The results quite frankly were astonishing to me. I can tell you
quite frankly what I had hypothesized. I had hypothesized that
about 10 to 15 Percent of the respondents would be very worried
and would consider this a major issue. I was wrong. That is not
what the data shows. Let me try and summarize it for you.

62
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The first thing we found is what has always been found. The
death of parents is the No. 1 worry of teenagers. That makes sense.

We found in one way of measurement, which is to take the mean
scores, that the second greatest worry was getting bad grades, and
that also makes sense because much self-esteem for teenagers is
wrapped up in how they do in school, and that has been shown
before.

But when we looked at those "mean worry scores," the third
greatest problem, the third greatest worry, was nuclear war. We
then looked at the percent ranking each worry as No. 1 versus No.
2, and so forth.

We found again parents dying is the No. 1 concern and the.per-
cent ranking that as No. 1 was well over 20. But second was nucle-
ar war with over 12 percent ranking that as a concern greater than
their parents dying.

So we went on to look at this data, and I will provide more num-
be-rs if the members wish, and we asked, well, what is going on be-
cause this is not what we expected and it is not what should have
happened. As the young lady from Oakland who was here and is
an adolescent testified earlier, teenagers are supposed to be "bub-
bleheads," they are supposed to be concerned only about zits and
the opposite sex. Well, that is true for some of them but there is a
subsample of them where that is not true. It is not true, it just
"ain't so."

Some of these kids appear to be very mature adults. When we
looked at the fears and through statistical regression tried to see
where they ran together, that is, which fears lumped together in
categories, we found three different kinds of basic fear groupings.
These were first "fears olhodily harm" which included things like
parents dying, their own death, being a victim of violent crime,
being sick and crippled, they seemed to run together.

Then there were "personal concerns"bad grades, parents di-
vorcing, getting pregnant or getting' someone pregnant, drug addic-
tion, moving to a new home, looking ugly, not being able to get a
job, not being liked.

The third group was what I would like to call "external con-
cerns" or "environmental concerns" and it included nuclear war
and also a host of other issues that we threw in to see how they
would comparepollution, nuclear power plant leaks, over-popula-
tion, starvation, earthquakes and getting cancer which, by the way,
the teens seem to think of as an external factor and not a "person-
al concern." You get cancer from something you eat, whatever.

What we found was' that of all the external issues, only nuclear
war got anywhere into the top 5. All the other external issues were
where we expected them to be, down at the bottom of the list of 20.
So nuclear war is qualitatively different. We also found that the
subsample of our 913 adolescents which was mog.s.:e ce ed about
nuclear war was also concerned about the other exter al issues
'much more significantly than the other people in the sur y. Fur-
thermore there were no differences between that subsample that
was most worried about nuclear war as to the other issues; the per-
sonal issue, the bodily harm issue, when compared to the kids who
are not really worried about nuclear war.
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This group amounts to about a third of our sample and no
matter how we analyze it that is how it comes out. About a third of
the teens that we looked at were really behaving as mature adults.
When we asked them in a subsample specific questions that were
related to their personal comfort, how they related to their par,
ents, and so forth, we found them to be the most mature persons in
our sample, the most well adjusted and what we felt would be a
leadership subgroup that was naturally most concerned about
these environmental issues, what is happening to the planet and
particularly about nuclear war.

So I think it is important for the committee to realize, and I
must differ with Dr. Elkind about this, that there are some adoles-
cents who are very mature in their outlook on the world, in our
sample about one-third, who are in addition to the personal con-
cerns that we expect of adolescents also are very concerned about
the planet in general, environmental issues and particularly about
nwlear war.

We then went to nuclear specific questions trying to ask: "What
effect does this worry have ?' We had found there was a very sig-
nificant concern among at least a third of the teenagers and in fact

.58 percent of the teenagers were answering that they were worried
or very worried on the initial sample.

So we asked the teens if they ever thought about nuclear war.
Here 56.7 percent said a "few times" and again roughly a third
said "often..

We asked them, will the nuclear war occur in your lifetime and
42 percentthat is a heavy number-42 percent said probably yes;
9 percent said definitely yes, there would be a nuclear war and the
same percent, roughly between 5 to 10 percent of our sample, said
they didn't think that the war could be prevented. So I think that
is the 10 percent. that I was counting on in the first place as being
ultraconcerned.

And this came through in all the questions that we asked, No
matter how we analyzed the data, there are a significant number
of teenagersand again I will present more numbers if desired and
go through this in more detailwho are very worried about nucle-
ar war and they seem to represent a group that is concerned about
the environment in general that is socially and mentally more
mature than their colleagues who are still into zits.

I am trying to analyze this now to look at the whole issue of de-
velopment between early, middle, and late adolescence but I
haven't got that data yet to tell you whether it is the older adoles-
cents who seem to be in this group and I will not be able to tell you
that fOr a little while. Again this is new data.

We concluded that over half the teens we surveyed believed that
there would be a nuclear war between the Soviet Union and the
United States in their lifetime, 9 percent being certain, and that 5
to 10 percent of these teensare very severely worried. We tried to
ask them if this would affect their plans for marriage and whether
they would delay any of their ,goals, whether they were "living for
today" rather that-planning for the future.

We just asked two questions about that and I admit to their im-
perfection because that is a very difficult thing to ask. But when
we did ask we found again that those who are most worried about
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nuclear war were more significantly pessimistic and saying that,
yes, they had seriously considered delaying family and marriageand, yes, they had seriously considered the possibility that other
plans would have to be put off and that they really should just
"live, for today."

We are trying to look at whether this might lead to drug seeking
behavior, suicide, and so forth, and I do not know for sure if it does
but I am certainly concerned about it because again between 10 to
15 percent of the kids were responding in "Yes, I sort of agree" or
"Yes, I really do agree" fashion to these kinds of questions. That ispotentially a very serious' concern. How much they act on it I
cannot tell you but it worries me and I think it is very'real.I think also it is important to realize that 42 percent of these
adolescents said that they didn't think they had received enough
information in school and that more than half of them had never
really had a chance to talk with an adult about their fears of nu-
clear war. So what I believe we are facing is a significant worry
and I don't know if it was there before or not because we featly
don't have very good comparison data to say that in 1960 the kids
were also worried about nuclear war.

But it certainly seems that it is a new thing that has been added
on as a worry to all of the other personal worries that we expect
from teenagers, and that it is significant, and that it presents us as
adults with a problem of communication. We. have to talk to these
kids about why they are worried and about what we as adults and
what they as teenagers can do to prevent nuclear war. To believe.
that there is a future for us, that we can prevent nuclear war, that
we don't have to have anomiethat is the issue for us and it is nota partisan issue.

I think there are many teenagerswe are talking about millions
of teenagers if this data turns out to be apPlicable nationwide and
worldwide as we believe it will be when we do our comparison sam-
ples, and that is a very significant number. It is not. 90 percent of
kids are about to jump off the Key Bridge but it is significant and Ithink we had better start addressing it and talking to these teens.

As a last comment I would like to address the whole question ofwhether you can talk to teenagers or to children about nuclear
war. I will step into pediatrics for a moment. I think that the anec-dote about the 7-year-old that was presented earlier is the classical
example of the way that children will ask us about problems that
disturb them and parenthetically disturb us and that the response
was age appropriate and entirely correct.

And how do we know this? Well, there are other things besides
nuclear war that concern adults, that they have trouble talking to
children about; and these include, for example, death and human
sexuality questions. It was once said that we should not talk to
children about sex and death, and that is not true. We know from
multitudes of research now that you can talk to them if you can
communicate in an age appropriate manner. In fact it, is important
to answer their questions because they are concerned and if they
don't get answers they resort to fantasy.

So we need to talk to children and we need to talk to them in the
right way. I don't know about the comic book that was displayed by
the distinguished minority member, I have not had a chance to
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evaluate that, but I can tell you that there is an appropriate way
to talk to children and adolescents about their fears and that it is
appropriate for parents to try to do that. We need to help parents
do that. We need to consider doing this in schools and churches
and we need to take this problem seriously. It is a real problem
and we intend to 'do more research on it and hope other people will
follow our efforts.

Finally, I wish to restate that we tried to design the study in
such a way that it would not show- significant concern, but it does.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of John M. Goldenring, M.D., follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN M. GOLDENRING, M.D., MPH, FAAP, SAM, STZ.FF PHY-
s:cIAN: LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY, Los ANGELES, CALIF.; BOARD CERTIFIED

,PEDIATRICIAN, CERTIFIED SPECIALIST IN ADOLESCENT MEDICINE; RONALD M. DOCTOR,
PH. I)., PROFESSu:: OF PSYCHOLOGY, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY NOIZTHRIDGE,
NORTHRIDGE, CALIF.

Over the-past two years, studies by Dr. John Mack and associates have suggested
that adolescents are very concerned about the prospects of a nuclear war occuring
between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. Since Dr. Mack will be presenting his find-
ings to the Committee, we will not discuss them in detail. We wish to acknowledge,
however, that his work stimulated our own research.

Much of Dr. Mack's work is based on in..depth personal interviews, and on ques-
tionnaires taken from schools where there might be some question, as to the repre-
sentativeness of thedata. We set out to design a psychological study along epidemi-
ological lines which would add to Dr. Mack's work by overcoming its potential limi-
tations.

Thus, the survey which is appended to our testimony has been devised. It is de-
signed to allow us to rate teens' concerns about nuclear war in comparison to other
Worries,. some of which are known to be of significance to them from past psycho-
logical studies. In this way we als6 avoid "cluing in" the teens as to the fact that we
were particularly interested in their worries about nuclear conflict.

We allow teens first to spontaneously list their three greatest worries, and then to
rate twenty major worries on a one to four scale, where four signifies "very .wor-
ried." Then the teens are asked to rank their top five out of these twenty worries.
Only after this are teens asked any questions specific to the issue of nuclear war.

The data we will present today comes from 913 adolescents who were given the
survey in the classroom at six schools in the Los Angeles and San JOse areas. To our
knowledge these teens had not been exposed to any unusual school programs on the
nuclear issue. Eighty -eight percent of our respondents were tenth through twelfth
graders with a mean age of lli.l years. Males accounted for 50.7 percent of the
sample and females 49.3 percent with no significant age differences between males
and females. Forty-eight percent of the adolescents where White, 17.3 percent
Asian, 15.5 pe :-.ant Black, 11.5 percent Latino and 1.8 percent NIttive Americans,
with (1 percent giving other responses to our ethnicity questions. Parents of these.
teens had high school education completed in 86.5 percent of cases with 42 percent
having college or post-college degrees. In these-families, only 4.5 percent of, .male
heads of households and 11.5 percent of female heads of households were unem-
ployed. There was an average,distribution of school performance in the teens with
47.2 percent listing themselves as C to B students.

Thus the sample appears to be representative of a good ethnic mix and to have an
economic profile which is fairly characteristic of the State of California. This is not
a sampling of extremely intelligent or extremely poor or extremely white adoles-
cents. It is our belief that they probably are also representative of the nation as a
whole, but in order to prove this we intend to administer the questionnaire in sever-
al parts of the U.S. in different kinds of schools.and in rural, suburban and urban
areas. Our data should, therefore, be considered preliminary, but nonetheless very
strongly suggestive.

. 29-498 0 - 84 - 5
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SURVEY RESULTS

The results of teens' spontaneous fear listings have not yet been analysed; but wedo have results of ratings and rankings of fears from the list of twenty which wasoffered to the students (see study questionnaire attached).
The number one worry both in mean score and in percent ranking it either 3 or 4worried or very worried) and for those who ranked this number one of their top 5fears was "Parents dying." Mean score was 3.16 with 74 percent ranking it 3 or 4 onthe worry scale and 29.3 percent listing it as their greatest worry. This is entirelythe result expected, since death of parents has several times been shown to be thenumber one stressor for children and adolescents..
The 'second highest mean worry score. 2.95, occurred with 'Getting bad grades",and is also expected since success in school and self, family and community esteem

are very strongly linked.
Then however, we come to a most remarkable and previously unnoted and unpre-dicted finding. Third highest mean score with 2.69 goes to "fear of nuclear war"!

Fear of "becoming very sick or crippled" is a close fourth with a mean score of 2.63.When one looks at percent ranking either worried or very worried there is a virtualstatistical tie for third between "being a victim of violent crime" (mean score 2.52)
with 59.5 percent, "nuclear war" with 58.2 percent and "not being able to find a jobsomeday" with 58.1 pertent (mean score 2.471. Interestingly also, "people starving inthe world" had a mean of 2.51 (48.9 percent) and out scored "your own death"
(mean of 2.41 and 45.); percent). (See Table II)

When we look at percent ranking fears number one of their top five, we find theeven more remarkable result that fear of nuclear war comes in second with 12.4percent, higher than bad grades, not finding a job and one's own death! This againis totally unpredicted from any past studies. However, no studies previously havetried to see how fear of nuclear war compares with other common worries. The factthat it is among the top five fears in our analysis is extraordinary. That it is amongthe top three no matter l'nw we analysed the data is frankly astonishing. Adding upthe ranking data, 32.8 percefit of the teenagers surveyed listed nuclear war as oneof their top three worries!
,Analyzing the data further, we find that our worries list breaks down into threemajor:categories:
(1) Fears of Bodily Harm: (Parents dying, own death, violent crime, becomingsick/crippled).
(2) Personal Concerns (Bad grades, parents. divorce, pregnancy, addiction, moving,

looking ugly, no job, not being liked).
(3) External or Environmental Concerns (Nuclear war, pollution, nuclear plant

leaks, overpopulation, starvation, earthquakes, getting cancer).
The consensus of experts and past studies is that none of the issues in the thirdcluster should be highly significant for teenagers who are supposedly selfabsorbed

and concerned with peergroup status and body image. Our study clearly belies this
conclusion. Instead, we find that a significant portion of our adolescents, represent-
ing roughly one third of the respondents, is concerned about nuclear war, and aboutthe other world or environmental issues in cluster group three. These worries
appear to occur in addition to cluster one and two concerns, since there is no differ-ence in those worries between the group which is worried about nuclear war andthose who are not worred about it.

A portion of our sample also received questions about selfimage and other adjust-ment characteristics. It turns out that the subsample which is concerned about nu- .clear war and environmental issues is also composed of teens who speak more withtheir parents about their problems, are better adjusted and read more. In short, wewould hypothesize that they represent a pool from which future national leaderswill likely come.
Thus we have determined' that:
(1) Very significant numbers of teenagers are very concerned about the possibilityof nuclear war, so much so that a third -of them list it as one of their top three

concerns and over 10 percent consider this a greater worry than their parents'death.
(2) The group of teens which is most concerned, about one third of the total, isalso aware more than their peers of other potential dangers in the environment,and they appear to represent some of the most mature and better adjusted teens

with high leadership potential.
However, how worried are they, and does it make any difference in their livesthat they are worried? To look at these questions, the second half of our survey pre-
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rented a number of questions specifically related to the possible. occurrence of nucle-
ar war with the Soviet Union. (See Part Il of study questionnaire appended)

When asked if they ever, thought about nuclear war, 56.7 percent said "a few
times", and again 32.9 percent, roughly one third, responded "often." Then; adoles-
cents were asked if a nuclear war between the US and USSR would occur within
their lifetime. Forty-two percent said "probably yes" and nine percent responded
"definitely yes"! When asked if such a war could he prevented, the vast majority,
76.0 percent. said probably or definitely yes, but 10.7 percent said "probably no" and
3.7 percent said "definitely no ". Again, significantly more pessimistic answers came
from the previously described group which is more worried about nuclear war.

Only 21.7 percent of the sample felt they or their families would survive a nuclear
war, while 13.9 percent Were unsure. There were no significant differences between
high and low nuclear - worriers- -on this- question. This incongruity shows that many
of the "low worriers" may be more concerned about the possibility of nuclear war
than they care to admit. Since Dr. Robert Lifton will be discussing with the commit-
tee this phenoMenon known as "psychic numbing", we will not dwell on it. It is a
factor in our sample, but less remarkable than the number of adolescents who readi-
ly admit their serious concern.

Finally, we .attempted two questions designed to try to identify if the degree of
fear uncovered has in some way effected teen's behavior. We particularly included
these questions, though we admit they may be imperfect, because of the,anecdotal
clinical experiences of ourselves and our colleagues. Over the past two to three
years in discussions with teens we have spontaneously encountered an attitude of
anomie: "Since we are going to die in a nuclear war soon we might as well get high;
have sex, drop Out."

Therefore, we asked if nuclear war fears had caused teens to think that perhaps
they did not want to get married and have children. Fourteen percent somewhat
agreed and nine percent strongly agreed with that idea. When asked if the possibil-
ity of nuclear war made them want to "live only for today", VI, percent agreed some-
what and 5.8 percent agreed strongly. On both questions, the high nuclear worry
group again showed a more significant response.

We further conclude, therefore:
(1)'Over half of the teens surveyed believe that there will be a nuclear war with

the Soviet Union in their lifetime, and nine percent were certain that it would
happen. This degree of pessimism is very disturbing, though most of the sample still
had hope of preventing such a war.

(2) It is our suspicion that from 5-15 percent of our sample are very severely wor-
ried about the threat of nuclear war, and that they are so pessimistic as to consider
delaying plans for marriage and family. Some of their anomie may also be reflected
in a "live for today" attitude which could lead them toward drug and alcohol abuse,
sexual promiscuity and delinquency, though our data do not allow us to comment on
the exact extent of this problem.

We are facing, potentially, a very serious problem with our nation's youth, many
of.the most concerned of whom are potential future leaders. Over half of them have
never had an opportunity to talk with any adults about their fears. Forty-one per-
cent also state that they receive insufficient information about nuclear war in
school.

There appears to be a communication gap which adolescents are filling with fear
instead of hope. This is occurring because we are not talking to youth about the
nuclear threat and we are not convincing them by word and deed that there is hope
for their futtire. It is not true that adolescents care only about zits and the opposite
sex! A very large number are very concerned about the future state of the planet
which they and their offspring will inherit from the current. ruling generations.

Why don't we talk to our teens and reassure them on this issue? It is because we
are uncomfortable, worried, afraid; whether consciously or not, about our own
future. The kids know it. Over half the teens we asked believe their parents are aisn
worried or very worried about nuclear war. And like other topics about which
adults are uncomfortable: human sexuality and death and dying for example, the
threat is ignored in the home and in classrooms. The inevitable result is misinfor-
mation, despair, unwarranted .fantasiessand, sometimes, socially undesirable behav-
ior.

We believe now it,the time to begin talking honestly with youth about the threat
of nuclear warabout our own real fears, our hopes and about what can be done to
prevent the Holocaust. This must happen in churches, in schools, in communities
and in families throughout the US and indeed thrOughout the world.

We do believe this is a nationwide problem of youth fears and disaffection.4ind
perhaps a world-wide problem, so that over the next year we hope to expand our
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preliminary data by administering our questiOnnaire throughout the US and over-
seas. In fact, the questionnaire is hopefully being given to Russian adolekents at
this very moment. We will report this data as it becomes available.

It is often said that one should listen to the wisdom of the young. The fact is,
many of our youth are very afraid that there will be a nuclear war between the US
and the Soviet' Union. We do not know if this fear is new or increasing, only that it
is real, astonishing in magnitude and it is probably mirrors our own adult fears.
The question before us is: will we overcome our fears, listen to and talk with our
nation's youth, and convince them-and ourselves-that there is hope for our
future?
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TABLE I.-BASIC DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION ON RESPONDENT SAMPLE. NUMBER OF RESPOND-

ENTS IN SAMPLE WAS 913. COLLECTED FROM VARIOUS SCHOOLS IN NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

Percent Cumulative

Grade a school,

Seventh 5.5 5.5
Eighth 8.9 14.4
Nineth 7.6 22.0
Tenth 15.7 37.8
Eleventh 31.1 68.8
Twelfth 31.1 99.9

Sex and age of students:

Male 50.72 percent (average age =16.07).

Female 49.28 percent (average age =16.18).

Race of students:

Latino 11.5 11.5
White 47.9 59.4
Asian 17.3 76.7
Black 15.5 91.8
Native American 1.8 93.6
Other 6.4 100.0

Male Female

Education of male and female heads of household (percent):

6 or less (grade schedule) 4.9 4.8
7 to 11 (high school) 8.6 8.7
12 (high school graduate) 14.7 24.3
13 to 15 (college) 19.4. 23.2
16 (college graduate) 25.4 21.3
16 and over (professional) 16.9 11.2
Don't know 10.2 6.5

Employment status of male and female heads of household (percent):
Employed 90.3 72.8
Unemployed 4.5 11.1
Disabled 1.6 1.5
Retired 2.9 .9
Homemaker .2 12.9
Don't know .5 .8
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TABLE I.-BASIC DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION ON RESPONDENT SAMPLE. NUMBER OF RESPOND-

ENTS IN SAMPLE WAS 913. COLLECTED FROM VARIOUS SCHOOLS IN NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA-Continued

Percent Cumulative

Percent Cumulative

Approximate grade point average of students:

D-C 14.3 14.3

C-B 47.2 61.4

B-A 34.8 96.3

A 3.7 190.0

TABLE 2.-MEAN RATINGS AND PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS WHO RATEI, "WORRIED" OR "VERY

WORRIEV ON EACH OF THE 20 ITEMS

Item Mean

Percent
wined or

veworried

1. Gettin7, cancer
.

2.00 26.4.

2. Earthquakes 2.06 30.2

3. Getting hooked on drugs 1.'i 0 21.9

4. People not Ging you 2.08 29.4

5. Not being able to find a job someday 2.47 58.1

6. Having to move somewhere new 1.83 21.5

1. Getting (or making someone) pregnant 1.91 25 9

8. Nuclear war 2.69 58.2

9. Looking ugly 2.10 31.7

10. Parents divorting 1.91 29.3

11. Pollution 2.19 34.2

12. Being a victim of a violent crime 2.52 59.5

13. Parent dying 3.16 74.4

14. Nuclear power plants leaking... 2.29 40.9

15. Your own death 2.41 45.6

16. World over-population .i 2.00 29.3

17. Becoming very sick or, crippled 2.63 52.7

18. Your family not having enough money 2.29 39.8

19. People starving in the world 2.51 48.9

20. Getting bad grades 2.95 68.1

TABLE 3.-PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS ON EACH ITFM WHO RATED EACH ITEM AS THEIR "GREATEST

WORRY" ;

Percent Cumulative

My greatest worry is:
Parents dying 39.3 29.3

Nuclear war 12.4 41.7

Bad grades 10.2 51.9

Not finding a job 9.0 60.9

One's own death 5.9 66.8

Not being liked 5.2 72.0

Being a victim .3.9 /5.9

Earthquakes 3.4 79.3

Becoming s'ick/crippled 3.2 82.5

Pregnancy 2.5 85.0

Parents divorcing 2.5 87.5
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TABLE 3.PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS ON EACH ITEM WHO RATED EACH ITEM AS THEIR "GREATEST

WORRY"Continued

Percent Cumulative

No money in family
2.4 89.9

.sting cancer
2.4 92.3

World starvation
1.5 93.8

Pollutior
1.3 95.1

Drug auoiction
1.3 96.4

Moving somewhere
1.3 973.

Looking ugly
1.1 98.8.

Nuclear leaks
.8 99.7

World overpopulation
.3 100.0

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Litton,.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT JAY LIFTON, M.D., FOUNDATIONS' FUND
CHAIR FOR RESEARCH IN PSYCHIATRY, PROFESSORSHIP, YALE
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Dr. LIrrom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportu-
nity to testify before this committee. It has been a very long morn-
ing and it is not over yet. I want to perhaps give a general state-
ment that reflects 2:3 years of study I have done on psychological
aspects of war and. peace, of extreme historical situations and of
nuclear weapons including Hiroshima, questions of Vietnam, and
more recently the Nazi Holocaust. In all of this children have been
central.

Also, I want to depend upon research that has been described to
you by others this morning. I want to say first that the recent re-
search that has oeen done and that has been discussed this morn-
ing, though incomplete and imperfect, shows without any reason-
able doubt the extensive fear of children about nuclear holocaust. I
want to make mention briefly this Morning of the five psychologi-cal areas involving children that are of central and immediate con-
cern to our society, and these are derived again from this experi-
ence and from the specific recent research.

First, the pense of futurelessness. There is increasing evidence, it
has been in the material all morning, that young people doubt they
will be able +o live out their full lives. They are affected by what I
call imagery of extinction that now haunts our societythe image
of annihilating ourselves as a civilization, or possibly even as a spe-
cies, with our ow'i technology and by our own hand.

Now no one behavior pattern or symptom of young people can be
said to be caused only by this imagery of extinction,. our nuclear
fear. I want to emphasize this. You need a double model. There are
always the everyday nitty-gritty concerns of kids growing upcon-
cerns about farhily, about school, about self-worth, and about
friendships and all the things that young people struggle with but
now entering into those concerns is this imagery of extinction. So
although it does not cause ary single symptom, no pattern of living
is entirely free of it and that is the model we need aad we can
make more accurate statements from that kind of Model.

Then we can note the principle of loss that Dr. Elkind men-
tioned. While nuclear threat threatens overall and total loss, it also
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suggests the total loss of the kinds of markers he mentioned. How
can you take. in or give some kind of reasonable perspective and
place toward the threat of destruction of everything? We have to
have ways of looking at our own relationship to the future as indi-
vidual human beings, and more recent psychological study has
adopted models that look upon issues of endless human connected-
ness as central to our psychological well being in the here and now.

We have experienced this symbolizing of larger human connec-
tiveness through family continuity, through work or works or gen-
eral human impact of our liveS which we know incidentally to go
beyond our finite lifespan through unending spiritual principles of
the great religions, through eternal nature and through direct mo-
ments of transcendence or larger meaning. These are our ties to
the great chain of being which are important on an everyday basis
and they are important for children to begin to develop during
childhood and then to manifest and become conscious of in adoles-
cence and adulthood.

Now we still hold to these ties to the great chain of being but we
have doubts and all these recent research findings suggest deep
questions on the part of young people about what, if anything, can
last and about what, if anything, has meaning. We have only
begun to examine the ramifications of the sense, of futurelessness.
We are really touching the tip of the iceberg now and we need
much more research but everything we know about human behav-
ior tells us that they_will be profound.

Second, the double life ./ Young people, like the rest of us in our
society, come to live a double life. On the one hand they know they
go about their everyday lactivitiesstudies, exam:, at school, plea-
sures and struggles at..homebut on the other hand-th-631-express
the fearful sense that all -Of this. is a sham, they are preparing for
nothingness, that there will be no 'adult existence, and again you
have heard that expresScd both by the children and in the research
data. . .

Now this double life affects the rest of us as well but c..Idren
experience it with particular intensity because they lack the pgy-
chological defenses and rationalizations that adults are' so skillful
at constructing. The research data suggest that many young people
have special difficulty accepting this double life and feel. confused
by it, cannot understand or absorb adults' seeming acceptance of it,
and that is a very important point I think.

This relates to children's and adolescents' attitude toward death
and to confusion about death. Of course the fact that we. die and
that death is final is one of the more difficult lessons of childhood

. and the capacity to learn this lesson which we all do only imper-
fectly depends on death having some appropriateness: the idea that
one dies only after a great deal of living, the old people die rather
than young ones.

But now comes this imagery of massive, grotesque extermination
that consumes the young as well as the old and this extermination
would affect those who have not lived their lives as well as those
who have .so inevitably ordinary, necessary, inevitable individual
death which we all have to learn to accept on the, one hand be-
comes confused with grotesque, meaningless, absurd death which
we need not accept and indeed should and do reject. This additional
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confusion to an already difficult subject of absorbing the idea of
death for young people in turn impairs their psychologicai capacity
to live.

Third, generational problems, and these are of course already
formidable and again nuclear threat does not cause in itself gener-
ational problems, it intensifies .them. So amidst all the talk of na-
tional security we experience, as John Mack said, a considerable
threat to family security. Now I would stress that as parents we
take on a fundamental responsibility that is both psychological and
even biological, that responsibility of seeing our children safely
into adulthood.

I can say, for ins._ance, that when I interviewed people whose
kids had been killed in Hiroshima there was no more bereaved,
more irreconcilable k ,I(I ol experience than on the part of those
parents. We are supposed to see our kids safely into adulthood and
we are supposed to die before they do but now we feel ourselves
highly uncertain about our capacity to carry out that responsibility
and children sense that parental doubt, it is in all the material.
They associate it with an overall inability on the part of the adult
world to guarantee the safety of the young.

So from both sides adult authority is further undermined, it does
not help alone, as Dr. Elkind wishes. We all wish that adult au-
thority could be clear and simple and children could accept adult
authority and just be children and be happy to have a longer child-
hood. The fact is tliat these issues intrude into our culture, the kids
live in our culture and we are hiding our heads in the sand like-
ostriches if we don't note that and deal with it with them.

Now of course there is much resentmentthis is in the Beards-
lee-Mack study as John Mack brought outon the part of the
young toward the old, toward the older generation for this legacy
of threat and futurelessness and I have been able to confirm this
anger in workshops that I have done with young people. Strong
rage toward the older generation, toward political leaders who
have so much control, as the kids say, over our lives and our
deaths and, as one adds, "They don't even know what they are
doing." Often there is an added sentiment that is even more dis-
turbing that one young girl brought to me, "We feel ourselves to be
doomed."

Now what she meant was doomed as individuals as a generation,
doomed by the world handed them by their parents' generation. It
is not an absolute feeling, it is'not their only feeling, it is a strong
image and sentiment and fear.

A study by Michael Carey, a psycyologist and- writer, reveals an-
other dimension on the part of sentiments of the young toward
their parents, the sense of absurdity and craziness at this world of
nuclear threat being handed down to the younger generation.
Sometimes this can add to the fuel of protest but other times it can
take much more unhealthy..directions because there is a sense that
one's own craziness as a young person joins that overall social cra-
ziness with a wild identification with the bomb and there could be
fascination and even a wish that the bomb be dropped so that one
might witness the strange, spectacular experience, the ultimate nu-
clear high, and put an end to all anxious curiosity, as well as to
everything else one might add.
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Fourth, the nuclear threat becomes part of the larger threat
posed by war and violence to our children and to the rest of us as
well. Now on Hiroshima in 1962 I interviewed a number of people
who had been small children when the atomic bomb had been
dropped that was 17 years earlier. As children they demonstrated
the special sensitivity of young tissues and minds to the physical
and psychological effects of the bomb. Children are more sensitive
to any kind of influences, physical and psychological. They are also
more resilient but they have that extraordinary sensitivity.
.Now those children, or people who were children at that time,

expressed to me in these interviews fear and dread about their
atomic bomb exposure because they placed themselves in accounts
of the event they later heard and more importantly they were
painfully aware of the potentially lethal after effects of radiation to
which they knew themselves to be greatly susceptible.

Also, adult survivors of catastrophies in general can transmit
various psychological affects to children born years later. -Now
there is systeinatic and extensive research on so-called second gen-
eration holocaust survivors, children of survivors of Nazi death
camps who show many psychological manifestatiots in the second
generation and it is now anticipated in the third generation as
well. We are seeing similar things in a beginning way in veterans'
hospitals, effects transmitted by Vietnam veterans to their chil-
drensurvivor effects being transmitted to subsequent generations,
and the same was true in Hiroshima.

Still more recently investigators, and journalists have become suf-
ficiently mobile to record worldwide suffering of children through
war and terrorism. For instance, a recent book, "Children of War,"
by Roger Rosenblatt of Time magazine describes common experi-
ences and responses of IrishProtestant and CatholicIsraeli, Pal-
estinian, Cambodian and Vietnamese children and he went all over
the world on a quick trip to interview these children in these dif-
ferent places, all of whom had been exposed to grotesque killing
and dying.

Now some of these children sought revenge but the majority of
them sense the wrongness of it all and wished to commit them-
selves to an end to killing. There can be wisdom in children and I
rather disagree with Dr. Elkind that we should tell them what to
do and not listen to them in our councils.

We respond as adults with special intensity to the suffering and
the courage of children. We need only look at Anne Frank's diary
and its importance to the adult world because it is an expression of
love and hope in really a small triumph of the human spirit in the
face of Nazi mass murder. I think it is of interest to this committee
that there is a similar figure in Hiroshima, Sadako Sasaki, who
became a legend in that city and throughout Japan. She was just 2
years old at the time of the bomb but she showed no ill effects
originally and was said to have been an unusually vigorous child
until stricken with leukemia 10 years later at the age of 12.

She then struggled to sustain her life by folding paper cranes, in
keeping with a Japanese folk belief that since the crane lives a
thousand years, the folding of a thousand paper cranes cures one of
illness. When she died, still 36 cranes short of that number, so the
legend goes, her classmates added the missing paper cranes and
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placed the full 1,000 of them in her coffin with her. The monument
to Sadako is perhaps the most popular structure in HirOshima's
Peace Park, always covered with paper cranes and surrounded by
children.

That story has, of course, been told and retold in many versions
because it symbolizes the bomb's desecration of what we take to be
the pure and the vulnerableof childhood itself. And in virtually
every .culture, not just our own, the killing and harming of chil-
dren is an ultimate evil. As adults we depend' upon children to rep-
resent what is most .precious to us in our -lives and in our society.

Finally, fifth, what can we do about these threats to children and
especially about nuclear threat? Well, we can begin with a simple
principlethe sharing of knowledge. This has been brought for-
ward by other presenters and I much agree with it. And there has
been beginning research showing that the sharing of knowledge
sensitively offered at proper age specific ways and with sensitivity
to individual differences helps young people adapt to information
and to threats, including knowledge. about the European Holocaust
and knowledge about nuclear threat. I have been able to confirm
this in my conversations with young people all over the country at
secondary schools and at campuses that I have visited. They are
less overwhelmed when they know something about these things,
more able to consider them, to take a stand about them and to take
some kind of constructive action.

Often I am telephoned by journalists who say, "Dr. Lifton, we
have read about the research showing that. children are being
harmed by nuclear threat: How can we prevent them from know-
ing about such dreadful. things?" . The answer, of course, is that
they know. They begin to take inwhether from the media. '..;r
families or their young friendsimages of nuclear holoca
early as the age of 5 or 6, and I would say earlier. And whi.e
can hardly grasp these images at first, and move in and out of
them, and incorporate them into their play, the images are none-
theless there and they begin to take their toll.

So our choke then is not whether we wish young ch.41ren
know or not to know about the nuclear threat, but rather .'.:het her
we 'can have the wisdom and responsibility as adults '!,) share
'knowledge with them. and bring them into our counsels.

In the case of nuclear weapons there is an added respo
Children ask of.us, as these research studies show again aryl
commitment to diminishing the threat. They seek collaborb'
tween' the generations in preventing nuclear holocaust. C
are not easily fooled in regard to profound emotional cur ants,
their responses are not clouded by ideological and technoloirical
claims. Their sense of threat will diminish only when that threat
has itself diminished. We have to say this and w a have to know
this.

Now Americans shown widespread_ concern about the harm-
ful effects of the nuclear arms race on our children. It is a concern
not only for them, the children, but for everyone's future. In that
concern we express the traditional 'wisdom that a family, or a
nation, reveals its deepest truths about itself in its treatment of its
children.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Robert Jay Lifton follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT JAY 1:11,I;ON, M.D.. FOUNDATIONS; FUNDS FOR
RESEARCH, PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY, YALE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEXPCIYE

At a time of great national agitation and concern, it is particularly iray-so.toit to
look at the implications of the arms race in general, and especially its effc 71, upon
children. My testimony is based upon more than 25 years of study of the
cal aspects of war and peace, of extreme historical situations, and of nucizn ,-. weap-
ons; and also Upon recent research done by others in these areas.

Children and adolescents have been central in all of this work, whetl.r as vic-
tims, participants or as important symbols of the adult culture. This norning, I
want to make brief mention of five psychological areas involving childn -n that are
of great .irnmediate concern to our society.

1. THE SENSE OF FUTURELESSNESS

There is increasing evidence that young people doubt that they will be 0"..4e to live
out their full lives. They are affected by the imagery of extinction that n..,t haunts
our societythe image of annihilating ourselves as a civilization, or even possibly as
a species, with our own technology and by our own hand. No one behavior pattern
or symptom can be said to be caused entirely by this imagery of extinci'miyoung
people still go, through ordinary 'struggles around family, work !led p;i1.:, achieve-
ment and self-worthbut neither is anything in their or our lives er.:tely free of
this disturbing image.

Our relationship to the future is ordinarily expressed in ert .nse of endless
human continuitythrough family and other human groups, theough work and
"works" and the general human impact we make in our lives, through unending
spiritual principles in relation to the world's great religions, through our ies with
eternal nature' and through moments of direct experience of ttansct;,Ideree
larger meaning. Of course. .we still hold to these ties to the Great
but we l'eel them to be in doubt, and children experience these .douUs
special sensitivity, sensing they have most at stake. These doubts enter into la,giL
ning life phins which involve family and jobs. Inall these recent research finr.;.,
there are deep questions on the part of young people, about What, if anything, tv.ri
last, about what. if oiything, has meaning.

We have only begun to,examine the ramifications of this sense of futurelersness.
But everything we know about human behavior tells us that they are proiouLd.

2. DOUBLE LIFE

Young people, like others in our society, come to lead a "doel)le On the one
hand they go about their everyday activitiestheir studie t..yintS at school,
their pleasures and struggles in their families, their prep..: fc.;:- adult life. But
on the other hand, they express the fearful sense that at this is o sham, that they
are preparing for nothingness, that there will be no adult e.zi-...tc1;ce. The double life
exists for the rest of us as well; we know that our world .;s ,ot,ch that at any given
moment everything and everyone we have ever touched or '.:;t.ed could be annihilat-
ed, yet we go about business as usual as though no such datitP,t existed.

Children experience their double life with particular intensity because they lack
the psychological defenses and rationalizations that adults are so skillful at con-
structing. The research data suggest that many young people have special' difficulty
accepting this double life, feel confused by it, and cannot understand or absorb
.adults' seeming acceptance of it.

The douhle life is associated with intense confusion about death. The fact that we
die is one of the difficult lessons of early childl.oed. TU,:. capacity to learn that
lesson, which we all succeed at only imperfectly, de end, upon death having some
appropriateness: the idea that one dies after a good oeal of living; that old people
die rather than young ones.'

But now death becomes associated with :nasSive, grotesque extermination that
consumes the young, as well as the old, those who have not yet lived their lives, as
well as those viii have. Inevitable individual death becorm confused' with -unac-
ceptable meaningless annihilation. This further complicates %uung people's already
difficult task of eaming to terms with death whir it, in turn, in; pairs their psychologi-
cal capacity to live.

a. GENERATIONAL PROBLEMS ALREADY FORD.IIDABLF ARE INTENSIFIED IN VERY SPECIFIC
WAYS

Amidst all the talk of "national security," we experience a considerable threat to
family security. That is, as parents, we take on the fundamental responsibility, both
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psychological and biological, of seeing our children safely into adulthood. Now we
feel ourselves highly uncertain about our capacity to carry out that responsibility.
Children sense that parental doubt and associate it with an overall inability of the
adult world to guarantee the safety of theyoung. From both sides adult authority is
further undermined and suspicion between the generations can increase.

There is much resentment on the part of theyoung toward their parents' genera-
tion for its legacy of threat and futurelessness. As one 15 year old girl told me
during a workshop, "It makes me so angry when I think that these people (our po-
litical leaders) are making decisions that affect (the lives) of all of us. They don't
even know what they are doing!" Sometimes, the youngsters put it in male/female
terms: "It makes me so madit is a masculine thingcompeting to see whose got
The biggest bomb." But the overall sentiment expressed by the first girl can be "We
feel ourselves to be doomed." That is, doomed as individuals and as a generation,
and doomed by the world handed them by their parents' generation.

A study by Michael Carey, a psychologist and writer, reveals another sentiment
on the part of the young toward their parents: that of the absurdity and "craziness"of the older generation in contributing to the threat of nuclear holocaust. Some-
times that sense of absurdity and craziness can take a very unhealthy direction in
the young, as Carey's study also shows: A few come to identify with the wierd, allpowerful device we call by the name of nuclear weapons, so that one's own craziness
joins that of the bomb. The resulting fascination can .extend to a wish that the bomb
be dropped so that one might witness this strange spectacular experience, the ulti-
mate "nuclear high," and put an end to all anxious curiosity (as well as to every-thing else, one might add).

4. THE NUCLEAR THREAT BECOMES PART OF THE LARGER THREAT POSED BY WAR AND
VIOLENCE TO OUR CJill.DREN AND TO THE. REST OF US AS WELL

In Hiroshima, I interviewed a number of people (in 1962) who had been small chil-
dren when the atomic bomb was dropped. As children, they demonstrated the spe-
cial sensitivity of young tissues and minds to the, physical and psychological effects
of the bomb. Even those who had been too young to remember the event expressed
fear and dread 17 years later: they placed themselves in accounts of the event they
later heard, and even more importantly, they were painfully aware of the potential-
ly lethal aftereffects of radiation to which ty knew themselves to be greatly sus-ceptible.

Moreover, adult survivors of catastrophies can transmit various psychological ef-
fects to children born year lateras was also the case .in Hiroshima. The same is
true of children of Nazi death camp survivors as has been demonstrated by manystudies made recently in this country. rind work now being done at veterans' hospi-
tals is beginning to demonstrate similar transmission of survivor effects to the chil-dren of Vietnam veterans.

Investigators and journalists have recently been mobile enough to record world-
wide suffering of children through war and .terrorism. For instance, a book, "Chil-
dren of War", by Roger Rosenblatt of Time magazine describes common experiences
and responses of Irish (Protestant and Catholic), Israeli, Palestinian, Cambodian,
and Vietnamese children, all of whom had been exposed to grotesque killing and
dying. While some of the children sought revenge, the majority sensed the wrong-
ness of it all and wished to commit themselves to an end to killing.

We respond as adults with special intensity to the suffering and the courage' of
children. Anne Frank's expressions of love and hope in her diary symbolized a small
triumph of the human spirit in the face of Nazi mass murder. And there is a similar
figure in Hiroshima, Sadako Sasaki, who has become a legend in that city and
throughout Japan. Just two years old at the time of the bomb, Sadako showed no ill
effects originally and was said to, have been an unusually vigorous and athletic
youngster until stricken with leukemia 10 years later. The twelve year old girl then
struggled to sustain her life by folding paper cranes, in keeping with a Japanese
folk belief that since the crane lives a thousand years, the folding of a thousand
paper cranes cures one of illness. When she died, still :i6 short of that numberso
the legend goesher classmates added the missing paper cranes and placed the full
one thousand in her coffin with her. The monument to Sadako is perhaps the most
popular structure in Hiroshima's Peace Park, always covered with paper cranes andsurrounded by children.

The story has been told and retold in many versions, including a widely distribut-
ed film, and has come to symbolize the bomb's desecration of the pure and vulner-
ableof childhood itself. And, in virtually all cultures that desecrationthe killingand harming of childrenis an ultimate evil: For as adults, we depend upon chil-
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dren to represent what is most precious to us in our own lives and that of our soci-
ety.

5. FINALLY, WHAT CAN WE DO Anotyr THESE THREATS TO CHILDREN AND ESPECIALLY THE
NUCLEAR THREAT?

We can begin with a simple principle: the sharing of knowledge. Research by Ro-
berta' Snow of the Harvard University School of Education, and others, demon-
strates the psychological as well as the intellectual and moral value of exposing
children to systematic information about'such disturbing issues as the Nazi Holo-
caust and our present nuclear threat. I have been,able to confirm this finding in
talks with young people at many secondary schools and colleges: the more they
know about the various dimensions of nuclear threat and possible resolutions, the
more poised and less overwhelmed they are, and the more able to examine and act
maturely on these issues.

I ant sometimes telephoned by journalists who say to me, "Dr. Lifton, we have
`read about the research showing that children are being harmed by nuclear threat.
How can we prevent them from knowing about such dreadful things." The answer,
of course: is that they know. They begin to take in (whether front the media, their
families or their young friends( images of nuclear holocaust as early as the age of
five or six. possibly earlier. And while they can hardly grasp these images at first,
and move in and, out of them, and incorporate them into their play, the images are
nonetheless there and begin to take their toll.

Our choice then is not whether we wish young children to kriow or not to know
about the nuclear threat, but rather whether we can have the wisdom and responsi-
bility to share knowledge with them and bring them into our counsels. If done prop-
erly, with specific sensitivity to age groups and individuals, and by combining the
message of danger with assertions of human possibilities, such teaching is the very
opposite of a "death trip." It is indeed an expression of hope.

The principle is comparable to the candor needed in dealing with children of di-
vorce; and in approaching with children, whether at home or in schools, subjects
such 'as sex and death. Studies have dernonstrated,that children derive considerable
psychological gain from openness andaccurate information given with sensitivity to
Alit a child is ready for and asking.

In the case of nuclear weapons, there is an added responsibility. Children ask of
us, as these research studies also demonstrate, commitment to diminishing the
threat. They seek collaboration between the generations in preventing nuclear holo-
caust. For children are not easily fooled in regard to profound emotional currents.
Their responses are not clouded by ideological or technological claims. Their sense
of threat will diminish only when that threat has itself diminished.

Americans have shown widespread concern about the harmful effects of the nucle-
ar arms race on our children. It is a concern not only for them. but for everyone's
future. And in that concern, we express the traditional wisdom that a family, or a
nation, reveals its deepest truths about itself' in its treatment of its children.

Chariman MILLER. Thank you, Dr. Lifton.
I want to thank all the members-of the panel.
It is clear to me that the testimony of this panel will contribute

greatly to public discussion of the issue of nuclear war and its
impact on our children. The combined testimony suggests to me
that fear of war is one issue that we might prefer not to discuss
with our children when in fact it should be discussed to alleviate.
the tensions and possible ill effects.

Dr. Goldenring, in your summary you suggest that. there must be
a means to act on this fear for the children, that while apparently
there is no hard evidence, there is anecdotal evidence that very
often children and adolescents particularly, act out in certain un-
fortunate ways because there is a belief of hopelessness.

People who man hotlines for troubled youth have told us of the
sense of hopelessness felt by some youth, which explains certain
kinds of unfortunate behavior.

My question is this. Certainly fear of' nuclear war is one of many
pressures that young people feel. Others, of' course, include fear of
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divorce in the family, fear of a parent dying, teenage pregnancy,
getting a job, good grades, et. cetera.

Does the research show, or does it suggest, that fear of war is a
significant driving force on the acting out ofis children, whether
it' is drug seeking, or suicide or bad grades or what have you, recog-
nizing that our childhood is a mosaic made up of many, many expe-
riences and pressures.

Any n,..mber of the panel is certainly welcome to respond.
Dr. GOLDENRING. I would like to say that how we tried to get at

that was with a couple of questions I mentioned that were very im-
perfect. It look d to us, this is just preliminary data, and very diffi-
cult to analyze; that some 5 to 15 percent of the kids may at least
be thinking abo t nuclear war to a degree that might affect their
behavior. Whe er it actually affects their behavior or not we
cannot really ay at this point and I think it is a very fruitful area
for research.

Other fruitful areas include whether taking any kind of stand on
this issue, taking power in a sense, can alleviate some of this anxi-
ety. We have not been able to figure that out yet because we could
not. find enough teens who are actively doing anything about this
issue, possibly because of all the "psychic numbing" we all prac-
tice. I think you have to recognize that again that this is a fear .=
added on top of fears. It was not there before 1945, when the
atomic bomb was dropped. It undercuts the whole mosaic of loss
that Dr. Lifton has been talking about and I think his summary
was absolutely beautiful. The fact is that this nuclear war worry is
a contributor to the whole Auestion of loss for teens. How much it'
contributes I don't think I can say at this point but the probability
is that for some it is very significant. How many I cannot tell but
that is a very good research question, I wish that there was some
commitment to doing this kind of research. We have done ours' on
a shoestring budget. I also believe I speak for other pediatricians in
saying that we are concerned about doing research on this issue.

Chairman MILLER. Anyone else on the panel care to comment?
Dr. LIvroN. I just add a point to that in agreement with Dr. Gol-

denring. We have certain' parts of the puzzlethat is, we know
that suicide in young people, or in older pebple, too, for that
matter, occurs with despair even more than with depression, they
are not quite the same thing. Despair involves the loss of larger
human connectiveness. We know that the nuclear threat impairs
that sense of larger human connectiveness. We don't have hard evi-
dence that the nuclear threat as such has increased youth suicide
or other forms of suicide but we have lots of reasons to be worried
about that combination, that interaction, and the research is
needed but we have something very suggestive and worrisome.

Mr. ELKIND. I guess 'we have a fundamental disagreement. Mr.
Lifton feels that the nuclear threat is a universal kind of thing'
with young people today and that that is interacting with all the
other stresses. In my own work with young people I again and
again get the impression that what they are most concerned about
is the lack of parenting and again and again in groups of young
people I don't hear anything about nuclear war, I hear about if
they're having problems, as soon as they are old enough to do
something for themselves they do it for themselves and what I hear
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these kids crying out to me for is for somebody to do something for
them occasionally which they could do Tor themselves but just be-
cause a parent loves them and they want you to make reference
that since he was 6 that some day he is 12. I would love my parents
to make breakfaSt for me sometime, not because I cannot do it
myself but just because they can show it.

Chairman MILLER. Are you suggesting, Doctor, that because you
have not seen this in your practice that it does not exist?

Mr. ELKIND. I just say, that I don't think this is endemic..I think,
certainly it is an issue and it is there. but what I have.seen of kids
is that the parenting issue, the autharity, issue, is the most signifi-
cant ono that kids are not having today. Certainly we cannot have
authority in the old. way, I didn't mean -,that, but certainly to the
extent that parents can be parents and can take responsibility and
can let kids be kids, I think kids are asking for that. They don't
want to have all responsibility thrown upon. them.. They certainly
want to be treated as adults, they want to have their. opinions
heard, but they also want to feel that they are in a special place.

Chairman MII.LER. That by failing to discuss this, far more re
sponsibility is placed on the child than if' there was an open discus-
sion. It is similar to suggesting that teenagers ought to just sort of
figure out what the consequences of sexual .activity are. I don't un-
derstand that.

Mr. ELKIND. I think we have to distingUish between discussion,
..which I am all for, and decisionmaking. Certainly you want'to dis-
cuss with a 4- or a 6-year-old which parent they might want to go
with in a divorce.but adults would make that decision, not the 4- or
the 6-year-old. Certainly you want to hear the child's preference
and you want to take that into account but that is an adult deci-
sion. The adult has the knowledge and the wisdom of which parent
that child should go to. Certainly we want to hear about children's
concerns about sexuality, about drugs, and we want to talk and
communicate but hopefully, too, we as adults who are more mature
should have some decisionmaking.

Chairman MILLER. I fail to understand how you arrived at the
conclusion that with this hearing or testimony we are suggesting
-children should be making whatever the decision is, that you would
have them make.

Mr. ELKIND. I 'gather that there is some decision that part of the
'hearing or the testimony here had to do with some of the minority
members that suggested that this would be used politically as a
policy issue or perhaps suggesting that this is one reason for the
hearing.

Chairman MILLER. The suggestion of the hearing is that we
ought to listen to the children and ought to hear what is on their
mind as we have a number of other times. One of my concerns is
whether or not there' is a potential connection between their con-
cerns and their current or future behavior., depending on their age.
I don't pretend that such a correlation can be .made at this time.
The question is do w know enough to justify a continuing concern
with regard to the impacts of these kinds of tears or anxieties on
children. That is the purpose of the hearing.....

Mr. ELKIND. There i no question in my mind. As I said, one of
the significant thinc-: hut young people today that we haven't
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seen in the past is that ordinarily they could ac "einmodate or as-
similate, have a sense of psychology of gain they dealt with
the psychology of loss.

Chairman MILLER. Exactly.
Mr. ELKIND. Now I think young people are dealing with the psy-

chology of loss before they fully establish the psychology of gain
but that psychology of loss has more to do, it has become more
complex and broad than the nuclear holocaust or with the image of
the future,....

Chairman MILLER. I think that all of the testimony has suggested
that thisis not the single most important event in-a child's life, that
loss -of- parent -or other is more significant.

Mr. ELKIND. That is the point I am making.
Chairman MILLER. Yes. I think that that is .very :mportant. As

we continue to look at the conditions of America's children, includ-
ing obviously many other topics as well, have to ask whether or not
this too is alegitimate concern. It seems to me, given the numbers of
children that expresg some concern that it is a matter of appropriate.
concern. This has nothing to do with children determining disaim-
ament-policies.

- -However, when you suggest that the testimony is a farce, I can
point to numerous occasions where the testimony of children' has
caused the Congress to act far more expeditiously than they might
have otherwise. For example, we know an amendment that was
carried by Mrs. Boggs to help sexually abused children was passed
after children came forth and talked about the problems of them-
selves, their 'friends and family. The children who came. forth some
years ago and testified about their living conditions_ in foster care
helped bring about an entire rewrite of that law. We had heard
from the experts for better than three decades but nothing had
happened.

Dr. GOLDENRING. I think I would like to just make a quick com-
ment that I really. don't think that the other members of the panel
have .much disagreement with Dr. Elkind. Again J say, it is not
that all, the teenagers are going to jump off Key Bridge over this
issue. There are a significant number of therh, however, who are
very worried and this may have considerable implications. That is
what we are saying. I am not having anything to do with saying
that kids should make adult decisions for us.

The other thing that I would like to comment, on is that one of
the problems that we all have in research and in our own clinical
practices, is that: which answers you get depends on who you ask
what and wile'. That is specifically why I designed my question-
nair.e,to ask kids about nuclear war in a way that they would not
know what I was looking for but that would allow us to get them to
comment on it and get around the psychic numbing thai Dr. Lifton
has shown time and again as present in all age groups. We don't
want to think about this stuff. We don't want to think about our
own deaths. We don't want to think about our parents' deaths. We
will talk about what is going on at homeDad and Mom are fighting-
and so on. That is a very- immediate kind of threatening
thing. But if you ask children, they generally are not -going to tell
you spontaneously that they are really concerned about their par-
ents' death as a major issue. But it is there, you see, and it depends
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on what you ask them and under what context; you get them to
admit to it.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Mack.
Df. MACK. I wanted to stress the, point that in no way are any of

us, certainly not myself, suggesting that we are looking to children
to tell us how we should design defense policy or how to achieVe
national security. What I think we are.saying is that this is an
area in which we are discovering that young people are deeply
troubled, that the solutions for this of necessity come from what
the adults do in the international domain. We are hoping that as
this, material, this information, comes forth that it will stimulate a
deeper, broader consideration. of what security means, that the way
we are-achieving security does not seem to be working for a lot of
kids and that a dialog about how to approach these very difficult
problems such as the United States-Soviet relationship will be
looked at in different, more innovative, creative ways so that chil-
dren. won't be so troubled.

I want to make one other point about 'Congressman Marriott's
comment about what gets in the textbooks. The textbooks_ until
pretty recently. have not had much to 'say abott some of these
other issues either like sexuality, like death and dying, like suicide,
like divorce, and sometimes one has to be willing to ask young
people about what they feel about that because it is characteristic
of adults that we do not wish to know what is painful to our chil-
dren and the textbooks tend to lag quite a ways behind what the
kids are already 'troubled about so that it probably will have to
wait for the textbooks of now or the future for these issues to
become as prominent as they are emerging before us right now.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Marriott.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Thank you very much.
I appreciate &Poi' your testimony. I think I agree that -we, do

need a solid database and whati learned today in your testimony
. is that. psychiatrists are all over the ball field on this issue. We
don't have a consensus and I think it is impbrtant fin the commit-
tee to try to develop a consensus.

I guess one of the 'problems I have, or at least my own point of
view. I think the biggest prob!;:rn with kids today is adults. I have
interviewed in the last month 200 kids and I am all over the board
with these kids on this issue. If the child was taught by. an adult to
be positive, to have a purpose in life, to believe in a caring God, to
look at things in a positive light, that-kid is not concerned about
nuclear war at all. If, on the other hand, you are teaching negative
things, if parents are not parenting right, you have a .whole differ-
ent attitude with those kids.

It seems to me that one reason nuclear war is high on your list,
if in fact it is, is because we as adults have put it up there. Where
do the kids 'learn about nuclear war?. Where do' the kids .learn,
about dying? Who is putting into kids' minds, "We are all going to
be blown up and we cannot be positive about America?" See, I'm
bullish on America.

I think if the kids are educated properly. "they won't have all of
this stuff. What do the kids see on TV all day? People walking
around town with antinuclear signs. Sure, they are going to be con-
cerned about nuclear war.
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Here is a book that the committee put out. In 1979-80 when you
were all sitting here telling us about the problems of kids, the No.1 issue was the energy shortage. It does not even make the rank-
ings today but it was the No. 1 issue then because we are all pro-
moting the idea and concern. It seems to me that is what we are
doing now with the nuclear war issue. We can either make the kids
positive, give them something to look forward to, or we can scare
the heck out of them. [Applause.]

Maybe you can comment on that. You are all the experts but it
seems to me that from the 200 kids I talked to, if I said to them,
"What are your five major concerns?" they never mention nuclear
war. If I said, "Are you concerned about nuclear war?" every one
of them said yes because that is all they have been hearing about
for the past 2 years.

And then I interviewed, to make a long story short, a couple of
schoolteachers who happened to be antinuclear activists. I can tell
you" what their kids were getting. They were not getting both sides
of the issue as the good doctor said, they were getting all this anti-
war "scare-the-kids to death" type thing.

I agree with you what we need is more education in looking for
the solution. Sure, we are all concerned about dying, we are all
concerned about nuclear war, but what we ought to do is concen-
trate on whL t to do about it, not just scaring each other to death
over the issue..

So what about that'? Are we the culprits? Are we the ones who
ought to start being better role models? Maybe if we are more deci-
sive, the kids won't` have as many problems.

Doctor.
Dr. Ltrrotv. Well, Congressman Marriott, I appreciate your con-

cern about children and their psychological well being and I cer-
tainly agree with you that their psychological well being has much
to do with the assurance they are given and the opportunity for de-
veloping a secure sense of self in their family with their parents,
but having agreed upon that I think I would have to differ from
some of the things you say and point out that kids cannot grow up
in some kind of family hothouse.

It is particularly characteristic of American society and it is part
of our creativity that there is a great give and take between the
culture and between increasingly younger people, it is part of the
modern world and that means that kids get information from
many places as has been evidenced in the presentations this morn-
ing. So a kid who has been trained or who has had the example in
his or her parents of authenticity and integrity and believe in posi-
tive possibilities in life is just as likely to be outraged as any other
kid by the possible threat of nuclear war. He or she hears about it
over the media or from other information sources.

Many Pod-fearing people such as the recent evangelical meeting
in California haVe taken strong stands worrying about the morality
of nuclear war, as have, for instance, the Catholic bishops who are
much concerned with the upbringing of children around positive
possibilities of the human spirit and the spiritual issues.

It may be that we can come together, and I really do want to
reach out to the entire committee, not to any segment of it, and
say that it could be that nuclear weapons because they are so un:.
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precedented make a new demand on how we can best express our
responsibilities as adults and we can only do that by some kind of
collaboration with young people in doing something about this ter-
rible threat and that kind of collaboration, that kind of expression
of being a good parent can only be true if we bring these Issues
into the open, if we discuss them, if we share them, and that is the
gist of the research and of our statements this morning.

Mr. Mmtatorr. I have no problem with that. I think we all want
to give the kids the knowledge, we want to give them both sides of
the issue and we all agree that nuclear war is bad news but my
point is we have an obligation to make kids feel good about them-
selves and feel good about the future and to have hope for ,the
future and net to exaggerate problems that really we are going to
do little about. I mean we are going to have nuclear weapons, the
Soviets are going to have nuclear weapons, the French are going to
have nuclear weapons so let's not all worry ourselves over nuclear
weapons. They are there, it is a reality.

Now what we have to find out is how do we get all of these coun-
tries to disarm, if that is the issue, not to, scare everyone to death
about it See, my problem is, look at all these headlines. No wonder
the kids have nuclear weapons on their minds, that is all that we
are talking about.

The point 'I am making is why don't we properly educate them,
give them both sides and make them feel good about the future
and not exaggerate this problem over any other because this is one
of ten issues that kids are worried about. Now we have to reduce
their stress level and that is the bottom line.

Dr. GOLDENRING. I think I cannot agree with you more. I am not
a psychiatrist, I am just a poor country pediatrician and I get to
see all the kids coming in on drugs and with sexually transmitted
diseases and pregnant and all that stuff and I can tell you, I agree
with you a hundred percent. The big problem in this country with
kids is families. Families mean adults and again I could not agree
with you more.

But when weasked the teens what their parents thought, the
same thing came out. More than half of the adolescents said, "Yes,
our parents are real worried about nuclear war, too."

The point is that this fear is out there in the world culture. We
are getting preliminary data back from the Soviet Union, and the
same worries are showing up. It is not just the United States. We
expect to get it all over the world everywhere; It is a reality we
have to deal with and it is added on to all the other things that the
kids are having to deal with. I think that is our point. We want
this'to be looked at seriously. I could not agree with you more that
we need to begin to talk about this in schools and families, and I
want to be clear that we need to talk about it appropriately as a
dialogue.

I do not wish my point of view on this thing to prevail. I wish the
children could be presented with material they can look at them-
selves and think about and then take whatever action they feel ap-
propriate, hopefully bringing it back to their parents and talking
about it in their homes. You know, it is the same thing with death
and sexuality issues and so on. I could not agree more that the
place for this to happen is in families because that is where values
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are transmitted in this country and we all know that. It needs to
be there but it needs to be in an upfront kind of way and that is
why we think this material is serious for the consideration of this
committee.

Mr. MAKKiorr. My time is up and I will not go on but I just want
to say jt is my feeling after listening to all of this and seeing what
I have seen that the average normal American kid is not preoccu-
pied with dying from a nuclear explosion and yet that is the mes-
sage that we, have heard here today and I think we need to put it
back into perspective.

Dr. GOLDENRING. I just have to say that that is not what my tes-
timony was and I want to just try and clear it up a little bit. What
I am saying is that a significant' portion, at least one-third, of the
adolescents are seriously worried about this and that to me is sig-
nificant.

Mr.' MAKKiorr. From Los Angeles.'
Dr. GOLDENRING. In Los Angeles and San Jose, and I am going to

have to wait about fi months before I can tell you about the rest of
the country. And you may be right in the rest of the country, in
your district, whatever. You may be right but I don't see any inher-
ent reason why at least significant portions of the nation's youth
ivould not be similar to San Jose and Los Angeles suburban areas.
There is no inherent reason.

Dr. MACK. We have samples from Akron, Ohio; from North Caro-
lina; from the Boston metropolitan area. They are coming in from
different parts of the country. I don't think it is different from
California.

Dr. GOLDENRINI. Even from the rest of the world so I really have
my doubts. I am not saying that the majority of the adolescents are
seriously concerned and my data does not support that. I am saying
that somewhere between a third and a half' of them are seriously
concerned, and that is enough concerned for me to be concerned
about.

Chairman MILLER. We have to move on to other members.
Dr. Litton quickly.
Dr. LIFTON. I just want to say one quick thing about hope. I have

been much concerned about the issue of hope because as you know
it is a psychological necessity and a theological virtue but we find
that hopewise, not in burying our heads in the sand and just im-
mersing ourselves in psychic numbingI will finally say the
wordbut rather in confronting the issue and then struggling to
do something constructive about it, and that is being bullish on
America and that is expressing hope.

Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman Boxer.
WS. BOXER. Yes. I want to stick to the testimony that we heard

today, 'and the research that---you have shared with us I want to
thank you for that. I think the thing that leaps out at me at this
hearing and as a Member of Congress is this whole idea of fear of
the future, that children may feel futurelessa word which is hor-
rendous in its implications.
. We heard testimony by a father, a very, caring father who when

confronted by his 7-year-old son who said, "Daddy, will I have to go
fight a nuclear war?',' answered, "Not if' I can help it," which is an
excellent answer because it shows that there is hope, that, in fact,
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we as human beings can take this issue, deal with it, and restore
the hope that there will be a future. I understand that as a parent
and I think many, of us do. We do try to impart to our children
that sense of hope even with this situation.

I don't know many parentsI don't care if they march in a
peace march or if they support Jerry Falwellwho wouldn't turn
to their child and say, "Look, it is something to be concerned about
but we can tackle that and we can make it happen."

So here I sit as a Member of Congress with my colleagues from
both sides of the aisle. How do we now take that sense of concern,
caring, and confidence that we want to instill in our children and
do it in society? How do we tell the children that may not have a
caring parent or whose parents, for example, are embroiled in a
persom1 divorce situation and don't have the ability to sit down
and restore that confidence? What can we do as a society, as an
institution?

That is where I am having trouble and I want to hone in on one
thing. This recent tragedy, atrocity of the shooting down of the jet
liner which to me showed that suspicion and fear and isolation and
lack of communication between people can cause such an incident,
cannot be excused but it caused it. What can we do as a Govern-
mentthis is politics aside, partisanship aside, whoever the Presi-
dent is to really break through that isolation?

The question is, does it do better to pick up the hotline and say,
" Let's sit down as a people and talk ?" Now lots of things I hear
around the Congress today are the opposite. Let's stop visas, let's
stop any Soviet citizen from coming into our country. Is that the
sort of thing that will increase 'the suspicion, fear, isolation? How
can we break through this, politics aside? The really tough issue,
How do we deal with it as an institution?

I would open that up to anyone who can answer in 2 minutes or
less.

Dr. MACK. First I just want to respond to that question. That
puts us a little bit on the edge of recommending policy to the Con-
gress which is an edge over which I very much do not wish to go. I
did just want to say what the kids keep saying which is that they
look constantly to the adult generation and to the leaders to find
better ways of communicating with their adversaries on the other
side some way or another. They can be bad guys, they can be at
fault, they can do terrible things, we know that.

I am as shocked by this atrocity, downing of KAL 007, as any-
body is and yet the kids before this incident, because we don't have
data since, have repeatedly been saying, "Talk to the Russians, sit
down, talk out our difficulties, somehow find a way. How to find
that way is not for us to be saying."

I just wanted to tell a story which goes back to the beginning of
your point Which has to do with the adult generation doing some-
thing that shows responsibility and activity,and interest like Con-
gressman Marriott was saying. This is a story of a second grade
class in Seattle, Wash. There were 15 second graders and the teach-
er asked them whether they were afraid that they would die in a
nuclear war. Fourteen said they would die and one did not expect
to die so the teacher asked this one why he had written down
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something different and he said, "My daddy goes to meetings
where they work on this problem and talk about nuclear war."

So I think the message is that some form of responsible Ictivity
on the part of parents is called for, whether it is Government lead-
ers holding hearings like this, religious leaders talking about the
issue in church, teachers giving good information in scho..1,, !Jar-
ents talking with one another in the family in the ways that have
been mentioned something that shows that adults don t have their
heads in the sand, that they do care, they are involved, they are
looking for more creative solutions to this problem.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman McKernan.
Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Goldenring, I would like to ask a question based on your find-

ing of about a third of the kids that you surveyed being mature in
your estimation and also having a concern about a nuclear war. I
think Congressman Marriott raised a good point when he talk..d
about the main issue in 1979 being the energy crisis. Does it really
surprise you that those whom you interviewed. and considered to be
more mature, that they would have a. concern about nuclear war
considering all of the testimony that we have heard and what has
been said in the media about that issue?

Dr. GOLDENRING. It does not really surprise me that people would
be concerned about that or that in 1978 or whenever, when every-
body was standing it gas lines tht.t they would hove been con-
cerned about energy. The numbers surprise me that responded as
being concerned about the e ivironment. It was larger than I
thought was going to happen by quite a bit and I think that speaks
well for our future generations that there a,-e so many who are at
such an early age concerned about their planet.

Mr. MCKERNAN. I guess that is the point I wanted to make. I
agree withyou that there seems to be .in increase in the number of
what you might consider to be mature teenagers in our society
today compared to a generation ago, maybe 10 yeaij ago. I am not
sure whether that is good or bad. I have some concerns about kids
growing up faster than they really ought to but I think it is a fact
of life and it is one we have to address. Given that, I am not sur-
prised that tho.,e who fall into that category would be concerned
about it.

Dr. GOLDENRING. Let me just give you one quick piece of food for
thought. The period of life that we call adolescence is something
new on the planet. Just think about that for a second. It is not
something that we really realize but adolescence is only a function
of the industrial revolution and the postindustrial era. Before that
at age 12 kids were full adults and before that they were engaging
in full adua behavior by the age of 7 if you look back into history.
So the queStion of whether children grow up too fast is a complicat-
ed one and historically they grew up a hell of a lot faster than they
grow up now.

So that a lot of things that we experience, what the teens have
"anomie" about is that they don't have a clear sense of where they
are going to be 20 years from now. They are not on the family farm
any more. The world is more complex and they have an extended
period to consider these, issues. They have to learn volumes of data
in order to become adults and that is a new thing. Actually in the
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previous world, in. the world of uur ancestors, you got your bar..
mitzvah and you went out and you were a warrior, and that was it.
That has changed so I am not sure the children are growing up any
faster; in fact I think they are growing up slower if you really look
at it. Nevertheless some of them are real concerned About the
world as well as their own personal issues.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Let me make both a comment, and ask an open-
ended question, which I hope each member of the panel will either
respond to, at this hearing or think.about it and get back to us at
any time if the spirit, moves any of you because 1, think we need
your continued input as eve address these issues.

As one of two members who has been here for all the testimony I
would like to just try to indicate

that
e'ach of' you w1-.... IOtink you

have seen going on here. I think that all of us are co.. d about
nuclear war. I think that is really the testimony tll.: ,u have
given us. I don't think, in spite of what some of you a,;vilt have
said, that you are really that far apart in what you are ind
I think that it is the one factor that, has sort of joined wit
to really create a sense of futurelessness. I really believe t:'-tt we
have a society that is concerned about what our..future is g.
be, for kids and for all society, if' there is going to be one.

That is one I think that needs to be addressed and I th:nl, is
especially important that it be addressed by young people.
concern that we have seen expressed in this committee which has
been drawn down partisan lines is how is that going to be ad-
dreSsed. I think it was Dr. Mack who talked about the need for
some objective teaching.,

I think if' you got below the surfaCe of this hearing you would
find that tht really is what the concern is and it ought to be ad-
dressed. But if' the fear of war or nuclear war is going to be ,.d-
dressed in a way that is going to become a partisan one, then
maybe members, perhaps of my ' party, of this committee would not
want to have it addressed in the school systems, with young people,
because they are going to get a one-sift,' view in- the opinion of
many members of our committee:

I guess I will, just pose that question to you: Ilew do we get the
kind of objective teaching, the kind of teachil;g tha I think is im-
portant in our educational system of giving children the tools to
make decisions for themselves and make sure that they v.eceive all
the facts so they can make thou: n decisions. on what the proper
course of action. is. I think t1-.. 1. is really what is underlying this
hearing.

Chairman MILLER. As usual, I v i:1 give you 2 minutes.
Dr. LIFTON. Really, one thing that we all seem to be in agree-

ment on that I would like to emphasize very much is thri riJsity of
effort that out society has made. given the overwhelming nature of
the problem. Now I think all the people on this committee and all
the people on the two panels you have heard are serious people,
whether kids or adults, who care about this issue but hoW much of
our social resources, of the extraordinary resources we have in this
countryresoUrces of imagination and of creativityhave been de-

, voted toWard finding ways to blunt. the impact to prevent nuclear
war:. ,.
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A second point I want to make is that when young people ex-
press fear of nuclear war it is a real fear about a real danger, it is
not something that is just brought to them by a few activists
making a lot of noise. Sometimes people seem to he saying that.
But if you talk to the nuclear strategists, to our generals, to every-
body concerned with nuclear weL,pons proble' s, they will all ac-
knowledge the fear is very real and many would say the fear has
increased,althoUgh 'they would vary about how best to diminish the
danger of war. So the fear of young people and of the rest of us
about nuclear war is based upon a very real danger.

Finally; I think this society and our teaching capacities, we are
capable of presenting in a very fair, complete. inclusive way as you
are asking for, Congressman, and rightly so the issues of our nucle-
ar war and the way to do that is to talk about what happened in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and why and perhaps the pros and cons
of that event but more than that the significance of that event for
us now and the different points of view that are held now about
nuclear war, how to prevent it, the consequences of nuclear war,
both the physics and the historical dimensions and the social psy-
chological dimensions,, to gradually expose' our young people as
they are ready along with other historical and psychological
courses that they take in these issues-I think our teachers and our
boards of education and our various cultural resources are quite ca-
pable of doing that and insofar as you advocate that,, then I am
very much in agreement with you.

Dr. GOLDENRING. I think let's get together and design ;ome truly
fair presentations on this and a number of other issues. I just
Would like to say that, for example, the Federal Emergency Man-
agement Agency put together a curriculum on civil defense and nu-
clear war and tried it out in Oakland. When I tried to get ahoi of
it they would not give me any of the material to examine.
answer was that it also had turned out too biased in one direction
in the opinion of many people. Therefore it was withdrawn.

We have not been doing a good job as adults in trying to present
our debate on this issue to cur young people and I think it is per-
fectly appropriate to do. But it is inappropriate to present only one
side of such a difficult issue or any other difficult i;sue.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Morrison:
Mr. MORRISON. Thank you,.. Mr. Chairman.
Let me start by saying that One of the main things that I hear

from all of the testimony, especially this panel,' is that it is not the
difference of this issue from other troubling issues that chCdren;
confront. but the similarity of it as something that ne&ds to
coped with. Children need to acquire the tools to cope with it tha!
is key. We should not treat this as some issue that is putmil io the
side. Is that something about which there is a consensus that, is
reached on the panel?

Dr. GOLDENRING. I would agree.
Does anyone disagree with that?
I think that we have' all said that in one way no matter how.we

might differ" and I have heard many members of the committee
saying the same thi;:g.

Dr. [AFTON, It interacts with all other. issues is what we are
saying but that it is a special new threat.
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Mr. ELKIND. I would like to just say that I am a little discouraged
about new curricula of any kind being used technically and having
less impact. I would rather that if we could get parents, as has
been suggested, to talk and to .deal with these issues with their
young people. EVery time we try to introduce these things in the
schools and curriculums it gets so distorted and so disrupted it has
not been worth it. [Applause.]

Dr. GOLDENRING. What has been shown though in the experience
of family life education, I would like to come back with a parallel
there, is that I have to agree with Dr. Elkind that the best such
programs are designed at a community level by a dialog among
community leaders such that all sides are represented within the
needs and the context of the community. This has been shown par-
ticularly in California in the experience of San Bernardino County
which has had a very fine family life education program that was
put together by all religious groups and all leaders of the communi-
ty in order to present all possible views. It is a very good program
and they have, for example, had the teenage pregnancy rate go
down in San 'Bernardino County directly, we believe, as a .result of
this. good program which was put together at the community level.

I do not advocate that communities not be involved. Further-
more, in all good family life education programs, and death and
dying programs that I am aware . of, parents are specifically in-
volved in the homework section of the program. Thus the children
and adolescents are instructed to go home and talk to their parents
about this and check out values with them.Then they come back
and discuss again in the classroom. This is precisely the most im-
portant thing.

Mr. MORRISON. If I might just follow on this line for a moment,
what research or information is there at this point on the affect Of
the kinds of education that people get as-children on their ability
as adults, as parents, to be able to participate more effectively with
their children in confronting what we might call controversial or
difficult issues, whether nuclear war or sexuality or death and
dying or whatever? Do we know anything about that?

Dr. GOLDENRINO. Yes. .I think we know, for example, that there is
a new branch of teaching and learning that we all have to become
more involved in called conflict resolution. It is a subset of psychol-
ogy which deals.with how people communicate with each other and
how they resolve crises. This is something we need to .start teach-
ing our children because it is not an inherent skill in human
beings to know how to properly resolve their differences, as mem-
bers of this committee undoubtedly know. That is 'something that
we now have some science about and that we could teach in
schools. Children could sit down with each other and learn the ap-
propriate peaceful ways to solve disputes and communicate with
each other. We know how to do that now but we are not doing it.

Chairman MILLER. This is a very weak gavel that I have here.
Dr. Mack, quickly respond to Congressman .Morrison.
Dr. MACK. Just very quickly, in my own home community there

is a curriculum on which high school and junior high ,school kids
do learn about the nuclear issue in. particular. Some details and
facts are presented and they say, yes, this is disturbing but we are
glad that we have had this information because now we can talk
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about it, we can take part in the society, we can become more
active as citizens..

I wanted to take just another moment.
Chairman MILLER. Ten seconds.
Dr. MACK. All right. I .will just take another moment to say I

want to dispel the notion that somehow this concern is caused by
the fact that people are stirring up kids to be afraid. There is data
coming in, for example, from other countries. In Finland the No,-1
fear of young people is this fear of .wu.r, Even the Soviet Union-
where information can be controlled, the preliminary data we are
getting is showing that young people there are as concerned and
frightened about this issue as we are in this country. So it is ap-
pearing to be a worldwide kind of concern now and we are trying
to get data from all over the world.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Levin.
Mr. LEVIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me respond briefly to my colleague Mr. Marriott, who asked

"Are we the culprits, are we the wrong role models?" My guess is
that if we asked President Reagan to do just one thing before the
end of his term, whenever that is, in the end he would say, "End
the threat of nuclear war on Earth." I think I have heard him say
that and if that is true, I wonder what it means to ask,. "Are we
the culprits?" When we raise this issue,- one that would be near the
top or at the top of his agenda.

. Let me just, if I might, ask s,ome questions because I think Mr.
McKernan s question and Mr. Morrison's question about informa-
tion in its relationship to fear, is a very good one. In Mr. Marriott's
original statement there was a reference to divorce, child abuSe,
drug abuse, and I would hope that these would be items of intimate
concern of this select committee. I think they are, yet there is no
effort to elevate our hearing today as the most important hearing.
It is simply one Of a 'number of hearings on vital issues.

I assumed that we were trying to give information to children
and youth about the implications of divorce and child abuse, of
drug abuse, of pornography, and I wonder if you might comment
on the interplay between giving information and conjuring Op fear.
People who are psychiatrists, psychologists, pediatricians, I assume,
work with the dynamics of the relationship between information
and fear all the time and it would help us, I think, if you could
give us your thoughts on that interplay.

Mr. ELKIND. I could start. An illustration from television might
be one that is useful. There is a lot of concern about the total that
it is not so much aggression as fear as primarily adults are los' g
control and the fear that they themselves might lose control. It is
very frightening for kids to sec adults who ane losing control and
out of control so that is the kind of information th'at they see.
When they see adults out of control. they get very much afraid that
other adults might be out of control and they themselves might be
out of control.

So sometimes what seems to be the critical thingthat is, the
violencemay not be the critical one. What they are really seeing
is something more subjective and something that more pertains to
them so they get fears that might not be evident on the surface
from what they see.
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Dr. GOLDENRING. Let me also comment that the context of infor-
mation is important to response. If I take an audience of teenagers,
for example, and show them a very graphic film of the effects of
the Hiroshima bomb and I junt walk in and show the film and walk
out, I can assure you that the context of that will be very fearful
and that is not what we are talking about. What we are :talking
about is information given in such a context that the teenager can
process it, evaluate it and share with others in a dialog. Hopefully
they will then begin to come to some resolution as to where they
are in their beliefs and actions.

When we just give people informationif I give teenager infor-
mation on just about anything out of context, give him a pam-
phletthis has been shown time and time againit doesn't work..
They don't read the pamphlet or they look at the pamphlet, and
read it, and forget it. It is the context that is important and it has
to be in the context of discussion and sharing not only with teach-
ers and colleagues and fellow students but also with parents so_
that adolescents can develop a resolution to their concerns.

You can take any issue you want, and this is true. So for just
information, I cannot tell you whether it is going to cause fear or
not. I need to know the context in which it is expressed.

Dr. LIFTON. I would speak to that, too, really in a similar vein
and suggest a kind of model. I think it is a very sensitive question.
The model would be something like this. If we take the examples of
other fearful situations for young people as you suggested, whether
it has to do with simply growing up with one's own sexuality or
problems. of drugs or. the overall problem of death that seems
always to be with us, there has been a lot of experience, a lot of
clinical experience and research experience and I think it could be
summarized something like this.

Accurate information, even painful information, can sbe and is
helpful if balanced by an avenue of possibility and hope. That
means you can learn and will benefit from learning very difficult
things about sexual hangups, about drug possibilities, and about
death. That information, however difficult in its nature, deepens
one's capacity for mastery if it is combined with avenues of possi-
bilities and some transmission where possible of adult experience
and adult wisdom.

I have seen that same model. operate constructively with nuclear
weapons information. If I talk to young peoplenow I am talking
about young people in their teens from 14 to 18and th, y have
had some systematic exposure to .nuclear weapons questions where
they have looked at some of these things, including the terrible
things that the weapons do and the various thoughts of about what
to do about our impasse, they can be more posed, they can talk
about it. They don't have a complete sense of mastery but that
very important issue, a sense of mastery, is at least partial in de-
veloping for them.

That holds even more strongly as they get older and move into
universities where there are many . courses now about nuclear
weapons. But in the Beardslee-Mack work there is expressed a
hunger for information about these issues because the. fear is there,
there is some knowledge there. Again going back to 'that model, if
you don't give reliable and accurate information, one is then left
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with one's unmitigated fears so I hold to that kind of model as con-
structive.

Mr. ELKIND. May I just add a developmental dimension to that
model that it is important that the information be at the level that
children can understand. Certainly, for example, we see the chil-
dren who lose a parent at 5, don't mourn that parent until adoles-
cence because the information, although it is there, cannot be proc-
essed. I see a lot of kids who have been hurried now in kind of
mourning for a lost childhood so that the kind of information that
kids can deal with or even religious kinds of things which are mis-
interpreted, the kid from Connecticut who said, "Our father out in
the kingdom, Carl be thy name."

So it is that kind of misinterpretation if the material comes at a
time when kids can't process it. If the information is at a level that
children can use and assimilate, then it is very useful but if it is
beyond what they can process, then it is not useful.

The other point is that processing takes different times at differ-
ent age levels. Young kids may experience something 1 day and not
talk about it for 3 weeks. It takes time for them to assimilate that
kind of information; it might be a fearful thing, it might be a

-happy thing. So the two dimensions in addition to the model I
would think is an elemental dimension and a time dimension, how
much time it takes kids to process that information. You can take
a kid to the circus and they won't talk about it for 3 weeks and all
of a sudden they talk about it. It takes them that much time to get
that information through. And the same thing happens with fears.
They can see something very fearful and they say, oh, gee, it didn't
affect them a moment. Three weeks later they are having night-
mares so I think those two dimensions.

Dr. LIrroN. I agree with that and I am glad to come to this con-
sensus, both on the panel and perhaps among the committee people
as well but I would add one more statement here, a very important
one. The experience has been clinically and in research that where
information has not been forthcoming it not been about sexual-
ity, drugs, death, it has not been out of an adult wisdom and sensi-
tivity to children's needs and vulnerability; it has been about adult
repression and numbing toward these issues. That is a very impor-
tant matter.

In most of these really delicate and painful. issues it has been the
adults who have been unready and who have held back and who
have been frightened and in this sense we owe it to our children to
'struggle through our own fears, not to deny them, becatise'we are
all vulnerable, but to struggle through them and even share them
with children and in that way we all become just that much
stronger.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Lifton, I know you have an appointment
at 12:30. If you would like, we would be happy to excuse you so you
can go make that appointment.

recogniZe Congressman Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My concern is not that the children are terrified of nuclear anni -.

hilation but they are not terrified enough. I taught,the 11th grade
in 1962 during the Cuban missile crisis and I used to make my stu-
dents do a 5-minute essay on anything they wanted at the begin-
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ning of each class. At least as far as the boys were concerned, I
would have them write about what their problems were and No. 1
was availability of automobiles, No. 2 was competitive spoils, No. 3
was hobbies, No. 4 was girls.

I think that youth today are mostly concerned with basic imme-
diate gratification and what is going to happen this coming week-
end or tonight. I think that this is compounded in a sense by my
own State of Florida which mandates that each high school student
have a" 6-weeks course in Americanism 'versus communism before
they graduate. Nothing is mandated about teaching the terrors of a
nuclear war. If we survive long enough for the present children to
become adults, maybe if' they can remain terrified enough in this
country and in Russia and in. Finland or wherever you are talking
aboutjust maybe those terrified children will become terrified
adults who can resolve the nuclear armaments race that we adults
today have refused to face.

Chairman MILLER. Mrs. Boggs.
Is there a response to Mr. Lehman?
Mr. LEHMAN. Anybody want to say anything?
Dr. LirroN. Amen.
Dr. GOLDENRING. I hope you're right.
Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman Boggs.
Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank all the members of the panel.
I regret that I was unable to be here for the entire period today.

I was testifying before another committee and I had to miss some
of this so perhaps this has already been explained.

Dr. Goldenring, I was interested in your. test that you are run-
ning in Russia. Under whose auspices are they being conducted
and how do you expect to be able to gather the information you are
seeking?

Dr. GOLDENRING. The answer is I am not quite sure. It is very
difficult to gather information in the Soviet Union, as you can
imagine. What we have done is that a lady who works in San Fran-
cisco who has worked with some associates of mine is able to get a
good Russian translation, which by the way I will have checked be-
cause I want to be sure that it is appropriate, has taken the ques-
tionnaire over to the Soviet Union and I have told her the kinds of
teens I would want to survey and the kinds of classrooms I would
like to get the study done in. Y want to find out what she comes
back with because I really .don't know if the Soviets will allow it to
be done.

To be quite frank, there has been difficulty in obtaining Ameri
can samples at times because again it is very difficult to get people
to really look squarely at this issue and to permit good surveying.
Everybody says, well, gee. it is going to scare the kids. In fact, the
data shows that a lot of them are already scared.

So I cannot completely answer your question, I cannot yet. When
we do' get the data back, it will be evaluated to see that it is an
appropriate-comparison group for age and intelligence and so forth.
We just have to do the best we can in the Soviet Union because it
is a different society and I cannot guarantee my samples.

Dr. MACK.' May comment on that?
Mrs. BOGGS. Yes.
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Dr. MACK. That illustrates a number of things we are talking
about today. As a result of the trusting relationship between an
American physician and a Soviet physician who is high up in the
Soviet system, we three psychiatristsDr. Chivian, Dr. Waletzky
and myself' were invited to the Soviet Union to interview Soviet
children ages 10 to 15 in two summer camps. This data is very pre-
liminary, I am just going to mention it because you asked this
question.

We had our own translator. The tapes belonged to the American
group and the Soviets made no copies of the tapes and they are
being analyzed now. We brought them back here. We had access to
the kids in the camp to pick and choose. The kids were not pre-
pared in advance. We were struck in the 50 interviews that were
conducted first by how much detailed information about nuclear
weapons and what they do that the Soviet children had, which we
had not expeCted because we had been told that the Soviets protect
their kids from that.

Also, we were struck by the fact that none of them believed
there would be survival if there were a nuclear war. We had been
told they have .a very extensive civil defense program and we found
the civil defense program is not told to the society as something
that can protect it. None of them believed they would survive.

In questionnaire studies which we are analyzing now, in a group
of 290 Russian kids age 10 to 15 the nuclear fear appeared to be
the top fear among the concerns there. One of the top, if not the
top, concern of Russian kidsand this is very preliminary work,
much more work is needed, but I think what we are finding is that
there is a kind of worldwide culture or climate of fear which does
not seem to be particularly related to what the peculiarities of themedia and of the educational systems are. They are exposed to
some factual information. Their key source of information is also
television, although they also have discussions in schools and they
do seem to talk within their families about the issue.

Mrs. BoGcs. I am very, very interested that you are reaching out,
'bf course, to the Soviet children because there is nothing we can
really console our children with unless Russian children are equal-.
ly consoled by Russian parents. There is no way of removing the
fear of nuclear war unless the Russians help to remove it.-

I am sorry that Dr. Liftorr has left but I think our doubts would
probably fit into your feelings as well. I waF interested that he had
been able to interview some Cambodian chii,iren. I wondered if this
had been done in Kampuchea with the few remaining children who
were there or if it had been dor.... in refugee camps in Thailand and
elsewhere. I think that what you have been bringing out is the
need for children to have an au:hority figure within their own fam-
ilies. Family members are indeed often trying to do something
about a problem that seems too big for survival.

This was illustrated very strongly in a little children's home in
Kampuchea where some of the congressmen and other Congress-
women and I visited. The teenagers in the home were so very con-
cerned with the tiny children. There were liteially a handful of
children under years of age because t he smallest children do not
survive, of course. The sense of responsibility that the teenagers
have for these small children was absolutely remarkable. Somehow
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they transmitted with their lOve and their concern and their inter-
est by singing to them of the traditional lullabys, by teaching Them
the traditional little dances and so on, that somehow the culture
and all of the aspects of the human spirit could indeed overcome
the loss of life and the loss of security and the horrors to which
these children have been exposed.

So I wonder what the difference was in the findings. I will ask
Dr. Lifton, in writing, about the young people who had experienced
nuclear blasts and the children who had experienced the devasta-
tion of a so-called regular war.

Thank all of you for being so helpful to us. I have some other
questions in writing. I regret that I was not here.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Sikorski. '

Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. We are running out of time. I am sorry to do

this to you but there is another committee scheduled in here very
quickly.

Mr. PATTERSON. I think you did the wise thing by standing firm
and holding these hearings, Mr. Chairman. I want to commend you
and all of our panelists for very expert testimony. It was excellent
and very informative.

As adults, I think many of us repress or keep our children from
knowing the truth about things. I believe we do this to protect them,
but in spite of our efforts, I believe children can sort through things
on their own. This morning I believe we have heard testimony which
illustrates this point. -

In this morning's newspaper, there is a cartoon which very well
depicts the priorities of individuals at any given time. It shows two
men talking against the backdrop of the problem in Lebanan and the
Korean Air Lines situations, one, asks the other; "What ever hap-
pened to Central America?" Well, of course, the answer is: Central
America is still there. It is just not on people's minds because the
focus of the media and our attention to other trouble spots has
shifted our thoughts and conceiy other areas.

Nuclear death is a real concern which does not go away. It coexists
with our concerns about family-life, education, employment, income
security and other important issues.

I don't believe we can hide this fact from our children. No
indoctrination or one-sided information ,channel from adults to
children will prevent children from knowing the truth about the
constant threat and real danger of nulcear war. Those of us over 50
were in a sense indoctrinated by a movement called "Atoms for
Peace." Many here surely remember it. We were all going to solve
our world problems through peaceful atoms.

Perhaps if we had a balance on the other side of the issue,
recognizing that -nuclear war can indeed be harmful, perhaps in a,
generation or so, with children learning both sides of the issue, we
will develop the leadership to eliminate the nuclear threat I certain-
ly hope so.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Again I want to thank you and

the panel for your time and your effort and I would hope that you
would continue to make an effort as other data is developed from
your other studies to make that available to the committee. I think
it is very important that we have new relevant evidence and sug-
gestions made to us.
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An earlier ,equest was made 1w Congressman Bliley about the
inclusion of some material. I would suggest that the speeches and
material would probably be included in the record without objec-
tion. The comic book, I am doubtful of, but it will certainly remain. .

a part of the permanent files since it was referred to in the hear-
ing. Whether we have an obligation to print it again or not, I don't
know.

NIARRiorr. Thank you very much.
Chairman MILLER. The meeting stands adjourned.
Whereupon. at 12:45 p.m. the hearing adjourned.'

sAmmENT NA,N ci,A,As.
ver since I Was in elementary school I have known about nuclear weapons. Untiljust ,1 couple of years ago ['didn't think about them touch. 'they were, to me. just

very.. very powerful weapons that would never he used. because the leaders of theworld were too smart and careful to ever risk a nuclear war. Today I know this isn'ttrue. and I am concerned nd afraid.
My name is Rabin Chandran ,end I not It; years old. I live in Amherst, Massachu-

setts. and I ;on a .junior in high scrim& I zin very intetested in my school work and I
am especially interested in politics, Iziw and science. I enjoy playing on the juniorvarsity ,occer team. I am currently a member of our high school's chess team and
theater club. I am also active in the Boy Scouts. This year I ,un on the student coun-
cil. Last Year I was On the debate team.

I first became very concerned about the possibility of nuclear war in the begin-fling of the school year. This was during what was called a Week of Dia-
logue. The week of dialogue' was a week at our school where we had debates, movies.
.,peakrs, and discussion about the issue of a nuclear war. This was the first time I
was really aware of how close the world is to a nuclear holocaust.

Alter that I joined a group called S.I.O.P. iStudent Teacher Organization to Pre-
vnt, Nuclear War. 'Fins group's sole purpose is to reduce the risk of a nuclear war.Presently, I ;eat S.T.O.P.'s national board of directors.

The issue of a nuclear war has had a drastic effect on mv life. A tremendous
amount of my time ;Ind energy has been channeled into S.T.O.P. I hope that you

. congress people who read this have the sense to do soinething quick to make this
world a safer place

OpENING STATEMENT or I biN. BARBARA Vt'CANOVICII, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
I 'oNGUESS FROM THE STATE o' NEVADA

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to speak here today.
I share the sentiments which have been expressed by some of my colleagues onthe minority side of this Committi'et hat the purpose of this hearing is misdirected

and is not consistent with the gemral goals of the Select Committee.
I can think of a number of fearsdivorce. physical :Muse. educational needs

which the children of my- .state (Nevada) are more directly concerned about andwhich I believe to more appropriate subject matter for the Committee's attention.
After looking it the testimony of some of the witnesses. I wonder if the Commit-

te isolt in 1,0:t creating otherwise remote or non-existent fears in the.adolescentshere today as a hiproduct of the testimony and questioning, and to others aroundthe country front the inevitable public exposure produced by Congressional hear-
ings

Putting these concerns iside, I 'welcome the witnesses who have come here to tes-
tify and I hope t flat this will develop into.0 productive and positive hearing. Thankyou.

OPENINll REMARKS lit' IoN. DAN MARItIoTT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FltOM
THE STATE OE UTAH

Mr. Chairman, as you know, the Minority Members of this Committee have ex-pressed their objections.to this hearing in the strongest possible terms. On two.sepa-rate occasions we have written you expressing our concerns and asking that you re-consider holding this hearing that is now underway.
We are not uninindfUl of the fact that many schools are teaching children to play'Aar games. We are not unaware of the fact that sonic adults ;ire using children as-political pawns to express their own ceipic,eEns about the possibilities of a nuclear ho-locost.



The Nlinoritv's opposition,: to this hearing is not based on It lack of concern for
.var. \Ve are ail opposed to war. whether it is carried out with nuclear weapons re-
sulting in mgadeath:,. or carried out with more conventional weapons.

None of us %Yams war. We all live with the knowledge of the inevit Mit- death and
destruction that comes with armed conflict.

The question is not whether we or wit- children arc concerned about the possibili-
ties of war. The question is how best to avoid such a catast rophY. Questions concern-
ing our relationship:4 with foreign countries are not a proper function of this Com-
mitte This hearing. while not directly concerned with foreign affairs. comes at a
tune when international tensions have in-en escalating. For this ('ornmitte to focus
national attention on the childen's fears of war only serves to increase whatever
concerns they may already have.

U.ribirturiately, valid and responsibile research data about the extent to which
l'ears of v.ar impact on the psychological development of children is not presently
available.

The lack of good research data in this aria has been eloquently expressed by Pro-
fessor NI. Ilies.vster Smith from the University of California at Santa Cruz. In his
address to a symposi UM sponsored by the Eugene, Oregon ('Impter of Physicians for
Social Responsibility 0011 ()ctober 19.2. he said:" the first discovry I made when I tried to come to grips with ithe psycho-
logical problems of children a= a result of the threat of nuclear war, is how very
limited and weak tlf available' data ;i-t There his been very little research
on the impact of the nuclear age on children and youth. 1;ind, the quality of the
data ;ire so poor that the only reason for citing the existing studies is that there are
nn others .- Phi itoc(rpy of text. p

Elsewhere in his statement Professor Smith continues by saying:
we need more sind better data, and even with Yen goof/ data, the causal

interpretation of historical trends in this urea will be difficult and inherently specu-lative ,Ibid, p To.
The opinion of Professor Smith is shored by any number of his colleagues I)r.

Joseph Adelson. who has been the Associate Editor of the "Journal of Youth and
Adolescence- since 1:1711 .over 1'2 years,. Editor of "Political Psychology- in 1979-
-11. and a- Consulting Editor of the "Journal of Personality ;ind Social Psychology-
for flyer i; year, tolls me:

'Reviewing the literature and major texts in developmental child psychology and
adolescent psychiatry. there is no mention of the fear of war or the fear of nuclear
war .1,-; important in the development of children or as a source of psychiatric clis,
turtionce To the contrary, the most recent study of children's ideas of 'death indi-
cate that idea= of war and bombing are trivial as compared with other fears tliat
child have 'Telephone conversation with I)r, Adelson. September 1

Ilnfortunatelv. 1)r. Adelson was not available to present this testimony personally
because of conflicts in hi, :schedule. And, 1)r. Hobert llogan. Profes.4or of Psychology
it the lniversity of Tulsa, former Professor I of Psychology tit the Johns Hopkins
University. and ;lutlior of a book titled, "Personality Theory: The Personological
Iradit ion." who shares 1)r. Adelson's view is not able to he present because of travel
restrictions being experienced at his university. lloweve.r, both of these respected re-
searhers in the :it-ea of child and adolescent development have indicated they will
submit written testimony for benefit of the record.

In addition to the obvious lack of reliable research data .in the topic under consid-
ration here today, we objected to this hearing because we are unanimously agreed

that the limited resources of this (Ornmittee could be more prudently used.
In our letter of September Pt, 19`,:: which all Nlernhers the Committee received.

we listed 1.0 different subjects we believe to he more germane to this Committee. I
will not recite each of these topics. but I will note a few.

First, we believe the limited resources of the ('ornmittee could be' more prudent cy
used by looking into the consequences of divorce On children and youth. The trauma
of divorce is riot unknown to a great many children. Unlike the possibilities of a
nuclear war. divorce is very real to t hem. It is not obstruct and it is not it game. It
does riot require them to speculate about the consequences.

If we are concerned about the psychological fears of children we should concen-
trate on their prirnary fears which, according to reliable research', is the fear of loss
of a family member by divorce, separation, or other causes.

Second, %ye are agreed that the limited resources of the Committee could be het ter
used by looking into the social, psychological, and economic consequences f of abuse.
neglect and sexual exploitation of children.

Not only is this topic more germane to the concerns of the Committee but the
problem effects the lives of at least 1;:)u.41011 children annually. Based on research
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Adolescents and the Threat of Nuclear War:
The Evolution of a Perspective

WILLIAM R. BEARDSLEE, M.D., AND JOHN E. MACK, M.D.

Departmerts of Psychiatry, Children's Hospital Afedical Center and Cambridge
Hospital. Boston, Massachusetts

Receised April 29,1983

the :rut hors resr:A recent work in the area of the impact Of the threat of nuclear Aar
on children and.adoleseents. 1 he explore sonic of the difficulties inherent in understanding
the possible ef fec!, of the threat of nuclear Aar On children based on their research esperieneC
in the area.

INTRODUCTION AND INITIAL STUDY

In 1977, Drs. Beaidslee and Mack were asked to join the American Psychiatric
Association Task Force on the Psychosocial Impacts of Nuclear Developments. As
both are child psychiatrists, they were given responsibility for describing possible ef-
fects of the threat of nuclear war and the presence of nearby nuclear power plants on
children and adolescents. An in :ial survey of the literature revealed that, although
there has been considerable work from the perspective of adults [1-6], only two
studies had addressed the impact of the threat of nuclear war on children. These
studies, one by Sibylle Escalona [7] and another by Milton Schwebel [8], were done
in the early 1960s soon after the 1961 Berlin and 1962 Cuban missile crises.

The studies differed from one another in methodology yet arrived at the same
conclusion. The Escalona sample included 310 children, while the Schwebel sample
was over 3,000. The Escalona study was less systematic, as the same questions for
the children were not employed by different members of the study group, while the
same four questions were used in the Schwebel study. Both concluded that children
and adolescents were deeply worried about the possibility of nuclear war. In the
Lscalona study, when asked how they would like the world to be different, over two -
thirds of the children spontaneously expressed wishes for world peace and concern
about war and peace. In response to direct questions, in the Schwebel study 44 per-
cent of the students reported expecting war and 95 percent expressed concern about
the danger of war, sonic of them intensely. Surprisingly, no studies could he located
that had been conducted in the ensuing 16 years on children's experience and at-
titudes toward the nuclear threat.

79
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lEARDS11.1.- AND MACK.

(iiken (he (at k the authors, with the other members' of the APA
.isk Force, ile5eti,p, tionnaire to assess the attitudes of children and

adolescents toward nuel nuclear weapons, and nuclear pukka plants. In (he
tollowing review, we diseaks iinly findings from studies about the impact of the
threat of nuclear war. Recent work has appeared on other related topics, including
adults' accounts of the Net of nuclear Ma!' during their childhood 191. the at-
titudes of young people tt lid nuclear power plants [10], and the 1 hree Mile Island
accident (I II. 'Fable I pr .nts the questions asked in the initial surrey.

Three samples totali,. 143 students from public and prikate high schools in
three cities across tit, try were studied with this questionnaire. The three
samples were collected 1. 1978, 1979, and 1980. Most of those studied were
adolescents and all were in when questioned. The initial 1978 questionnaire
elicited open-ended essay responses while the subsequent two questionnaires had a
quantitatike formai.

The work 1121 demonstrated that many young people were concerned about the
threat of nuclear war. The indik 'dna', answers of a number of the students, especially
from tsu high schools in the Boston area in 1978, were striking and het express the
depth of concern of I he students. As an example, in response to the question "What
does the word nuclear bring to mind?", some students said:

"Big grey clouds, pipes and smokestacks, red warning lights, dead wildlife and
Unnecessat y death and violence."

"Danger, death, sadness, corruption. explosion, cancer, children, waste, bombs,
pollution, terrible devaluation of human . ."

"Stars, planets, space, darkness . ."
"All (hat comes to mind is the world's final demise, final kind of holocaust."

In re!Nponme to the question, "I low old were you when you first became ',Mare of
nuclear ads ances, diSetisS Whitt you thought then and nos," some responses were:

"When I was about eight I watched the nests broadcast on the anniversary of
Hiroshima showing the bombing and devastation. Always through grade school we
would he shown where the bomb shelter was just in t.ase, Then I M. aS less informed

IAIII I, I

Ininal 1:1,k Force San e (lliestion.

I Vi hit, does Ihe Nord -11e,le,Ii" brillf110 111111,1!
2 Hose all) :1,11,11> related 10 nuelear leihrlolop?
7. IlIN old ,.ere you Nile!) sou Here tir.1 liNare of nuclear :iLkain..es? 11104111 Ihcn

dnd 110,
4 IA the Ale the he'e'l', cud dengen 01 111ILIC.11 1)0,0 plant, ul your do 011 leel

povNer"
5 floss unp,rtIan( do sou Ices nuclear ,kcapon, are Iry our naliona; secures:'
h. \Viral do you think about coil ,letenNe? Month shelters, s,ndhaeuing 111Itl,llles, C,101.%11011plan,?)

1)o sou think that sou would iir,ie a nuclear Vo.tt Your .:ournr,
rt It it neighhoring N.e, being held and blacktilddat h 1 keens' group is iih a no..erlul Thermo.

nuelear v.eapori, Iiv. Nould you leel/
therntoriudear ad,ances plan, tot mantagc, hating ehlldtco, 01 planning lotThe twine?

In 11,1,e thernionili..lear ed,an.es .'peered sour ut Thinking? lAl)init the I unite, coin %ley of the
Mlle?)

'Other member, kit the task 1.orce kkere Dr. Rita R. Rogers, Dr. Jefollle Hank, Di. pol.le I. Carlson.
and Dr. N1.chael Mulson.
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and thought less on the subject, bet as I learned more and morc I became more and
more neganYe towards the whole thing."

"I believe 1 was in junior high when I first became ',Mare. Of course I ICLilld it ter-
rifying that every 1111111an heitlg in III!. sshule world he destroyed by one bomb that
our nation had first discovered. 1 he homb that every advanced civili/ation has
sought to obtain. To destroy our race, to destroy people, culture, Ill.: on the earth, is
essentially the outcome of the A bomb."

In response to the question, "Do sou think that you could surYise a nuclear attack,
your city, the country?", students reported:

"1 don't really think we could and even if sse did the side effects from it would be
ass fut. Remember there are still people suffering today from the effects of
Hiroshima . ."

"I personally would not care to survive it nuclear attack. The horrible effects of
the radiation and the death of people important to me would be too great a thing to
bear . .

"I think about that often. I Jon't really think they could survive one since I'm so
close to a big city. It hasn't happened yet; let's hope and pray it doesn't."

In response to the question "Hale thermonuclear advances at your way of
thinking'?" some answers were:

think that unless we do something about nuclear weapons, the world and the
human race may not have much tinw left."

"Yes they have. I feel that the fun tire will be very different than the present because
of nuclear advances. If nuclear energy is used right the future can be advanced
technologically for the benefit of all mankind. If nuclear energy is abused and used
to make weapons as is happening now the future of the world could he very
dark . . ."

"In a ay it has. it has shown MC how stupid some adults can be. If they know it
could easily kill them I hays no idea why they support it. Once in a while it makes me
start to think that the end of my life, my' time in life, may not be as far off as I would
like it to he. or want."

Flit:se responses have to he seen in relation to the time when the questionnaires were
given. In 1978 it was not known Whether or not children or adolescents were troubled
and the eloquence and power of their responses was something of a surprise.

Quantitative analysis resealed that there was no uniformity of political opinion
among these young people, and indeed very few had taken an ac:ive position Ott the
issue. lost became aware of the nuclear threat through the media or school classes
rather than conversations with parents or friends. Many (about 40 percent across the
three samples) had become aware of it by the time they were 12. The responses to
questions :thou: the effect of the nuclear threat on thinking about the future, on civil
ylefense, and on survival reflected a profound dis-ease and uncertainty about the
future and a considerable amount of general pessimism. For example, in the 1980
sample, when the question was asked, "Will there he a nuclear war?" the majority of
respondents thought that it was possible, and a substantial minority thought it
likely.

'The majority Were concerned about at least some aspect olite threat of nuclear
war and a number were very afraid. The respondents were relatively alone with their
fears and not certain about what to do. Fscalona rn had previously raised the glieS-
['on of One possible impact of the nuclear threat on personality development. We
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akin Ilan e thin (.?llest1(111,i 111,01.1I the CO101111110. 111 \ 1,1C11Ce. alld Jinni)! allOut
'.nitethei !fete gill he ,t unite. pressed these questionn.ofes. 'night make
some aLlok.,Lents Inglit 1)1i...sent-oriented rattiL:i than hetil

t gratification and to plan lot the I inure. 1.iiithetmole. ink:cumin
ati.otit ta !tunic inf4ht inlet tete %ith the tormatton nit N;,,..,)1e ego ideal [121.

11Q1.1 (IF I I :ASE; 1.()R( I

Ilk: 1,1,k t:\plorittion to ice v.hether there % ere
,t roll. Ini comet Its among children and adolescents Amin the threat nit nuclear iii

as U.:. 111110,:t11,..%I. 01 nuclear 170Vel. I Ile ,Z1111111111g tl 1101
-,.-tt.,:111,111,:. .W110114;11 ;I 1t1h2 of ace,, 12e0t.t.t.11)111i area., and anti pit\ att..

seat In .,eic represented. Ilse questionnaire tormat did not dentine
"Innin nine yue,tiou, In " (Milt nnntill inn hit% ntn,\er,, sucli as

the relatiie .11,..` for nting people in comparison %%jilt otliel
al and te..littolo2.,.,t1ptobletil:, of the atiation in thiniong .oting people

!tont dui tetent ot the .2otintp.. We could old!. sfiectilatt: about the meiming ut
Of 11 people on tti II11111,1 of the 1111C:11 on their ;III tent

ot future ..1;.".elopmeni.

It kllit I: SI ['DIP,
./1 ,1..;111116111! I ht.:F....Lk,: in PUI)111.: CiChAle 11)0111 the nuclear

tssue, and in media .rteitti,li to JitTlri..ti%, fears. In 1979 the iic,:ident at the Three
NIT: Island nuclear reitelot brought home to many American, the risks inherent in
tt,Tet t \A et . \ totem . I...mei-mm:1)i oft
\Alit:II rrnled Io,eels% the po st fultt of %%at AAith relatine complacence hair
led to an inrease in puhlts. debate con,.sern ithout the threafof nuclear \itt.

,..:itizens both indti,lifilhf. and in Ip'01.11I, ha \ C hee011Ie 11101% ed In the arms-
con: rot 1..sitc.

1 here has been in.:reasing from edu,:ittols im.,.1part..nts about the possible
cue's ot the n: m;tr its ell a, ini:reasing attention in the
medt.,. I he Iothirion nit ,u:11 group, as for Social Responsifiility, the
driel:,pment 01 .:11111,:t1I'd anu1 ptograms in response In the felt need to CLIIIC :fte high
,n:110(n1 :rtd High Si:Ilinnni Oil: nuclear threat OM and the

ot group, opposed to nuclear ;ire L.Naluric, of lid, con_
cei it. Some hits been ,onducte.1, -although much more is needed.

Opinuin .tinnevs

//at. /)taloQu In I952 T.ducators for Rt.isponsillilil [14) sponsored a
dit Toni! s mpositun issues called -1)a of 1)ialogue. I housantis of
kitteTionniure, containing questions similar to those in our initial study ere
t.11,1IIIItitt.:d 10 1110 aer0t,s the country. I he re,,ilIts 0(.2,000 railt.10114
,elected teTttli,e, there 1.10111 :1111011g a larger number collected in
Massachusetts, 'Wisconsin. Oregon, and Cithlornia. Liglity-seen percent of those
espondinv thoaglit that there %%out,' he it nuclear tear ill the ne \t 20 )ear. and 90

pers'ent of their reported that if such a v.iir occurred, the \wild N01.11L1 1101 survi% e.
Fight-011e cell! ,ItId that the threat 01 nuclear kar at lected their hopes for the
future, %%lute 34 percent said it \nits hieing an impacfon hating a lamily or planning
tc, get marrietl.

110; School A muddied ersion of the Task Force questionnaire
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was used bk ion Klaken,. a ',LAIR(' at Nek% ton North High School In Newon,
\1.1,-.1,:hri,ett,, in April 1982 (151. Ile eked student, attitude, ,omc %%trek, alter
a one- Tx. of lec!rn, on the tropic of the nuclear threat. the tille,1101111:11FC
dens .11-,Irit,titc:Li on ,petit red dak to ',indent, in by their teacher,,. 01
'ht. 2,501) student'. enrolled, 950 que,rionnarre, were (led. All of the student,

.T.(11,1'11g wre ter attendance on that day. although, of eour,e, not all student,
enroll id tit 'rieli,h cla,,e,.

In itr,pcn,e to the ,niciion -Do on think that a nuclear- war \kill occur during
lite,ime7", 284 ,indent, (34 percent) indicated e,. 114 (14 percent) No, and

42') 152 percent) w-re unsure. \\ lien asked about Nur% ik .11 only 27 -.trident, (4 per-
tell!) thought then ca. could 'air.1%e a nuclear attack, tklu.e 616 (77 percent) in-
drtted No. and 152 (19 Here unsure. hen asked it the threat of nuclear
' 55') (62 Fervent) '.1101Idli it increasing, 152 (16 percent) thought

v.,t, thrnini,11111(, .rod 19- 122 percent) thought it about the lame. The question,
I Irk e initlear atkance, .0 leered lour \kay of thinking about time, the luture and

drat: t :ice! ,110"):%1 Ilf:!e`I tntpact "li In the area of time: 40 percent (titl that it
!Ltd And :inotht2i 20 percent mune effect. Well over hall felt that it had
ei:her inn their 1111111\111g about Ille future and ahout the
it Id, %tide nuclear issue, wee reported to hake the least impact on 1111111\111g about
111.17rhr,e aka Ila.111:2. children.

re,.pori,e to all 1)1111101 .111,\cred to our 1.11.1e,1101111a17V, that i,, hobs

trecorent1). -trident. Hough; about the nuclear taste, 26 (3 percent) thought of it all
!hie (s percent) 1cry omen, 263 (3 3 percent) otten, 385 (48 percent) not very

.')'61(7,1,/:ti'.'),.///////1/!'.; I nest c1 tacker about Ilk: importance of (hi, issue front
a ,ikt:. irgorou, ,ampling technique, i, contained in the work of Dr. Jerold
11,t,linnin. Ile ha, Lit'lle1,11Cd finning, in relation 1k/0h:threat of nuclear war a., a part
of ,:ridk (.1 adolescent attitude, toward the military and the draft 1161.

pre,ented tintling twin ,urkeys of student, in ,d1.(211 Coll-
1976-1982. Each survey tka, conducted during the

A In Si age probabIlitk sampling approach was employed and throrigb this
approkimarelk 130 public and private high school, from 48 tate, were selected. Be-
tween percent .m..1 85 percent tit all the student, in the appropriate classes %%ere
tuaied ,rte.' ti e tor,tl -hv rein ,ample ,i/e ranged from 16,662 to 18,924. The major

thr(1,1 of tin, work ha, 'ten to define adole,cent,' attitude, nikkard the military. A
series of 11,1t2NII,11, were :11Xt.1 about the area of "monitoring Inc future." One clue,-
Iron asked was 'III all the problem, facing the nation today, how often do you

.:Lour each m t the 10110 \111:'?. I he IF,' possible choice v,a, chance of nuclear
%%At. I licri Ho, heel; it -lead). Ike in the percentage 01 those who worried about the
nuclear threat. In 1976, i".9 percent of male ),enior, never worried about it, while in
1982, onik 4.6 percent of the inale never worried. Similarly, in 1976 7.2 percent of
(he male thek worried about it often, while in 1982 31.2 percent did.
female high drool ,emor, ,Inmed a similar dramatic change over the ,even -year
period. Another question in the ',erre, %%a, ''Nuclear or biological annihilation will
probably he the fait. of (ill mankind v. ithin it lifetime." There bias a steadily in-
creasing trend I, r both boy, ( front 23.1 percent to 35.3 percent tiler the ,even -year
interval) and gir (111,111 20.2 percent to 36.0 percent) to agree or mostly agree with
this ,tatement.

Dr. Stott Ilaa, [17i ,tudied high ,chool ,tudentk front four parochial, private, and
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public school- in she I itatikud, Connecticut, area and Deerfield, \lassachusetts. 1 he
geographic al ea. were chosen because lies relatitely tree from intense anti-
nuclear acorns. One hundred questionnaires were given 0111 at history classes. the
students were intoi med that they twee participating in "a study about the future."
Sims questionnaires were chosen from the larger group of one hundred returned

e% en distribution of males and females and number of. participants from the
three dtlerent kinds of schools. A broad range of 10CiOCCOntnniC classes were in-
Juded. 1 he questionnaires contained twelve questions; the first seen %%ere general
and the last fit e, separated from the main body 01 questions, dealt with areas con-
cer mini the 'unclear issue. In the final question students were asked to rank order the
following concerns economy, employment, energy, marriage, and nuclear con-
! lict. Nuclear conflict eras rated highest 24 times out 01 58, more than for any other
single category but certainly not a majority. Analysts of the questionnaireas a it hole
tet caled :hat there was considerable faith in technology as a part of the solution to
current pr oblems. Denial seas et 'dent to Haas and a co-rater in many answers, par-
ficularlt a general disbelief that people could consider rationally the use of nuclear
weapons. flirt hi:more, Haas noted that the youngsters had an inability to concep-
tualiiie through language the reality 01 the threat posed by nuclear weapons. Only 12
out of the sixty respondents did not mention the nuclear threat at all in the first
seten questions, but the ireneral mood reflected greater concern with other issues
such as technology, econ, v. and employment.

'tact.: /cit. .S7/iliy

isa Goodman [IS]. working in collaboration with Drs. and Beardslee and
Roberta Snot% conducted an in-depth intervieu of adolescents in the Boston
metropolitan area.

Jeachers, parents, and counselors helped Nis. Goodman locate high school
students during July and August of 1952. Seventeen girls and 14 boys ranging in age
from 14 to 19 \\ CrC interviewed. They represented a wide range of religious and
.ocioeconomic backgrounds. Fen had taken a course or section of a course on
nuclear weapons andior 'he history of the arms race. The others had rarely, if ever,
been exposed to such material in school. All interviewees were asked the same ques-
tions, and the intervieu lasted between three-quarters of an hour to an hour and a
halt.

Hie stated min of the inter% iews ryas to elicit the perceptions and responses of
these teenagers to the threat of nuclear tsar and to try to determine in greater depth
Thant is possible through surreys how these young people were dealing with the
!Meat. A second aim was to learn the political attitudes and ideas of these
adolescents ;Mout possible solutions to the nuclear deadlock. The interviews were
franscribekl and analyses for common themes tier, separately conducted by Good-
HUM and Nlack.

Reading the t rause! ipts of these interviews makes more immediate and real the
fears ',O1111.,2 people express about the threat of nuclear tsar. Although some students
reported trying not to dwell on u, while others claim they uorry about it constantly,

ll oh the ±1 atilth:`<ell('. assented At the existcued Of nnekar V;VaPOnS impinges on
their Rtes on a daily basis. They report being reminded of the armsrace when they
read the papers or watch television and that there is a constant worry in the back of
!heir winds. I hese teenagers say they are afraid et cry day that nuclear annihilation
will come, it not right away, then in a relatitely short time. Sonic have planned to

I)
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hate t1W.ti 1E0111 the h::Callst: Of the threat; a test decided not to hio.e
Juldren, and they say that the threat sit nuclear ',Sar has hit 4:0.1 them to lire more in
the present. Young people report \ ;trial's ways of trying to shut out their tht,ughis
about slit, matter. Some claim that the nuclear threat is responsible tar their ex

use of drug,. A test cope with the arms race by refusing to lapse into
helplessness and have chosen to take the course 01 political action.

A, with all earlier sample, most of these Youngsters do not Akocate miilatetal
disarmament and, gi% en the current international political snuit'ion, reel that some
nuclear keapons are necessary. Iltmeer, a deep discouragement, a sense or things
being out of control, pen :ides their perception, of the arms race: they draw no sense
I ,ecurity Or salt:1y from the pi e,ence of the weapon,. One student explained his
helplessness this way:

I don't brae the power to control, to say whether to have bomhs or not, I

don't have the control to as whether we make nuclear weapons or not . . .

don't kno t.% hat kind of thing would happen, but at any 1111111AR: there goes
the war. It scare, me a lot, this kind of emptiness,- this kind of hollowness,
like being in a tunnel and hat ing to fight and nothing is around you and
mod to clawing at kn.ory thing trying to find something. I hat's the kind of

1 he students did not take an actiely nationalistic point at best claiming that the
l piled States is right and Russia is wrong. In general responsibility tar tht:amts race

Thr: 7IIITC111-1111Trfs,r -tqual 1 il,,igned t pt +Yver,;--YY hit a

seen as locked in a blind, sell ish struggle. Similarly, there is much questioning of the
leadership in this counts) anti in Russia.

(.11fulth' .S'ul).scquent Studics

lhe Newton North study, the Day of Dialogue questionnaires, and the intepdew
study cannot he seen is represent ati% e of students In high schools across the country.
I hey do not control for the effect of geographic bias, as nuclear issues may be more
prominently debated or be a greater matter Of concern in same areas or the country
than other.. Furthermore, participation in either the Newton North or the Day of
Dialogue surreys etas oluntary and at least to some extent reflected the students' in-
terest and or concern about the nuclear problem. Although an effort was made to
leach all teenager, tram a variety at backgrounds and political experience in the in-
ter% iew study., there was also some Sell-selection based on interest in the subject.
Since only 31 subjects wore interviewed, the effect of sample selection may be quite
large. Another possible source of bias is the tact that the queries in the Newton
No, th, Day of Dialogue, and interview study, as well as the Task Force Study, all
ask ,pecifically about the threat of nuclear war, and, or nuclear power, to the exclu-
sion of other topics. thus it was quite clear to the respondents what the researchers
were lnterested in learning. I he subjects may have complied to please the in-
.estuticors. Also, questions about other areas might have elicited a more hopeful
view of some aspect, of the future. On the other hand, some respondents have in-
dicated i,mcerns in this area that they would not have expressed if the nuclear issue
had peen imbedded in more general questions among several possi'oilities.

The Bachman study, the most systematic in its sampling approach, does give
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es 'deuce on two important points. First, the absolute percentage of young people
concerned about the nuclear threat has definitely increased since 1976. Second, a

substantial minorits ot siudents (about 30 percent) did scent worried about the
likelihood of nuclear annihilation. However, the majority did not. This study is free
of the possible biases of the other studies. As it is far less detailed in its inquiries
about areas ot concern to investigators of the nuclear issue, such :is planning for the
future or the et fect on current life style, no conclusions about these areas can he
drawn from it at present. Further exploration of this valuable set of data is expected.
which may shed light on the question. Haas's study concludes that a substantial
minority in a ,:aret idly chosen sample are quite concerned, but also indicates that
most students do not see It as their primary. worry.

NEED lOR FL:RIIIER STUDIES

Our resiess suggests that the serious study of the impact of the threat of nuclear
war Noting people is only beginning. Work to date does indicate that this is a
substantial area of concern for an as yet Undetermined percentage of young people
in this country and that the fraction of those concerned is increasing. With others
1191, we think much further investigation is needed. More surveys of systematically
chosen large samples using quantitative measures or indicators are required; These
should focus not only on whether youngsters are worried or afraid but how con-
cerned they are in compari;on to other worries and what they see as the possible im-
pact of the nuclear threat on their Uses and daily functioning. Questions about the
future unrelated to the nuclear threat should also he presented. Detailed studies are
needed about how youngsters' attitudes about inicWar questions develop. Our initial
questionnaires indicated that children and adolescents became concerned about this
issue priinarily through the media or school. As parents have become increasingly
its olsed, bosses era and more young people are discussing these issues with them, the

impact of parental attitudes on their children's experience of the nuclear threat has
become a matter of greater interest. Both interview and questionnaire studies are
needed.

Review of the Authors' Experience: Complcsiiies and Troubling Emotions We
belies e a rotes% of our own experience itt trying to understand the possible impact
on children and adolescents of the threat of nuclear war may prove useful to others
working in this field. We has e focused on two areas: the complex problem of trying
to separate out the influence of this issue front other issues and the troubling feel-
ings. the pain and sadness for those working on this problem.

Comp le.xittes

No study has yet demonstrated actual diagnosable psychopathology as a direct
result of the threat of nuclear war nor has even attempted to demonstrate it. In our
experience, the fields of child psychiatry and child psychology lack models for
understanding the impact of children's and adolescents' responses to domestic
politics and threatening international realities. Flow fears, such as that of a nuclear
war, may affect their immediate or long-term functioning or personality develop-
ment simply remains not understood at present.

Some contemporary political and social events perhaps provide partial analogic:::
he effect on adults and their families of job loss is one example 120-23]. It is cer-

tainly related to disillusionment and a foreshortened sense of the future. From a di.-

1
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terenl perspe\The it has become evident that sudden, traumatic experiences lit e the
C how chilli( kidnapping do hate significant long-term effects on otherwise healthy
children [24]. there is conclu,iye es idence of the major impacts of a social
and cultural phenomenon that has emerged in the last (veiny-five years, (tamely
television. I cies hion ha, been shown to have significant ef cc( on the attitudes and
expectations of children, on hot they y the world and on their behavior [25-28].

seleell%e prOgrants hate been shown to enhance learning [29] while exposure
to rept:1t?l% e television i.iolence has definitely been shoiAn to he harmful both to
children and their families [30].

None of the abuse is of more than limited help in our et fort to understand the im-
pact of the threat of nuclear %%al-. r he effect, or job loss are profound but job loss is
an actual, concrete event in the child's and family's life, and it involves actual as well
a, imagined losses.., still become evident, we do think I hat there is an aspect of the
reaction of adolescents. in becoming aware of the nuclear threat that is like a sudden

event but such an experience is certainly not the same as the actual trauma
of kidnapping. Fhe overall effect of television itself demonstrates that this change in
the technology- of the culture has had a posverful effect on children. However, televi-
sion's influence as a whole is so broad (hat it is impossible to make any direct com-
parisons between its impact and that t t the threat of nuclear war. Nonetheless, as
television is surely a medium for e\posure to news and information on the nuclear
issue and as many youngster, become aware of the nuclear issue through television.
the study of television in relation to this issue may well prove fruitful in the future.

ChUaleterl.StiS ul the Issue

The nuclear issue is immediate, rapidly changing, and has provoked a polarization
of political viewpoint,. This makes it difficult to obtain the necessary distance and
objectivity to evaluate its effect fully ,and to understand adolescent concerns. There
are distinct characteristics of this issue which set it apart from other social and
political problems. The nature of the threat of nuclear war is at the same time both
abstract, outside of the personal experience of adolescents, yet oiin-whelming in its
horror and scale. Only twice has a nuclear weapon actually been used, on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. At no time has a large-scale nuclear war taken place: There is
substantial disagreement among experts on what the consequences of such a war
would he. To contemplate the threat of nuclear war requires an act of the.imagina-
tion which is difficult, if not impossible, for most adults. It requires the young per-
son to venture into an unknown and uncertain territory, into which many of the
adults around him will not travel.

Iltere has been an understandable though unfortunate tendency on the part of
;idults and society as a whole to keep these matters secret [31]. Nuclear weapons
were initially developed during World War II, when debate was not possible. The
prevailing attitude since then has been that further %%capon development was largely
a matter best left to scientific experts. It is not correct simply to attribute this silence
to got ernmental policy. The subject is so painful, frightening, and seemingly
technically impenetrable that most adults have chosen to deal with it by denial and
aoidance. Until recently there has been a virtually total lack of public discussion of
nuclear weapons issue,.

Understanding the impact of the nuclear threat is complicated by (he fact that the
issue is but one of several coroplex, rapidly changing forces operating in our modern
industrial society. Some of the attitudes and concerns which have emerged from

I im
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questioning young people about the threat of nuclear war are pessimism about the
future, feLr, hopelessness, and the need to live in the present. These psychological
phenomena probably are related to other factors as well. Such factors are the growth
of technology itself, the changing patterns of family structure, broad disillusion-
ment with the political system as evidenced by decreasing rates of voter participa-
tion, declining American prestige and power in foreign relations, and economic
woes. It is difficult to separate in the studies conducted to date the role of the
nuclear threat front these other social problems in explaining such pessimism and
uncertainty.

Feelings Engendered in the Investigator

To work with the subject of nuclear annihilation is painful and difficult for
everyone researcher, clinician, parent, or child. We were repeatedly reminded of
this during our work on the Task Force. To consider seriously the possibility of
nuclear war is to contemplate the destruction of life as it exists on the earth. It Means
the end not only of one's own life, but of the lives of everyone we love, indeed of all
relationships which exist, possibly forever. It is a horrifying idea, the vision of a
holocaust unlike anything the planet has n. Moreover, it is not clear that any
one citizen can do very much by himself about the problem, so that there is an atten-
dant helplessness as one confronts its reality. Thinking a nuclear war will occur ob-

iates thinking about the future. Thinking about children and nuclear war is a par-
tkularly difficult task. Childrenone's own or anyone else's are far more
vulnerable than adults to the effects of nuclear war. Their futures are potentially
longer; their own children are yet to he born. Their genes, bones, and other tissues
are more susceptible to the effects of radiation. Another part of the difficulty in
achieving toll awareness of the nuclear issue is the pain of realizing that one is poten-
tially both victim and perpetrator of nuclear violence: victim because there is so little
control over the weapons; perpetrator because those of us who are United States or"
Soviet citizens are members of countries that are spending huge amounts in tax
dollars to build instruments of destruction whose sole possible use is to annihilate
large portions of the human race. It is difficult for anyone w think about these mat-
ters. Beyond this, it is disturbing to think that the threat of nuclear war and the
presence of nuclear power plants in and of themselves might be having an impact On
our children's development.

We do not wish to overdramatize the problem but to raise an issue which is
something like countertransference in psychotherapy and psychoanalysis, the deeper
draughts and feelings which are evoked in the clinician by the case material before
him. Such troubling emotions provide one of the major reasons that so little work
has been done in this area.

Furthermore, the subject itself, precisely because it is so painful and yet so
politically controversial, is inherently divisive. Ott the Task Force we found
ourselves often arguing or in conflict over minor details or wording. This was due
not to a lack of good intentions, or to the personalities involved, the authors became
convinced, but was the result of the inherently troubling, and emotionally and
politically divisive nature of this issue.

o implications

consideration of the difficulties found in undertaking work in this area is not
in,ant to discourage research. Rather, we wish to urge caution about generalizing
!om limited findings, or, once having identified the concern of youth, in
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prematurely reaching a conclusion about its meaning. The need for conceptual
models which can better enable us to relate feeling and thOught to social and
political actualities is evident.

Our own work has led us to the belief that the issue of adolescent trust is central to
Understanding how the nuclear threat may have an impact. We think that future
research should focus particularly on the stage of adolescence and the related issue
of trust in the future and pessimism. Yankelovich [32], Offer [33], and others have
argued that the current generation of adolescents is considerably less hopeful and
more pessimistic than previous ones. We have the impression that at least some of
this generation of young people are traumatically confronted b the threat of
nuclear war even as they emerge into a broader awareness of the larger World [16].
Their aloneness with the threat is part of its impact; they feel especially helpless as
they see that neither they nor the adults around them are in control or command of
the weapons. We are concerned that this may seriously limit their willingness to plan
and prepare for the future, may encourage them in more present-oriented directions,
and erode their fundamental faith in the society and adults around them.

The pain and difficulty connected with undertaking this subject needs to be ad-
dressed by anyone who is involved in working with the issue. One must confront and
work through one's own feelings before beginning to study the problem or to help
others. Learning the basic facts about nuclear devices and power plants, and ex-
periencing the grief and personal struggle with the pain and powerlessness, are part
of this process. In our experience, the pain and terror are so intense and difficult to
handle that it is virtually impossible to work alone. Certainly a similar working
through has been necessary for those researchers or clinicians dealing with other
disturbing human situations. Inevitably, those who work with dying patients have
had to explore their own attitudes toward death and dying [34,35]. Understanding
the feelings evoked in treating the survivors of the Holocaust has proved essential
for the therapists working with these individuals [36].

Others [37,38] have recently stressed the implications for mental health profes-
sionals of the impact of the nuclear threat so that a detailed review based on our ex-
perience is not indicated. As is evident, we do believe that a professional person
must have worked through sonic of the pain and horror stirred up by the threat of
nuclear war for himself/herself before trying to help others with it.

Perhaps the most important observation of our work in this regard is that one has
to ask children or adolescents specifically about the nuclear threat in order to find
out what they think and feel about it. This by no means implies that it should be
asked, as in most clinical situations it may he quite inappropriate to inquire. How-
ever, if the nuclear issue is not brought up spontaneously by young people it is incor-
rect to conclude that they are not worried or concerned about it.

Implications for Working with Parents

In our experience, the following principles have proved useful in helping profes-
sionals who work with parents.

It is important both to reassure parents who ask about their children that the
handling of any one concern, even the threat of nuclear War, will not make or break
their relationship with their children.

It is essential in advising parents to assist them in becoming aware of the
developmental stage, and capacity for thinking about the ful,,re, of their child. Re-
cent work of Eric Chivian and Roberta Snow [39] suggests that quite young children
(seven-year-olds) can be .;htened about this issue. Nonetheless, they lack the
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cognitive ability to think about the future in ways similar to adults. Their thoughts
are concrete, and what will be reassuring to them is very different from what will be
reassuring to a I7-year-old. Mote direct reassurance is indicated with younger
children.

When possible, it is helpful for the parent, just as for the mental health profes-
sional, to deal with some of the pain before broaching the subject with his or her
children.

Children differ greatly in the degree of their concern about the threat of nuclear
war. The first step for the parent should be to become aware of what, if any, con-
cerns the child has about this issue. How one would initiate dialogue with a child
who does not know anything about the nuclear threat is entirely different from how
one discusses it with a youngster who is already worried about it. In our experience,
almost all adolescents are aware of the nuclear threat and niany are worried, while
among younger children the degree of awareness is highly variable.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Our fundamental experience has been that when children and adolescents are
specifically questioned about the nuclear threat, a substantial number do indicate
that they are worried and afraid. It is not possible from the available evidence to
know what percentage of youngsters are deeply concerned about the threat of
nuclear annihilation but all studies agree that some children and adolescents are.
The problem of understanding what impact this worry and fear have on the per-
sonality development and daily lives of young people is complex. More research is
much needed. Balanced, careful investigation can only take place with the recogni-
tion of the pain and difficulty for the researcher in studying the possible effects of
the threat of nuclear war On children. Working through the troubled emotions
engendered by the nuclear threat is necessary for researchers, teachers, parents, or
mental health professionals as they try to help their colleagues, patients, friends, and
children confront this issue.
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of WAR AND WHAT THEY MIGHT 11EAN

By Robert Hogan, University of Tulsa)

One of the more discouraging trends in American social science is the politieiza-
Him of social knowledge,The use of social science research for partisan political pur-
poses. With regard to the psychological effects of warfare on children. there are cer-
tain to be armchair or literary social scientists Ipsychiatrists. psychologists, etc.(
who will provide opinions, based on their clinical experience., their interviews with
"victims', etc. that will support or refute selected aspects of the administration's
foreign policy, defense policy. or doinestic budget. But the plain finis are that there
are no empirical data, drawn from responsible research, that 'strongly or directly
link warfare and mental illness in children.

Three major lines of research support the conclusion that there is no important or
direct connection between warfare and childhood mental illness. The first is a set ofpapers in the lay by Joseph Adelson and his colleagues at the University of
Michigan. This n'search concerns the development of children's political knowledge
and awareness. What Adelson shows in detail is that normal children, below sixteen
years of age, have no political awareness whatsoever. Although they may be willing
to answer questions about foreign policy, their answers reflect an effort to please
adults rather than an analysis of the issues involved. My own research using Adel-
son's methodology with gifted (R1 DM) thirteen and fourteen year olds confirmed
and replicated his findings precisely. Ilelow sixteen years of age. children are imper-
vious to world affairs..

A second pertinent lAe. of research .consists of studios of children of survivors of
the holocaust. A very in.2ortant paper by Gloria Leon of the University of Minneso-
ta shows quite conclusively that there are no effects. Children of survivors of the
holocaust are indistinguishable tiers other. normal children of the same age whencompared on the standard indices adjustment and or' psychopathology. Even
though Hr. Leon's findings have been replicated by other researchers, they have en-countered a and deal of political but not intellectual m.s,..ientifici resistance.

The third line of research starts .vith a study. by Anna Freud and John Bowlby at
the Tavistock Clinic in London. This study examined the effects of the London Blitz
had during WWII on English children. The principal finding was that those children
who had been sent out to the countryside suffered more in psychiatr.' terms than
those who endured the blitz. The reason is straightforward: the priMary cause of
emotional disturbance in children is separation iphysical and emotional( from their
caretakers. The effects of warfare are frequently confounded with the effects of sep-
aration Children can endure almost anything if they are in proximity to and secure
in their relationships with their parents or caretakers. Consequently, any conclusion
regarding children's fear of war must be placed in the context. of children's fears of
Iwing separated from their parents.

PRErARED STA-,ENIENT of JoSEPH ADEU:ON. PROFESSOR OF PSYCAOLOGY, UNIVERSITY
((F MICHIGAN

helievp there are several questions deserving your attention. flow prevalent and
intense, in actuality, are fears of nuclear war among American children and adoles-
cents? Are they so intense as to suggest a genuine threat to the mental health of
the youfig? How do children understand the political and military problems ()fa nu-clear age? I low competent is the scientific knowledge on some of these issue's'?
Should we have special curricula designed to teach about the dangers of nuclear
warfare, and if so, how ought they to he taught'?

Since the putatively expert views on this issue are so often offered through anec-
dotesthe sensitive Ili-year-old lad who told me this or that, and so onallow me to
offer my own personal, non-systematic impressions. Among the youngsters I conic
into contact with I observe no marked d....gree of preoccupation with nuclear war-
fare. This is not to say that they would not talk about it if the issue were raised,
only that it does not intrudeas a deeply felt anxiety wouldinto general dis-
course The educators I know do not report it as an intense concern among the chil-
dren they teach. I am in fairly regular contract with many psychotherapists. and I
haven't ever heard anv of then( talk about the nuclear issue as a preoccupation
among their patients, children or adults. In my work as a supervisor of psychothera-
py I read literally hundreds of process notesaccounts of therapeutic interactions
each month. and I cannot recall a single instance, where the issue arose.

If we look at the scholarly literature, we get precisely the same impression.
Among a group of twelve recent texts on chdd and adolescent psychology and psy-
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chiatry, one does not find it single instance where the fear of nuclear war is men-
tioned as a problem in the minds of youngsters. When we look more closely, at what
is reported about the fears of children, one finds that fears of wars in general are of
minor importance compared to other fears that children have. It is mentioned by
only s'", of girls, and is scarcely mentioned at all by boys ages 7 to 12. In a recent
study by Richard Lonetto, on children's conceptions of death. we learn that death is
only rarely. asseiciated with war or beanbing: for example, in the oldest group of
youngsters studied, those to 12, the most common associations are to being serious-
ly sick, as through a heart attack, or dying of old age. The next largest category is
stabbing, followed by electrocution. Of the Gas cases reported. only one child pro-
duced a drawing involving war.

Now 1 know it is very difficult to deno a negative. It can always be said
that if you did find it, it is because you asked the wrong questions or looked in the
wrong place. One is also subject in these discussions to a heads-l-win-tails-you-lose
strategy, wherein the presence- of fears means that they exist, while their absence
also means that they exist but are unconscious, due to psychic numbing and the
like. One may also be made to seem callous or insouciant or obtuse about the issue.
itself. But no one is denying that nuclear war is an agonizing issue, that all rational
individuals are ;inxitms about it, and that many youngsters, particularly older ado-
lescents. show the same level ;..nd 'degree of concern that the rest of us do. It also
should be obvious that childre t will be responsive to the more general anxiety felt
in the larger community. They are. on the whole, attentive to what they hear from
their parents. and in school, and from the mass media. Children whose families are
politically active in the nuclear freeze movement will almost surely show a higher
level of ;inxiety about nuclear destruction than other children. Children exposed
steadily to such possibilities through classroom instruction will also no doubt show a
higher level of anxiety. In view of the wide publicity recently given to the idea of
nuclear disarmament. it is no suprise at :ell that there is a riseamong all levels of
the population- in degree of awareness, concern, and anxiety: I am also quite sure.
t hat were you to ask, you would find a substantial increase in the percentage of
those who .:eery about contracting AIDS, or about being shot down by a Soviet
fighter plane during an overseas Bight. The really more difficult question for us is
whether we are dealing with an actual threat to the psychological well-being of chil-
dren and adolescents. I have seen no evider-e at all which makes this seem plausi-
ble.

question germane to this is how children come to deve lop a mature under-
standing of social and pnlitic.ti o. icepts. Over the years, we have interviewed rather
intensively about DM° youngsters. from the ages of In throuLdi IS, in three different
countries. We find that it takes a long time for the typical youngster to acquire a
recognizably adult capacity to think about political and social issues. Through the
early yoars d. vt:cen children simply do not understand such concepts as "gov-
ernment" or "society- or "the stiete.- or any of the terms having to do with large
collectivities. The. reason for this is that they are unable to master abstract ideas
until later in adolescence. There is a strong tendency to think about abstract con-
cepts in a concrete and personalized way. For example, if you ask about the. justice
system. you find that younger adolescents think of it in terms of criminals and po-
licemen and judge's. and cannot grasp comfortably the larger principles involved. If
you ask about government. they tend to think in terms of personages, such as the
governor or the president. Bemuse of this limitation, younger adolescents ;ire
unable to manage questions dealing with abstract political principle's. They tend to
give sentimental answers, based on who seems "nice- or "friendly.- Until they
reach late adolescence, and even then not commonly, they find it difficult to deal
with complex or interacting influence's in the political realm; they find it difficult to
weigh the relative merits of two. or more dif fernet courses of action; they cannot
think in terms of multiple influences on :1 event; their historical sense is
quite limited; and they cannot luck past the immediate future in assessing the con-
sequences of a political decision. (I will append a recent article, which summarizes
some of these finchrigs.I

These limitations in cognitive grasp have a bearing on the questions before us in
two different ways. To begin with, it is quite clear that we' must treat with the high-
est degree of caution statements made about the attitudes of youngsters about nu-
clear war. nuclear deterrence., or fur that matter, any complex political or social
issue. By now, almost everyone knows how difficult it is to ask unbiased questions of
adults; it is infinitely nurre difficult to do so of' youngsters, because of variations in
cognitive level and variations in information. None of the studies I have seen on
this topic takes these into account, and indeed, none of the studies seem to show
any awareness that a literature on the topic exists. The studies I have seem are
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without exception so flawed in methodology as to be useless. It is of some interestthat not a single empirical study on children's nuclear fears has appeared in the:.leading journals in our field. and that none of them has been carried out by ourleading scholars.
A second implication: the designing of curricula on these are related topics must

be undertaken with acute sensitivity to the age level of the children being taught.
Anyone sampling the writing on nuclear strategy will become aware that the issues
are extraordinarily intricate, requiring the highest levels of hyPothetico-deductivereasoning. It is difficult to see how it can be taught effectivelyeven in attenuatedfashion prior to the later years of adolescence. William James wrote that "to
detect the moment of the, instinctive .readiness for the subject is, then, the first duty
of every educator.- We fail that duty if we impose on children, prematurely, materi-
al they are unable to absorb.

To sum up: I believe we are dealing with a "crisis- which is essentially fictive,
which has been invented. It seems not to be palpable except to those with a particu-
lar political commitment. It is troubling that this Committee's time and energy aretaken up with an imaginary crisis, at the expense of the authentic and quite pro-
found troubles confronting children and families today.

(From t* American F:dui,t(or. Surat .ter

12trEs PASSM;I:

ualtiv CIIILDREN LEARN THE PRINCIPLES OF (OMNIt'NITY

IBy Joseph Adelson) '
flow do youngsters in the vital, transitional period of pre and early. adolescence

deal with the ideas of the social sciences and the humanities'? flow do they copewith the concepts they must absorb in learning about history or civics or political
science or literary studies? Does psychology have anything useful to tell us about
how to teach those subjects during that difficult age'? Do we know something thatwould help us accelerate learning or deepen it or strengthen the child's grasp onwhat he has beerttaught'?

The work I will report here is based on two major investigations, one cross-nation-
al, comparing over three hundred youngsters in our country, England, and Ger-
many., ranging in age from ten or eleven to eighteen, from the fifth grade to thetwelfth. The second study, in which we interviewed about -150 adolescents, covered
the ages from eleven and twelve to eighteen. This study was directed and analyzed
by my colleague. Judith Gallatin. The second study concentrated upon youngsters in
an urban area, largely blue collar in origin, with an equal number of blacks andwhites.

Our research instrument was the open-ended interview. After a great deal of trialand error, we hit upon an interview format that began with the following premise: a
thousand people leave their country and move to a Pacific island to start a new soci-
ety. We hoped that the use of an imaginary society would help free some of*the chil-dren. the young ones particularly, from their preoccupation wit' getting "the right
answer.- Given this framework, we then offered our youngsters a great many ques-
tions on a wide variety of political, social, and moral issues: the scope and proper
limits of political authority; the reciprocal obligations of the individual and the com-
munity; the nature of crime and justice: the collision between personal freedom andthe common good; the prospects for utopia; and so on. Put this way, it all sounds
rather formidable, but the questions themselves were straightforward and generally
quite concrete. In the second of the studies, we also introduced a number of ques-
tions having to do with urban tensions: the sources and outcomes of poverty, the
relations between citizens and the police, and the proper channels for citizen pro-
test. The interviews took, on the, average, an hour to completethe older the child,
the longer the interview. We tape-recorded and then transcribed faithfully, includ-
ing silences, uhs, "you knows,- and grammatical incoherimc-, since we felt that the
process of achieving a response might in some cases he as interesting as the re-sponse itself.

Since there are far too many findings to report even in summary form, I have
identified five topics that I think are of central importance, since they influence so
many other areas of social thought: the conceptions of community and of law, the

I Joseph Adelson is professor of psychology at the Uni...,..rsity of Michigan at Ann Arbor. Thisarticle is adapted from a speech given in March by Adelsen at the Urban Development Forum,
which was sponsored by Research for flitter Schools in Philadelphia.
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growth of principles: and the grasp of human psychology and of social reality. In
each of these topics .ve see some significant and at times startling changes in chil-
dren's understanding during the tidolescent years. I will concentrate here particu-
larly upon those taking place in the earlier part of that period.

( 'WO l'N ITN"

The first, piece of advice to give any teacher preparing to work with ten, eleven,
caul twelve -year olds is that One ought nut to assume the child is talking about the
same things you :lie. We respect to such concepts as "government" or "society" or
"the state." the youngster may talk in a seemingly appropriate fashion; yet. when
you extend the conversation or query hint a hit. you may likely find something close
to a conceptual void. At the threshold of adolescence, children find it difficult to
imagine impalpable social *collectivities: they do not vet enjoy the sense of' communi-
ty.

We can illustrate this graphically by looking at the answers eleven and twelve-
year-olds give to the question 'What is the purpose of government'!" To begin with.
many of them cannot answer the question at all. Either they fall mute entirely or
provide obviously confused or irrelevant responses. In our cross-national study. we
found that 15 percent of eleven-year-olds could give no answer at all to the question.
More revealing yet is the number who are unable to give adequate answersthat is,
answers of sufficient coherence told complexity to allow their being coded. The cate-
gory "Simplistic. hissing the Point, Confused, Vague" accounts for .I:1 percent of re-
sponses among twelve-year-olds. A certain confusion about politics, government,
law. and society is endemic tinning preadolescent youngsters. But the failure to un-
derstand the idea of government and similar concepts of the collectivityis espe-
cially significant because these are the regnant ideas in thinking about social,
moral. and historical issues, and confusion, murkiness, error. and failure to grasp
these concepts makes itself felt throughout a much larger domain of cognition.

But to say that these youngsters art. mistaken or confused does not take as Very
far, since it does not tell us about the specific nature of the cognitive flaw. To ti.ider-
stand that, it may be best to turn to some specific responses, chosen at random.
from eleven-year-olds of average intelligence, to. the question On the purpose of gov-
ernment:

'to handle the state or whatever it is so it won't get out of hand, because if it
gets out of hand vou might have to . . people ought get mad or something.

Well . buildings. they have to look ov(- buildings that would be . . urn. that
wouldn't be any us:e of the land if they had crops on it or something like that. And
when they have highways the government would have to inspect them. certain n de-
tails. I guess that's about all.

:,..)() everything won't go wrong in the country. They want to have a government
because they respect hint and they think he's a good man.

Vhat strikes us first about these statements is that, in each case, the speaker
seems unable to rise securely abuse the particular. The child feels most comfortable
in remaining concrete, by turning to specific and tangible persons, events, and ob-
jectshence "government" becomes a "him," or the child talks about crops and
buildings and highway).). Of course an effort is made to transcend particularity, to
discover a goner: :l principle or idea, but the reach exceeds the grasp, as we can see
vividly in the first of these excerpts in which the speaker. seeking it general princi-
ple (" to handle the state"L give up and subsides into concreteness i"people might
get mad or something-1.

This shift from concrete to abstract modes of expression during the course of ado-
leScence is a dramatic one. In our cross-national study, no eleven-year-old child was
able to attain high-level abstractness in discussing the purpose of government: and
no eighteen-year-old- gave an answer as entirely concrete. Most eleven-year-olds (57
percent) can give only concrete responses. At thirteen and fifteen, a low level of ab-
stractness is the dominant mode of conceptualizing government. And at eighteen, a
strong majority of youngsters achieve a high level of abstractness.

The findim...;:: 1mmediately above are based on our cross-national survey. In other
studies we have tried different ways of categorizing responses, but the pattern re-
mains essontially the. same.

Unable to imagine "the community"that is, the invisible network of rules and
obligations binding citizens togetherthe child at the threshold of adolescence does
not quite understand the mutuality joining the individual and the larger society. lie
does understand power, authority, coercion: indeed, he understands those all to well,
in that his spontaneous discourse on "government" and the like relies heavilyat
times exclusivelyon the idea Of force, authority being seen as the entitlement to
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coerce. Yet even that is imagined only concretely: it is the policeman who pursuesand arrests the criminal. the judge who sentences him, and t he jailer who keeps
him. The less punitive purposes of the state are less readily discussed in large part,
we believe. becfluse the child. lacking idifferentiated, textured view of collectivities,
cannot quite grasp how they function or what their larger goals might be. The child
at this stage in.ty know that the government does things--fixes the streets, let ussay ;end that it does so in order to benefit the citizenry as a whole. But beyond
such tangible activities leading to such tangible benefits, the need and purposes of
the community remain a mystery. impenetrable.

Perhaps the most consistent finding we have is that the adolescent years witness
a shift from a personalized, egocentric to a sociocentric mode of understanding
social. political, historical, and moral issues. The sociocentric outlook is essentially
absent at the beginning of ;idulscnce--that is. when the child is ten, eleven, ortwelve, vet, it is More or loss universal by the time the child is seventeen or eight-
een. with most of the movement taking place in the period we are talking about,
somewhere between thirteen and fifteen years of age. The shift is dramactic in that
it involves a fairly complete reorganization of how these issues are perceived and
interpreted. We have here an expanding capacity to think in terms of' the communi-
ty. It does not mean that the youngster, having achieved that capacity. is held cap-tive by it. It does not mean that discourse about society, from that point on. ignoresindividual noels and perspectives. It does mean. however, that. the youngster,
having achieved sociocentriSm, is able to weigh the competing claims for ego and
other. of the individual and the state. or the larger community. lentil that point is
achieved, social perceptions tend to be truncated. and social judgments arid ratiocen-
ation ;ire vOlnerahle to the distortion of a narrow individualism

THE rAw

Perphaps the Most unnerving discovery we made upon first reading the interview
trans,.ripts was that a substantial minOritv att. our voungest respondents were capa-
ble. on occasion. of the mural purview of the I fun. On questions licrlme and
punishment, they were ablewithal seeming to bat an eyelash- to propose the
most sanguinary !IL; peace end harmony across the land. Ilene are
three examples, all true: 'lie discourse.of nice. clean-cut middle American thirteen-
yea -old boys. us their views on the control of came'

u)r, the best re.s,m for sending poiple to Well, these people who are in jail for
about live yea, must still own the same grudge. then 1 would put them in for triple
or double the ..tine. I think they would learn'their lesson then.

On how teach people not to ...mount crimes in the futon- Jail is usually thebest thing ':tit there are others.
. n the nineteenth century they used to torture

people for Joing things Now I think the best place to teach people is in solitary
runlitti'tn -.

On met.-tois of eliminating or reducing crime: I think that I would. . Well, like
if you nmy-lei. somebody you would punish then with death or something like this.
But I don't :h.nk that would help because they wouldn't learn their lesson. I think I
would give then some kind of scare or something.

These excerpt are not randomly chosen, since we have selected case marked by
colorful iiingtia,g and thought. Yet neither are they altogether atypical, in this
sense --t reprcs,.nt only the more extreme expressions of a far mom general social
and moral outlook. the tendency to sop law. gevernment, indeed most other institu-
tions...is committed prtm,inly to the suppression of wayward behavior. In this view,
human behavior tends toward pillage and carnage, and the social order is character-
istically on the brink of anarchy. That may overstate it a bit, but not by much.
Gradually but steadily., howev'r, an entirely different view of the purpose of law
erner:4('s in later adolescence. Toward the end of the period we are dealing with, and
certainly by the limn(' childern are fifteen and sixteen, the dominant stress upon vio-
lenc and injury has begun to diminish markedly. and it will more or less vanish by
the time the child reaches the age of eighteen.

Two other motif's similarly signal the end of the pre and early adolescent period.
One of these is the tendency to see laws as how.coh.,rtt as against restrictive, as de-
signed to help people. A characteristic statement: -The purpose of laws is to protect
people and brdp them out.- The purpose of law.: is to protect people and help them
out.'' Another motif, somewhat related, we :-..uspect. is one that links law to the
larger notion of community, that sees law as providing a means tOr interpersonal
harmony. tither ;inning competing social group.; or in the nation or the state as a
whole so that the country will be better place to live- ). These changes, from a
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purely restrictive to a benevolent or normative view of law, are as fundamental and
quantitatively. decisive as a shift from the concrete thinking to the abstract.

PRINCIPLES

We' hav so far observed two major developments in political thought from the
onset of adolescence to its end: the achievemt.nt of a sociocentric perspective, the
ability to think about social and moral and philosophical issues while keeping the
total community in mind; and the gradual abandonment of an authoritarian, puni-
tive view 01 norrality and the law. We now add a third theme: the youngster's capac-
ity to make use of moral arid political principlesideas and idealsin organizing
his thinking about social issues. Once available, that capacityaltersdecisively and
irrevocablythe youngster's definition of social issues, and at the same time it
alters the child's sense of himself as a social and political actor. Most current the-
ories of political attitudes and thinking stress the central significance of more or
less stable, more or less complex systems of belief, the presence of which allows the
person to organize his understanding of social end political reality. It is in the
period we now have under consideration that we first see the emergence of those
systems, as the child begins to use principles in co ning'to legal, moral, political and
social judgements. To judge by our interviews, however, it is a rather late develop-
ment in adolescence. We' seem to see the first signs of it when the child is between
fourteen and sixteen, and the..use of principles does not make itself felt fully until
the end of the adolescent period.

Perhaps we best begin by showing just how the older adolescent makes use of
principles in making judgements on social issue's. I lere is an eighteen-year old who
has just heen asked what the government ought to do about a religious group op-
posed to compulsory vaccination:

Well, anyone's religious beliefs have to be tolerated if not respected, unless it
comes down to where they have the basic freedoms. Well. anyone is 'free until he
starts interfering with someone else's freedom. Now, they don't have to get their
children vaccinated, but they shouldn't have anything to say what the other island-
ers do. if they want their children vaccinated. II' they're not vaccinated, they have
the chance they may infect some of the other children. But then that's isolated,
that's them, so if they don't get vaccinated, they don't have anyone else to blame.
(Do you think that the government should insist these people go along with what
the majority has to say, since they're such a small minority?) No, I don't thick that
the government should insist, but I think that the government should do its best to
make sure that these) people are well informed.. we'll-informed person willgeneral-
ly act m his own interest. I never heard of religion that was against vaccination.
'There are religions that are against blood transfusions.) If they want to keep their
bodies pure . . like) I said, I think that a well-informed citizen will act in his
own best interest. If he doesn't, at least he' should know what the possibilities are,
you know, the consequences. So I think the government's job is to inform the people.
In that case, at least. to inform them and not force them.

Younger children, when faced by a question of this type, find it difficult to reason
on the' issue. They come. down hard on one side or th other or cannot make up
theirminds and therefore hedge'; in support of their po,ition, they may put forward
a principle-like phrase, such as "freedom of religion,- but they cannot do much with
the idea except assert it. What we' see in the excerpt we have given which we choose
not because it is "brilliant- but because it is characteristic in late adolescenceis
the capacity to advance a ge'ne'ral and generalizing principle., which then allows the
youngster to talk about specific issues with some flexibility. These formulae need
not be' absolute in nature, nor rigidly applied; indeed, in many cases the youngster
brings forward circumstances that call for a suspension or modification of the prin-
ciple.

flow does the youngster conic. into possession of these. principles'.' As far as we can
tell, they are not constructed de novo but are acquired by the most mundane proc-
esses of learning, in the classroom or through the media, in the church or at home.
At moments one can almost see the civics or history textbook before the child's
inner eye as he struggle's with the question. Here is a youngster trying to answer a
question as to which law should he made permanent and unchangeable:

Well, freedom of speech is one, as you said. And then one law, well, I don't think
you should be in prison for a longer time than twenty-four hours without them tell-
ing the charge against You. Or freedom of the press or freedom of the religion, that
should never be changed. because anybody can pick any religion they want. There's
no certain religion that everybody has to-go by. Wan you think of any other kind of
law that ,should not he changed or is that about it?) There are some more laws, but I
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know what they are, but I can't really put it into laws, the Bill of Rights, you know,
the first ten amendments of the Constitution, uh, them laws, you know, that I -..haven't mentioned. They should be put in there, in the linit:..(1 states Constitution. 1
can't remember what they were-exactly, but if I had a history. book, I'd look themup, you know.

Ohviously, he has absorbed some it the principles of constitutional democracy.
albeit a bit imperfectly. Nevertheless, it is almost certain that the mode or discoursewe see here is not exclusively a function of learning; it depends also upon thegrowth of cognitive capacity. If we take a look at the interviews of average children
in the early and middle-adolescent period. we get some sense of the limits of learn-
ing before the child is intellectiially ready. Ninth and tenth graders have also been
exposed to the fundamental ideas of constitutional government, at least in the stu-dents we worked with; yet, it seemed to us that the learning does not quite "take,-
not completely. not sufficiently to allow the child to make use of it in ordinary con-
vers:lion The principles do not "come to mind.- even when the child is printed byhow the question is phrased. In writing the interview item on permanent Laws, wewere aware that younger children would not spontaneously think of laws or consti-tutional provisions guaranteeing fundamental freedoms, and so we decided to primethe pump. so to speak, by mentioning "freedom of speech" as an example. Nevert he-

very. few of our younger subjects took the hint. Instead, they concentrated 'atthose issuescrime and punishment, violence and injurythat most concernedthem and goner illy in the straightforwardly authoritarian manner we mentionedearlier:
They should have a law, like people should stop stealing, and if they do steal, theywould have to stay in jail for about a year until they settled down and stopped

doing that. And they should stop killing each other because that's not right.
And even when the child is not entirely obsessed with fantask.s of danger, the

response to this question usually betrays an inability to make general statements:Don't litter. Don't steal. Keep off the grass. Don't break windows. Don't run upthe stairs. -Don't play with matches. Keep matches out of reach of little children.
We (I() not want to make either too couch or too little of the child's acquisition ofprinciple. It does not usher in a golden era of humanistic wisdom. The ordinary

youngster acquires the conventional ideas and ideals of the world about hint, andunless he is intensely interested in social or philosophical or literary topics, he isunlikely to have ideas that are discernibly unique or penetrating. Yet on the otherhand. it is a development of some, importance. One. obvious reason is that until thechild acquires a capacity for general ideas, he does not understand most of the lan-
guage of social and moral discourse that envelopes him. lie is in that sense like thetourist in a foreign land, unable to speak or read the indigenous language, and not
quite sure what the customs signify. If he is facile enough, he may be able to mimic
some of the argot and conduct of the natives around hint, yet studied inquiry wouldsot in reveal the lacunae and confusions. Time and again in our interviews with pre-and early adolescentsthose. let us say, between eleven and fourteenwe comeupon st.r.:11 instances wherein the child's mimetic talent allowed him' to talk asthough he knew the language when, in fact, he did not. The majority rules, thechild says. Ali, we say in turn, so tell us about Ow majority. Then the child replies,oh, that's when everybody agrees.

Achieving a grasp of principle also means that the child can resist the appeal ofthe immediate. In.nce is less vulnerable to mere sentiment. The government wants
to build a highway and needs some farm land. The farmer resists; the authoritie:,
insist. Who is right? Without sonic general idea to aid him either the virtues ofproperty or the common good or eminent domain or some suchthe youngster is
not far from helpless in telling us what ought to be done, and why. Either he sideswith the farmer. sentimentalized as the underdog, or with the government, senti-
mentalized as the guardian of' the public weal. Without the guidance of principle, he:4. we feel, so subject to the tug of emotion, and thu,, of demagoguery, that he
cannot make reasoned--and hence reliabledecisions. fIc is much too responsive tothe evident good.

One mere comment before we leave this topic. It may be worth repeating that the
term -principles- refers to both ideas arid ideals. The increasing conceptual grasp ofthe adolescent allows him to come to an understanding of the conventions of social
and moral reality as understood by the community at large. At the same time he
becomes capable of cognizing the "irreal- as well, and hence of being in touch with
the values, hopes, and utopian belief's of the culture as a whole. I lance the grasp of
principles moons t hat the child can become both more "realistic- and "idealistic.
has been our unfortunate habit to concentrate upon "adolescent idealism- as
though that were a dominant moral outlook of the adolescent period. In fact, the
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child's realism, the child's becoming socialized to the conventions of the culture. is a
far more conspicuous feature of this era. But what ;5 perhaps most important is that
we see a dialectic between these attitudes, between being realistic and being idealis-
tic.

UNDERSTANDING HUMAN BEHAVIolt

Near the beginning o; the interview schedule we introduced a series of questions
about law and laws. semi( of which we have already mentioned. What is the func-
tion of law? What would happen in a world without law" How and why do people
get into trouble with the law? In developing the topic, we want to get some sense of
how youngsters understand the psychology of malfeaseance. One of our questions
put forth the following proposition: some percentage of people need laws to keep
them from getting into trouble, while others "follow their consciences naturally and
do not need laws.' We then asked what accounted for the difference between these
two types of people.

What interests us here are not the particular theories proposedthese are fairly
commonplace hut rather the somewhat abrupt shift in the child's capacity to talk
about human psychology, a shift that in its rudiments seems to take place fairly
early in adolescencemost of the time it is visible between the ages of eleven and
thirteen. Here are some typical eleven-year-olds trying to distinguish betwc.on those
who are naturally law abiding and those who need laws to guide them:

Well . . most people, some people they don't like, like speeding, they don't like
to do this, but some people like . . . maybe . . . grownup people some people like to
speed a lot.

Well about the person I think he had been pushed around and people don't like
him and stuff. The people that do not like, the lawswell they probably had friends
and he didn't get into much trouble so they just got used to it.

Well . . (pause, question repeated) well, it could be that the person who thinks
that they were law abiding, I mean the criminals, they see things wrong. (Ilow do
you mean?) Well I mean they see . . . I can't explain it.

One is struck immediately by the sheer confusion of these comments: ideaseven
phrasesdo not quite connect to each other. There are gaps in discourse. Our expe-
rience has been that this sort of confusion suggests not so much ignorance, or fool's
knowledge, as it does the child's earnest attempts to reach something just out of his
grasp. He does not quite have the conceptual means to achieve a dimly sensed end.
We sense that our third respondent is trying to say something about the social out-
look of the delinquent ("they see things wrong ") while the second is speaking
psycho-historically, that is, trying to link miscreancy to past experience ("he had
been pushed around . . . and stuff ). In these instances we feel that the child's es-
sential problem is a difficulty linking part to whole, particular to general, and vice
versa. We may imagine that given the category "law abiding," the child's mind hits
upon "speeding" as an instance of that larger category but cannot go beyond that,
tf(,)t is, cannot yet link speeding to other forms of soci-I malfeasance, nor can he
develop a differentiated view of the category "law abiding- that will allow him to
classify different instances within it.

Even when the eleven-year-old's response is not quite so confused, it generally re-
veals some distinct limitations in the appraisal of human behavior. Here is a more
typical response from a child at this ageit is neither the least nor the most ad-
vanced:..

Oh, well. someonetheir-immt-trittl--thttl-might -separate or something and neither
one wanted them or something like that, didn't like them very much and oh, if they
happened to turn bad, I mean just, and they had troublepretty soon if they keep
doing that and pretty bad conditions they'll probably get in a lot of trouble.

Once we get into this long, meandering sentence, we discover that it contains not
one but two theories of micreancy and its sourcesthe first of these having to do
with parental rejection, the second suggesting that triviai sins that go uncorrected
lead implacably to larger ones. But here we see even more clearly the problem in
being unable to find a suitable language. Our youngster speak's only about specific
acts or feelingsas though he were the most naive type of behaviorist, one who had
vowed to avoid all speculation about internal states of mind. In a year or two this
very youngster, proposing the same theory, will almost certainly be able to tell us
that kids who come from broken families feel bt:d about themselves and become'
trouble makers; but at this moment, although the child seems to have that general
idea in mind, even the concept "broken family" may be a bit too abstract (or too
unfamiliar) to state. Similarly, even such familiar denominatives as "trouble
maker'' or "delinquent- may be difficult either to understand or to express comfort-
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ably At any rate. we note at this age level although not universal even herea
common reliance on action language, the child being unable to talk about "traits-or
-;:haracter" of other structures or tendencies of the personality. Instead he talksabout specific acts of malfeasance.

Children at this age have no stable idea of the personality nor an understanding
,of motives beyond the most simple (getting mad, getting even, teaching a lesson).)The youngster cannot think in terms of gradations of motives nor of variations in
personality. Nor can he formulate the impact of the situation upon the personality.
Nor can he propose a theory. of incentives beyond simple coercion, nor can he recog-
nize the symbolic or indirect effects of rewards and punishment.

What we have, in short. is a markedly impoverished conception of the personality.'Motives are few and starkly simple- -fear, anger. revenge, envy, the wish to he liked.,Motives tend to be either:o in character--the child cannot easily think in terms.ofconflict of motives, of compromises among them. or of other dialectical processes
that would ultimately determine behavior.

We also see a sharp limitation in time perspective. The child at this age seemsunable to grasp fully the effect of the past upon the present, in that he does not
seem to consider the cited of personal history ton current conduct. That state-
ment needs some qualification. The child may mention the immediate precipitantsof a course of current conduct but finds it difficult to link the present to more
remote events in the person's past. Equally striking is the difficulty the youngster
shows in tracing out spontaneously the potential effect of curent conduct upon laterevents Again, we do not want to overstate this: if the question clearly asks forfuture consequences (what would happen if there were no laws?), the child will
imagine those consequence's. But in ordinary discourse. the -time window" seems
quite narrow. Beyond that. the youngster is rarely able to imagine dialectical proc-
esses taking place in the future as the result of decisions taken todaythat, for ex-ample, an unpopul,ir law may ultimately generate law breaking or other forms of
underground opposition.

It inay seem to b.. loading the dice somewhat to take our examples so exclusively
from the realm of crime and punishment. given the child's obsessive involvementwith these issues. Yet We see these difficulties elsewhere, even when the child is
discussing virtue or merit, and for some of the same reasons an uncertain sense of
major and minor. relevant and irrelevant.

There are some surprising similarities hetWeell the preadolescent patterns in
learning to understand human psychology and the gradual, at times faltering. stepshe takes in developing a sense tl.ality. In both instances we come acrossproblems in classification: what belongs to what; how to construct a hierarchy of
types and functions: how to specify boundaries and limits. In both instances we per-ceive a shortness of time perspective, the youngster being unable initially to imag-ine the effect of the past upon the present, or more than the immediate effect of
current social events upon the more or less remote future. And in both inst:inces we
note what can only be called a thinness of texture: the child does not seem to grasponnplexity, or interaction.

We want to begin by looking at a specific social institution in order to describe
the changes that take place in the youngster's grasp of a structure and function and
of its relation to larger social processes. We chose the idea of ''political party" fOr
sever-.d reasons: to begin with. almost all children raised in democratic countries are
exposed to information about political parties. and in the fullness of time, achieve
an adequate understanding of them; secondly. as an institution, it is neither so dif-fuse our so various that.different youngsters may have had entirely different experi-
ences of it

It comps as n surpris to most people how little children at the (inset of adoles-
cence actually understand about the nature and purpose of the political party. Since
the knowledge of parties seems to be so ubiquitous and since the child is exposed to
that knowledge regularly in the mass media, at home, or in school, we are likely to
assume that the exposure has resulted in some learning. especially so if the child isthe kind who is alert to current events. Nevertheless. a distinct majority of children
at the age of eleven, twelve, and thirteen cannot give satisfactory answers to
straightforward questions on the purpose and functioning of political partiesandby "satisfactory- we mean no exalted standards of comprehension. Either theycannot answer the questions at all (about 15 percent ut age eleven) or they give an-
swers that are tither too diffuse to be coded or plainly in erroi. What is of particu-
lar interest is the kind of mistake the child is liable to make when he does venture

I 2
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an opinion. The most common of these is the tendency to confuse the functions of
the party with those of government as a whole. The party is seen as
making laws or carrying out either the general or specific tasks of the state. But
here are some characteristic expressions of the misunderstanding from some twelve-
year-old boys chosen randomly:

Ah, what, like the United States? I think they have these parties because they
want to help the United States be a better state, I mean a better country and thing.:
like that. And then that's why they have one every one or two years.

I guess because if they wanted a law a certain way then they could have it that
way. (probe( I guess if they had a law that people couldn't kill, I guess they didn't
like it that way. (Didn't like what?) Some people don't like laws and some people do.

To keep people in order. (What else.!).That s all I have to say. (Further probes To
keep people in order like I just said.

In these examples we sense that the child cannot yet classify, that is, cannot yet
establish boundaries between the separate functions and structures of the political
proses. Since he has hei,rd that parties are involved in elections, he may see them
as carrying out elections; since he grasps vaguely that they are connected to govern-
ment, he imputes to them some of the functions of government.

We might mention here, somewhat narenthetically, that these confusions and
errors ;p-e by no means limited to the topic' of the political party. We find much the
same pattern in the early years of adolescence, when the child is addressing more
general questions about governing. They can find it difficult to distinguish among
the legislative. executive, and judicial apparatuses of the state; for that matter, they
can find it difficult to distinguish between the government, the state, and the
nation, all of which seem to blend into each other. That confusion of element, part
standing for wholes and vice versa, characterizes the child's early apprehension of
social and governmental institutions.

Tile next stage is marked by an accAt'ate. although rudimentary, grasp of institu-
tional function. It is a distinct advance over the confusion and error we have seen in
the example's just given, and yet compared with what the child will later be capable
of, it is marked by what we will call thin texture. The child will fasten upon a
single. at most two, aspect of structure of function. With respect to political parties,
we will be told that the party puts forward candidates or stands for certain ideas or
supports candidates. From the interview:

To help the candidates running to have a better chance of getting the office..
Well. so that the people can express their views.
It's to help the people find their candidates and to back the people when they are

candidate's.
The change from thin to thick texture is difficult to describe succinctly, since it

may involve somewhat different processes. In the most simple form, we find a capac-
ity to describe multiple aspects or functions of the institution being discussed. Thus,
in relation to political parties, the youngster may tell us that parties both represent
positions and support candidate's, or that they both finance. and organize for issue's
and their nominees. A step beyond that level is the ability to synthesize several
ideas in a single statement. Ilea. is an eighteen-year-old speaking on the advantages
of political parties:

A well, if you have' a whole bunch of people with different ideas but have a gov-
ernment that's to be run, you are not going to get much accomplished, but if you
put them together in a group, and then they pool their assets and ideas, then they
have enough power to do something about what they want, than everybody just
talking hew want

Now this is by no means an extraordinary statement: the' ordinary citizen would
make it And yet its very ordinariness may conceal from us that an important con-
ceptual advance has taken place. She is telling us that parties are both efficient and
potent in that they are able to unify otherwise disparate political voices: ideas in
unison can be powerful, as they are not when voiced separately.

For reasons that are still obscure, at least to me, the degree of achievement of
hypothetico-deductive reasoning that Piaget and other cognitive theorists have dem-
onstrated to he involved in advance modes of reasoning in relation to scientific prob-
lems seems to be far less widespread in the social and philosophical reasoning of
adolescents. When this degree of achievements occurs, it seems to take place much
later in the child's dewlopment. The kind of cognitive operations that many chil-
dren can perform at the ages of thirteen to fifteen when confronted with the math-
ematical and scientific problems seem to elude the grasp of all but the most excep-
tional youngsters when they confront problems of equivalent difficulty in the realm
of social and humanistic ideas. and even among that exceptional group the level is
nut achieved until the age of eighteen.
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SONI CONCLUSIONS FOR TKACIIING

To return to the question we' began from: Can the teacher of adolescents -learn.
something from these findings? Can they improve the way we teach social and hu-manistic subjects?

In the course of preparing this essay, I read a good deal of the technical literature
on learning, on concept formation, on whatever seemed germane, giving especiallyclose scrutiny to those writingsfew in number, alasthat make some effort toapply what we have learned, in the laboratory to the actualities of teaching theyoung. It is not an edifying experience. The will is there, the earnestness, even acertain bumptiousness. Yet almost invariably something seems to be lost in transla-tion. and with the best will in the world, we seem generally unable to use empirical
findings, even reliable ones, to provide useful counsel to the educator. I think it canbe done., but it will not be done easily. and it will certainly not be done by those
who, like myself, are not directly engaged in teaching primary and secondary school
youngsters. For that reason, what follows is offered modestly, indeed timidly.When I first began doing the studies reported in this paper, my next-door neigh-bor was a man who taught ocial studies at our local junior high school. I soon
found myself trying out my findings on him, and although I don't know whether my
observations improved his teaching, his observations on my findings certainly shar-
pened my research. One day I consulted him about the following problem. The inter-view schedule contained several questions on taxes through whiCh we had hoped to
explore the child's understanding of the larger social functions of taxation, for ex-ample, to provide incentives or deterrents for certain economic or social activities,
or to redistribute income. The power to tax is the power to destroy, as we all havebeen told; when does the youngster grasp this and equivalent ideas about the indi-
rect functions of the taxing authority'?

As soon as we began doing the interviews we became aware that we had overshot
the mark, in that the child's understanding of taxes was far lest; developed than we
had expected it to be. Some of the younger children among the ten and eleven-year-
olds understood next to nothing, only that the tax was something collected at the
store when you bought something or something that one's parents had to pay to
someone. More commonly, children did understand that the function of taxes Was to
raise revenue for government, but few of them could tell us more than that, andonly a handful understood much about the use of taxes as a means of channeling
economic and other behavior.

One day I mentioned to my neighbor the general nature of these findings and how
surprised our research group had been to discover how little children understood
about this topic. lie thought for a moment, then said that he himself was not sur-
prised. Taxation was a required subject matter in the ninth grade civics course he
taught, and he had found that children had trouble with it, indeed so much so that
he tended to give the topic short shrift, moving on to more engaging issues as soon
as he had covered the fundamentals. But why do the children have trouble, 1 asked.
He wasn't sure. but he suspected it was because they did not find taxes to be of any
direct importance to them. It was seen as an "adult!' concern, and as a consequence
they were bored. Being bored, they would not learn the information. That was, !-should say, a characteristic formulation by my neighbor;Jhe tended strongly to a mo-
tivational theory of learning, holding that if the child's interest could be captured,
learning would follow as the night the day. As for myself, I was then in the first
flush of a newly acquired Piagetism and urged that perspective on him, suggesting
that the youngsters were not cognitively ready for those materials and that their
boredom and inability to learn reflected an underlying confusion due to conceptualimmaturity.

I am now not at all sure that 1 was right and my neighbor wrong. or vice versa. I
suspect that we were both partly right, in that we had touched upon the tight di-
mensions; interest or motivation, cognitive capacity, and information (or knowl-
edge). In this essay I have stressed cognifire growth almost to the exclusion of other
determinants of learning. I think that stress legitimate given the general neglect of
that outlook until recently. Yet it must be understood to represent only one element
of a more complex process wherein capacity, knowledge, and motivation interact
-Continuously. If the child is not ready cognitively to grasp a particular concept, he
will be unsteady in his grasp of related information, and he will also fail to show
much interest in the general topic; at the same time, a high level of interest may
stimulate the acquisition of knowledge,and enhance cognitive capacity. Within
limits, the mind stretches to fulfill its intellectual needs. In that sense the approach
represented herecognitive developmental does not represent anything new so far
as education is concerned. To the contrary, if one reads Piaget's writings on educa-
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tion, or example, one isinunediately struck by its closeness in spirit to the work of
John Dewey

What, then. can this approach do for us.' With respect to practical teaching it can
alert Its to the sources of specific oilliculties the child is likely to experience in
learning new information and ideas. Conversely, it may alert us to otherwise un-
recognized intellectual opportunities the child is ready for and may teach us how to
teach the child to grasp those opportunities. Let me offer an example. We found
that at the outset of adolescence the youngster cannot adopt an as -if or conditional
attitude to social or psychological phenomena. What is, is, now: tied forever. Bad
people are had and good people are good. if it law is passed, the child assumes it will
.stay in place eternally, and he has a hard time understanding that it can be over-
-turned; he has an even harder time grasping that it might be amended. that one
part of a law might be retained and another part rejected: it is all or nothing. One
of the unrecognized achievements of the adolescent period is the acquisition of the
concept of amendment. which is itself part of a larger movement of the mind away
from static, either 'or conceptions of events, structures, and persons. The more inclu,
sive concept of mutability fur example, of persons changing or institutions in flux,
is not easily grasped until middle to late adolescence.

Now it seems to be vitally important that a teacher charged with the instruction
of young adolescents would do well to keep that knowledge in mind, particularly
since he is charged with teaching dynamic processesthat is. processes involving
changerelating to persons and societies. If he is teaching ribous "laws- he ought,
at the least. remain aware that although he may have in mind modifiable statutes
passed by a legislative body, the eleven-year-olds he is talking to have in mind some-
thing like the Ten Commandments. One might, in general want to avoid certain
topi,s as being too difficult conceptually; or one might try to develop methods of
finessing those limitations, doing an end run around them; or one might want to
develop methods of overcoming them. That choice is up to the teacher, and to the
deviser of curricula.

Probably the most common problem the child experiences in dealing with social
and humanistic materials is achieving the proper degree of abstractness: and the
most common error the teacher makes come from a failure to recognize the child's
problem or to take account of it. As I suggested earlier in this essay, the child has a
remarkable mimetic capacity, an ability to use the language of abstractness without
genuine understanding. Ile may use a word.like "majority" confidently, yet once we
begin to query him we found he has only the vaguest idea of its meaning. Another
such word is "government." Another is "election." By the former term, the ten- or
eleven- or twelve-year-old child may very well have in mind the governor or the
mayor or some other figure cloaked in the robes of authority. The child at the same

.age may not really know what it means to be "elected." Ile does not necessarily
connect it with an electoral process but confused it with being appointed, or perhaps
even being anointed, that is, with having somehow assumed the cloak of authority.

Looking back, it is painfully clear that many of our first interviewees did not un-
6rstand the meaning of these and other terms; nevertheless, it took us a long time
to realize it. A youngster would half recognize a term and answer with some appro-
priate cliche or stark response, one sufficiently plausible to allow the conversation
to continue. After we had examined several of these hall-on, half-off responses, it
would dawn on us that something was not quite right, and we would then discern
that there was it concept present somewhat beyond the ken of the youngsters in
question.

Why did we not see this immediately? Because the language of social and human-
istic disciplines so largely overlaps common parlance, and its principles so largely
overlap both common sense and common experience. That is not likely to happen in
more technical disciplines. If I quiz a youngster on the properties of the isosceles
triangle, his ignorance and confusion will be evident immediately; but if I quiz him
about law and government, he may well be able to improvise sufficiently to conceal
these states of mind. It is not that the youngster aims to deceive his interlocutor;
rather, he may only be aiming to please, to give the answers that are wanted. It is
the examiner who does the rest, filling in the gaps and elisions, imputing to the
child a level of understanding that is largely in the mind of the beholder.

I might say here, a bit parenthetically, that there seems to be a general tendency
among adults to inflate the understanding of the child in these areas. I have no firm
idea why this is so. but I've seen this tendency in myselfit took me a long time to
accept what the transcripts were clearly saying about the cognitive capacities of the
children. I have since seen other adults, with few exceptions, make the same error,
generally saying something along these lines; the findings may he true for this par-
ticular sample of 'children but would not be true for the children they knew, refer-
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ring tacitly to their own children. But if they were to give the interview to theirown children, as I do to mine, they would discover, as I did, that the intellectual
gestalt that the child offers, via an overall aura of brightness, simplv ..onceals the
actual dowert level of cognitive capacity. I suspect that classroom teachers, who dealwith a variety of youngsters through the day. are less likely to misappraise cogni-
tive level quite so often or to the usual degree; vet. I also suspect that the direction
of error is similar, that they perceive in the child a more advanced grasp than istruly the case..

That may not be ;t had thing, so far as education is concerned. to teach up rather
than down in terms of cognitive level It seems to me it may be helpful to introduce
concepts just beyond the easy reach of the youngster. The cautions here are obvious:the concepts should nut be too advanced nor should there he so many of them tee
cope with that the child feels overwhelmed. But keeping these cautions in mind, theteacher ought not to refrain from the use of, let us say, abstract ideas. notions of'
historical influence. or ;my of the other concepts or perspectives we have found to
be difficult tOr children at the threshold of adolescence. In sumo case's, these arehelpful in prGviding a framework --albeit a loose or hazy one--to help the child o-
ganize the more concrete ideas he is more comfortable with.

Take as an example the concept of democracy. If a youngster between the ages of
ten and twelve is asked to give a definition of that word he will almost certainly beunable to do see satislarhnily. Iie may address the question in strictly emotive
terms, pronouncing on its merits. or he may mix up specific aspects of democratic

-elections of the legislature or the presidency--with the system itself'. Yet,if you extend the conversation with the child, you may find that he has in his grasp
most of the specific elements that make up democratic modes of government. It
seems tee me that the teacher would at this point do well to help the child connectwhat'll(' can graspthe more or less concrete aspects of government tee the more
general concepts. such as democracy. Often the-problem is less in the child than it isin the adult, because ;tdultsalmost reflexivelythink abstractly when thinking
about ;thstract matters, and when faced with incomprehension, tend to explainthings by piling ;ibst ract ion upon abstr'actfun

There is ;mother reason why we may want tee teach concepts the child is riot quite
prepared to grasp fullywhen they embody values we deem vital. Many Americanyoungsters it this age will. when prompted, Use such phrases its "freedom ofspeech" or "freedom of religion" orin ;1 few cases--Bill of Rights." Further dis-
cussion reveals that their understanding is incomplete or' incorrect in important
ways. They ;ire certainly unable tee grasp these ideas as abstractions. Yet these con-
cepts are by no means empty of meaning tee them. The child may well have an idea
of First Amendment rights that is overblown or :Mstird: he inay, for example. think
that it means an utterly untrammeled tolerance for freedom of expression: but what
is more important is that he. has grasped, in however inchoate a fashion. the kernel

the fete;, of rights, and in time that idea will be. placed in context, given reaso-
mance. qualified. and see on. What is more important is that some of the American
reverence for -rights' has been communicated tee the child.

Much the same can be said for the democratic rituals that the child is exposed tee
as part of his schooling. In trying to discuss the electoral process. somc of our chil-
dren adverted to the elections for student council or class president or most popular
boy or girl that they had experienced. It was clear enough that the younger ones
had only the dine nest notion of the connections, if ;my, between those processes and
the. electoral politics they learned about in the mass media. It is tempting to dismiss
those exercises, precisely because they seem tee be see hollow, see :absent of genuine.
understanding. Rut talking to se) many dozens of adolescent children myself andreading so many hundred, of their interviews has persuaded me that these presum-
anly empty rituals do have ;in important socializing effect in habituating the childto the practices of democratic politics.

PREPARED STATEN1ENT ION. MICKEY LELAND, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
PROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Mr. Leland, :gr. rhitirman, members of the committee. I think Flora Lewis put it
most succinctly in ;in op-ed piece in the New York Times last week when she stated:
"Perhaps we' must admit that }mina!, society hasn't evolved tee the point of seekingpeace in fact as well its in prayer."

The political violence encompassing the globe is finest alarming. Daily we read or
hear about eerie' more instances of war. We are increasingly becoming immune to the
outbreak of skirmishes in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Middle East as we sit
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comfortably hack and watch T.V. in the sanctions of our homes. Yet, we come quick
Iv to our senses when we discover that children are the ultimate victims of war. We
need to see war through their eyes to realistically come to terms about war's effects.

Whether from Belfast, Vietnam. El Salvador, Israel. Lebanon or Ethiophia to
name but a few countries experiencing the devastations of warchildren are exhib-
iting a fierce will to survive, especially in countries coat inually at war. The children
of today appear to be taking a more sophisticated approach toward war.

By losing family and or friends at an early age, the children living in artorn
countries lose their childhood early. They learn to depend on themselves. It has
been reported in many cases, that those kids who have suffered most are the ones
who are more optimistic about their futures and in some circumstances, they show
the greatest amount of charity toward humankMd. If this is the case, we all have a
lot to learn from these children. Further, we must learn about these children to
even begin to understand the kind of adults they'll become.

We must open not only our hearts but our minds to their experiences, and maybe,
just maybe, we might see the world in a more realistic light.

Thank you Mr Chairman. I applaud the efforts of the committee for addressing
such a difficult subject.

OPENING STATEMENT or I loN. PATRICIA SCHROEDER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO

Mr Chairman. I commend vou for holding a hearing on an important subject that
mo,:t I if us want to push to the back of our minds. We think that if we don t reflect
on it. we' will avoid being brought face to face with our own fears about nuclear war.

Yet ail of as remember vividly th:it during the first hearing of the Select Commit-
tee the young people front Save the Children repeatedly shared with us their fears
of weir. The refreshing thing about children is that they so clearly express what
they think and feel; unlike adults, they have not yet mastered the art of hiding
their thoughts and uncertainties from themselves and others.

The recent tragic downing of the Korean passenger airliner made us all aware
how fragi!, life is arid how close we can come to global war and another llolocaust.

Children absorb the events that swirl around them and are either molded by
them or destroyed by them. "The Diary of Anne Frank" was a vivid expression of
one child's efforts to make sense out of a senseless world. Ile fears are our fears
and her hopes should he our hopes. She said:

"I s'Nnply can't build my hopes on a foundation of confusion, misery, and death. I
see the world gritAuitlly being turned into a wilderness. I beet: the approaching
thunder I can feel the suffering of millions.

Yet. if I look up into the heavens. I think that it will all come out right one of'
these days: that this cruelty will end, and that peace and tranquility will return
again."

Although these words were written more than III years ago by a young girl in
hiding in the Netherlands, they express the longings that we all have today for a
peaceful world.

am delighted to welcome the children who have joined us today and look for-
ward tee the testimony to he' presented by our either witnesses.

°Pl.:NISI; STATEMENT or, floN. Jmnev M. PAWERSON. A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
Fkom THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr Chairman. I would like to commend you for arranging today's hearing on
"Children's Fears of War." As we continue to pursue the complex problems which
children in today's world face. I believe this topic is timely and appropriate. The'
fear of war in a nuclear age presents a y.er real and imminent danger to adults and
children alike.

This issue may be more difficult than others, because it touches on the irrational,
It presents the ultimate moral dilemma. and it forces us to consider the "unthink-
able....

As policymakers, each of us bears the responsibility for making the world a better
place in which to live. We must weigh practical considerations, and we must meas-
ure our priorities Carefully. In the end, we are accountable for the. consequences of
our decisions

I mention this fact. because I believe the atmosphere in which we live and in
Which we nurture our children is very important. The physical environment is
equally as important as the psychological environment. Where children are not pro-

29-498 0 - 84 - 9
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vided proper nourishment, their health is fragile and their bodies are weak. Wherechildren are not given stimulus and educational opportunity, they lack incentiveand do not learn. Likewise, where children are not given hope, their dreams shatter.Today's hearing is very important. It will give us an opportunity to hear directly
from young people about their thoughts on what it means to grow up in a nuclear
age. I have often considered how times have changed and how children today viewthe attempts of world leaders to control the arms race. What meaning do the wordsSALT or START have for them? Do they understand the serious nature of decisionswhich are being made about the future of the world? Do they feel threatened by thepossibility of senseless destruction or annihilation of the world?

Today's hearing will be very enlightening, and for those of us sensitive enough tolisten to the voices of the future, I believe, we may better understand and considerthe measure of our priorities today. Thank you.

1
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Threat in the Nuclear Age:

Childrens' Responses to the Nuclear Arms Debate

Louis Borgenicht
University of Utah School of Medicine

Abstract

Concern about the psychosocial effects of the currently increasing

nuclear arms 1.-e has been raised in a 1982 American Psychiatric Assoc-

iation Task Force report. Seventy-five intermediate school children aged

11 to 12 years responded to a questionnaire in Salt Lake City, Utah, USA,

focusing on various aspects of the nuclear arms debate. Children wee

aware of nuclear issues by age 12 and expressed a variety of perspectives

on the realities of nuclear threat and implications for the future. Most

disturbing was a pervading sense of fatalism.

The growing governmental,public and media discussion of issues

relating to the nuclear arms race is a fact of daily life in the United

States of America. Hardly a day passes without an editorial conmentary,

newspaper report, or television programme dealing with some aspect of the

nuclear arms race.

Educators, psychologists and mental health professionals have realized,

for a number of years, that children have not grown up in a nuclear vacuum

and are cognizant, on some level, of the discussions currently being con-

ducted. This realization has stimulated a broad spectrum of activities

from concerned professionals: examinations of the responsibility of edu-

cators and physicians to address aspects of the nuclear arms race (Cassel

and Jameton, 1982),, commentaries on psychological stereotyping in inter-

national relations (Hack, 1932), studies of childrens' attitudes (Beardslee

and Mack, 1982, videotapes of classroom interviews on the nuclear threat

(Chivian and Snow, 1982), and the development of age-appropriate curricula

and educational programs designed to assist childrens' learning about

aspects of the nuclear arms race (Snow, Note 1).

The crux of these recent concerns about the developing attitudes of

children and youth in the age of nuclear anxiety has been eloquently expres-

sed by Escalona (1982):
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To the extent that the present functioning of society

conveys to children a picture of passive and evasive

withdrawal, of fear and belligerence toward other nations,

and of not even trying to combat a host of evils loth

large and.small - to that extent the effects of the

nuclear peril upon us also affects the development cg

our children. (p. 607)

This reasoned argument sounds almost like a call of warning for

adult society to examine its own attitudes and action in order to under-

stand those of our children. No one, either inside or outside government,

is freed from responsibility according.to Escalona. It is in the spirit

Of understanding and education that this paper is written. It reviews

comments on personality development in the light of nuclear peril; inform-

ation from previous studies on children's attitudes towards nuclear issues;

results of a study in Salt Lake City, Utah; and makes suggestions for

future academic and educational activities in the field.

Personality Development in Children in the Light of Nuclear Threat

Children of all ages are aware of their environments: Their inter-

pretations of reality depend both on their cognitive and emotional levels

and the manner in which the world appea's to them. Behaviours and

attitudes of adults are often mimicked by children. Thus are notions

about sexuality and social relations, for example, internalized. Even

if such topics are never formally discussed, many children have formulated

thoughts and feelings about them.

Attitudes towards the future and politics are no exception to this

model. Escalona (1982) suggests that:

...young children, by and large, tend to see their own

country as ideal, far superior to all other, very

powerful and protective. With advancing age presidents

and.prime ministers are no longer seen as infallible super-

heroes, t.dt a naive trust in the country generally remains
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unshaken. (p. 601)

...they interpret national and international affairs by

drawing on their personal experience. (p 802)

Studies of Children's Attitudes to r!uclear Issues

Most of the studies of attitudes of children to nuclear developments

have been conducted through the use of questionnaire and interview. Two

of the earliest were reported in 1965, stimulated by events surrounding

the Berlin and Cuban Missile crises. In a volume entitled, Behavioral

Science and Human' Survival, Escalona (1965) focused on the detrimental

effects of nuclear concerns,on normal personality development while

Schwebel (1965) considered the difficulty of ascertaining whether path-

ological attitudes and behaviours resulted from fear or denial expressed

by students in his survey.

The American Psychiatric Association Task Force on Psychosocial

Aspects of Nuclear Developments undertook a major study of children's

attitudes from 1977-1980 (Beardslee and Mack, 1982). Their operating

assumption was that "youth were relatively isolated from the nuclear

debate" (Beardslee and Mack, 1982, p. 73). The findings are somewhat

difficult to interpret since varied populations were studied and different

:questionnaires were used during the two years of the study. Certain

conclusions about children's views of the nuclear threat were reached

based on a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the 1,152 questionnaires

completed by children ages 10-18.

The authors of the American Psychiatric Association Task Force felt

strongly that the most significant finding of their study was that there

3i)
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is a general unquiet or uneasiness about the future and about the present

nature of nuclear weapons and nuclear power" (Beardslee and Mack, 1982,

p. 89). Many children said that they became aware of nuclear issues before

the age of 12 and that their sources of information were the media, the

classroom, and parents. They expressed a degree of pessimism: seventy

per cent suggested that the United States would be ruined as a result

of a nuclear attack.

Responses to a number of other questions indicated ambivalence.

There was great disagreement both about the meaning and value of civil

defense. This was also evident in responses to a question asking, "What

does the word 'nuclear' bring to mind?" (Beardslee and Mack, 1982, p. 75).

Most children tended to make associations reflecting thinking both about

nuclear weapons and nuclear energy.

The report speculates about the effect of such disquietude, ambivalence

and pessimism on normal healthy psychological development and urges that

education about nuclear issues is essential to assist children in handling

thcir fears.

The Salt Live City Study

In Octc)er 1982 a ouestionnaire was completed by 75 intermediate school

children in Salt Lake City, ages 11-12 years, prior to their viewing a'

videotape and hearing a lecture on the medical and environmental consequ-

ences of nuclear explosions. The questionnaire was developed by an educat-

ional project, (Facing History and Ourselves, Note 2) and was similar to that

used in the American Psychiatric Association study. The children had

received no formal education a t nuclear issues and thus their responses

may bevier,ed as relatively fresh and undirected.
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Table 1

Question Response

1. List any ideas or images 70 listed only weapons

that come to you when you 5 listed weapons and nuclear

hear the word "nuclear". power

2. How old were you when you

were first aware of nuc-

leer issues?

Age Number.of children

7 2

8 8

9 11

10 20

11 16

12 9

Don't know 6

No answer 3

3. What do you know about 21 "nothing"

civil defense? 13

41

"don't,. know"

no response

Do you think that nuclear 40 "yes"

war will occur in our 20 "maybe" or "don't know"

lifetime? 13

2

"no"

no response

5. Do you think you could

survive a nuclear attack on: our city country world

"no" 59 31 28

"yes" 10 25 35

"maybe" or "aon't know" 6 19 12

6. Do you think the threat of

nuclear war is becoming: greater remaining diminishing
same

56 16 4

32
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Table-1 delineates the children's responses to questions ,1-6. With

the exception of question 1, in which the specific "ideas or images" were

categorized as either weapons or non-weapons related by the investigator,

all responses to these questions were objective.

Question 7, on the other hand, necessitated purely subjective res-

ponses. All 75 children responded to a question asking "how has the

threat of nuclear war affected your thinking about the future?" Some

suggested "I may not be able to see the future", "I'm not worried nor

shall I be because we have to live now", and That I'm afraid to grow up".

45 students responded to a similar question concerning their.thinking about

the future". They indicated, for example, that "We nay not have enough

time" and tnat It is going very quickly". 17 students suggested that the

threat of nuclear e'er had not affected their thinking about "marriage",

while 58 comr.,ented specifically with thoughts like "I don't think I'll

have enough time" and "I thought I wouldn't be able to have one". Finally,

49 children replied that their thinking about "children" has been affected,

twn "I am afraid what they might be subject to and "I would not

want to put a child in danger". 2E children left t'ils entry blank.

The last question in the survey asked the children which topics they

wished to know more about. They indicated the need for more information

on the effects of nuclear war (51t), Soviet - American relations (55',0,

how students can respond to the nuclear threat (44t), human dimensions of

133
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Nuclear war (55';), nuclear weapons and energy resources (31C), physics

of nuclear weapons (2S",...), how adults are responding to the nuclear threat

(28':), economic effects of the arms race (24.::), and the nuclear arms race

and arms control (17b).

Analysis

The most logical comparison to make with the Salt Lake City data is

to the larger American Psychiatric Association study (Beardslee and !lack,

1982. !:early all of the children in the Salt Lake City study had ideas

or images about the word "nuclear" that had a pessimistic or negative tone.

The fev references to nuclear power and peaceful uses of the atom suggest

that cnese children have been primarily influenced by the public debate

about nuclear arms. The local concern, discussion, and activity concerning

the MX missile deployment (considered at one time to be destined for Utah)

may have been a major factor in this regard. The i7iiediary of the TX may

have skewed public attitude:. towards thinking about nuclear weaponry rather

than nuclear power and waste dumps, despite the fact that the latter two

issues have drawn much local m.:dia coverage in the past few years.

Like the American Psychiatric Association study most children seem

to acknowledge awareness of nuclear issues oy the age of 1: years and are

appropriately confused by the meaning of cvil defense. It Jis interesting

to note that this awareness c' nuclear Issues has taken dlace in the

absence of formal nuclear educational programs for children in the United

Stutes. Their cognizance has a:iparently come fron. other sources.

Children in general, felt cney would be less able to survive a nuclear

attar. on the r own city than they would an attack on the country or the

444.
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world. This notion may relect some realistic assessment of the effects

of a nuclear explosion on one delimited area and an inability to generalize

or even comprehend a more eitensive attack. The parochial focus of

children's understanding may be influenced by several factors: newsreel

photos and films of Hiroshima and Nagasaki have demonstrated the devastation

brought to two cities in Japan rather than the entire country; public civil

defense efforts have focussed on a particular locale (e.g. community spec-

ific shelter and evacuation plans); educational forums and television oftrn

paint a picture of a one megaton bomb falling on a particular city; and

the basic conceptual difficulty of adults and children alike ii compre-

hending a worldwide nuclear holocaust.

Fatalism and increasing concern on the part of children is clear in

their sense that the dangers of nuclear war were increasing. This may have

made it difficult to think about the effects of nuclear threat on specific

aspects of their future. Children commented more freely, in this regard,

on the future and the world than on time, marriage, or children. Concepts

of time, marriage and children may seem too distant to consider adequately.

Children's responses to the questi.wi dealing with plans for future

educational programs clearly defined their desires in both personal and

h6man terms. They were very interestec in the human effects of nuclear

war and wanted to know what they could do to prever.t it. Interestingly,

their concern about Soviet-American relations seems of paramount

importance. This may be a testimony to their perspicacity in defining

an underlying sem:nal issue in the debate about nuclear weapons and

their mirroring of adult attitudes. Once objective facts about nuclear

explosions are understood, adults often raise similar questions: What can
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The Future

In very basic teas studies of children's attitudes tov.ards nuclear

threat need to answer three simple questions. Du children have undue

anxiety and concern as a result of their nuclear fears? If they do have

anxiety what is the impact on their attitudes and behaviour? If there

a significant impact how should it be handled? Each question must be ans-

werTd before proceeding on to the next.

American investigators indicate that the problem exists, at least in

the United States. Such was not only the conclusion of the American

Psychiatric Association study (Beardslee and (lack, 1982), but also the

anecdotal data from Chivian and Snow. (1923) who have collected videotaped

interviews with children in various schools in Massachutsetts. The

universal utility of such information,hov.Tver, is unclear since large

cross-cultural studies are yet to e completed. The most extensive study

currently being undertaken is in Finland (Solantus, Note 3)

There Ss less agreenet .Jri the impact of the problem on children's

attitudes and behaviour and many have warned about drawing premature con-

clusions about .nihilist.c behaviour as a result of fatalistic anxiety.

^!uclear fears need to N placed into a oevelopmental and contextual frame-

work so that their impert can be adequately assessed. A recurrent theme

in the videotapes of Chivian and Snow (198:), for example, dealswith fear

of abandonment in the edentuality of a nuc1 -7r tar, a much more basic

childhood fear than vaguer anxiety , ;out nuclear annihilation. Another

consideration is the fa:t young children, particularly, tend to be
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concrete about their fears and thus.may relegate anxiety about nuclear

annihilation into their more simplistic fear of death in general, from

whatever cause.

The. answer to the third question, how to deal with effects of nuclear

.anxiety on behaviour and attitudes, is more problematic. Age appropriate

education about realistic nuclear consequences may be too simple an

answer. Some children are not 'ready for a factual approach anc may need

to work through their fears rather than have then intellectually assuaged.

Furthermore, one could argue that fear and anxiety is an entirely approp-

riate response in the face of nuclear threat and may be a prime motivating ,

factor :or action. It permits thinking about the unthinkable, a necessary

cognitive step for both concerned children and adults to take.

Once it is decided to examine these questions by sone research mode,

questions of methodology need to be addressed. The attitudinal studies

completed to date have suffered f.rom similar problems. Sample sizes have

been small and not comparable for various ages. Different ages and school

settings have been combined in analyses. The questionnaires utilized have

left too much room fcr open-ended responses rather than a more objective,

and thus more easily codifiable, ansyers to questions. Interviews conducted

may involve ,..server-researcher bias. All of these factors have led to

essentially descriptive studies. Future cross-cultural research in this

area needs to utilize a more closed-ended tool applicable to a variety of

settings.

There has recently been sone evidence that such international col-

laborative efforts to examine attitudes of children towards var, nuclear

war in particular, are underway. In larch lg.r..7 a symposium was held in
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Finland on the general topic of "Children and War". The diversely

ranging presentationshave just been published (Kahnert, Pitt and Taipale,

1983). At the 3rd Congress of International Physicians for the Prevention

of Nuclear War, June 17-22, 1983 in The Netherlands, one of the working

groups focussed on "The Effects of the Threat of Nuclear War on Children".

It is hoped that scholarly research conducted for future similar meetings

will add not only important information about the issue but also a degree

of academic credibility, particularly needed in behavioural-attitudinal

research.

The final aim of these efforts must be to ultimately understand the

nature, scope and meaning of children's attitudes towards the nuclear arms

race. If negativism and,fatalism seem predominant amongst children, then

our ability to respond to children's emotional and intellectual needs in

this regard may be 'a demonstration of our concern for ourselves and our

world. We may need to consider more generic issues than simply those of

nuclear war: conflict resolution, stereotyping of enemies, images of

violence in our societies. Our willingness and ability to do this may,

as Escalona (1982) suggests, "also be the ultimate test of the trust-

worthiness of adult society" (p. 607). If we are successful the words of

a 13 year old,girl, responding to one of the questions in the Salt Lake

City questionnaire, may no longer haunt us or our children. Her response

to the question "How has the threat of nuclear war affected your thinking

about the future?" was:

I don't really want to think of it end sometimes

just run away from it. Just lots of sad things

that I can't explain in this little square.
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Reference Notes

1. Snow, R. (Executive Director),
Educators for Social Responsibility,

23 Garden Street, Cambridge, MassaChusetts
02138, USA.

2. Facing History and Ourselves, 25 Kennard Road, Brookline, Massachusetts

02146, USA.

3. Solantus, T. The Threat of War in the Mind's of the 12-18 Year Olds

in Finland. Information from: M.D. Tytti Solantus, Department of

Public Health Science, University of Helsinki. Haartmanin Katu

SF-00290, Helsinki 29, Finland.
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